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T.0HiBtAir. Editor,

curse, degrading to any and every thing w ith
which it comes in contact. In lies, in fraud
and in chicanery this revolution was inaugurated, and is susuiutd by force of arms and the

|

INSURANCE,

Sen WANTED^

State of Bhode Itland and Providence
suppression of truth. The men who, to gratiPlantation*.
this
cruel
ambition
their
brought
fy
political
{Form of Return for Insuranoe Companies with spewar upon a wronged, a robbed, and an outeiflo Capitals, doing buslnesi in tbls State, as reraged people will have a fearful account to ren
quired by the laws of the state of Rhode island.]
der oi their misdeeds. Earth has no punishment meet for their villany, and hell will be
1ST
RETU
scarcely hot enough to scathe them herealter.
OF THE
Let no faint-hearted or short-sighted polie; be
attempted to set aside the eternal decrees of
Insurance
the Almighty, who has planted no lines of dij vision between tbe Atlantic and the Western
Incorporated. May, 1851.
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Who Did Our Minister Mean

Story of

a

Southern

Refugee.

j

Bolstebs’ Mills, Jan. 23,1865.
To the Editor qf the Prat :
Possibly a brief article may not come amiss

the treason-tainted atrecently
Biosphere of South Carolina.
Some years since, like many others, I left
the genial soil of New England in search of a
clime where “Jack Frost” has less sway, and
honest dollars are somewhat smaller than a
full grown cheese, and alter a rough passage
of some ten days X found myself in the uity of
Charleston, S. C.;—a city Which has since, for
certain reasons, become quite noted.
As time rolled on my small business soon
increased, which not only afforded me a comfortable living but something to spare. Xn the
meantime I found growing up arouud me
many warm and true friends, who have proved themselves such, and whom I can never
forget, little dreaming that the cords of
brotherly love would ever beeome sufficiently
strong to bind me to the Sunny South.
All moved on harmoniously until the narrow-minded doctrine became quite too prevalent, that the few must govern the many,
which w»« soon followed by the accursed doctrine ol Secession. I little thought at the
time that our land would soon not only be
deluged with blood but robbed of its noblest
and best fathers, sons and brothers. To leave
my business, a quiet home and friends most
numerous, I thought was sacrificing quite too
much; therefore as weeks rolled into months
and months into years, and as the high and
low, toe rich and poor, one and all were hurled into the voTtex of a wholesale rebellion,
like millions of others, I thought those, crazy
who spoke of a seven or even a five years’
from one
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Personally appeared William Comstock, President, end Walter Paine, Secretary, of the above
named Company, and severally made oath that the
above statement bv them subscribed, is, in the r
best knowledge and belief, true, and teat the amount
of capital actually paid in, in cash, and invested,
exclusive of any obligations cf the stockholders of
any description, amounts to the sum of one hundred
thousand dollars.
Joan Foster, Justice of the Peace.

with a

through it with other friends. With the certificates of exemption from Wragg, Kavenel
aad Bruns, I walked the streets of Charleston
from March, 1862, until Oct. 1,1863, but not
in peace, I can assure you. It was quite sufficient to know that I was not only born north
of the Potomac, but was often seen in company with those who were not considered bf the

exchang«dIjttlgMil#‘ug,

We find in an
in
which a friend intimates therels more truth
than poetry:
Enter Miss Lucy, nearly out of breath with
the exertion of walking from her papa’s carriage in ths street to the door of her friend.

Lucy—O,Maria! how do you do? How
delighted I am to sec you! How have you
been since I saw you at the ball last Thursday
right stripe. Bogus: Vigilance Committees evening ? Wasn,t the appearance of that tall
and armed mobs, both of which are no rare
girl in pink perfectly frightful? Is this your
commodity In the South, were appointed to j shawl on the piano ? Beautiful shawl 1 Father
put an end to my career, as I was considered ! says he is going to sefcd to Paris to get me a
shawl in tne spring. I can’t bear home-made
an unsafe man in the great field of rebellion,
shawls I How do you like' Monsieur Esbry ?
but fearing none but the one-eyed scoundrel
Beautiful man isn’t he? Now don’t laugh
at toe helm, I plodded cn fearless of danger,
j
1
Maria! fbr I’m sure I don't earn any thing
little dreaming of the rough and rugged road
I should soon be compelled to travel; hut as | about him!
call after call for more men was made it was
Oh, my! I must be going—ft's a beautiful
quite evident that those hitherto exempt must < day, isn’t it? Maria, when are you coming
uow go out and fight for a cause which lrom
up to see me? O, dear, what a beautiful pin!
That pin was given to you; now, I know"it
every sentiment of honor and justice the;
could but abhor.
was, Maria— don’t deny it I Harry is coming
X* September, 1863, my exemption papers 1 up to see me this evening; but I hate him—I
of little service for the time being, and I do really! but he has a beautiful moustache;
was soon accepted, much against my tviil, as | hasn't he, Maria?
O.dear me, isn’t It very
warm? Good morning Mafia. Don’t speak
food for Union Powder, after the routine usually gone through by the agents of Jeff, styl- ot Harry in connection with my name to any
ing themselves Captain and A. A. G., and al- one,for I am sure it will never amount to anyso a tew days of imprisonment in a Southern I thing ; but I hate him awfully! I am sure I do 1
prison, the horrors of which I have no lan- ! Adieu.

?roved

guage to describe, yet it is sufficient to say
that a visit to one of them for three months
wilt cure even the most fastidious, of earth |
and earthly tilings. Sfy short visit being over :
I managed to escape by a way of which 1 need t
inform no one save the Confederate authorities, when I put myself beyond rebel rule.
Secreted, with a few dear irlends, I passed
many dreary weeks and months, hoping and
preying for the success of Federal arms, impatlet and heart sick of a prison life.
In January, 1804,1 started lor Wlimington,
N. C., where 1 not only found myself in the
hands of demons and traitors, but In a hotel I
where grates and bars served as the only mirA short and not over pleasant visit to
ror.
the above prison, which I am sorry I am uu
able to describe, and I was once more on my
way strongly guarded to a camp of instruction
at Baleigh, where one and ail are taught to
take a “Yank” at every pop. Seven hours of
prison life and we rolled on to the destined
school, at twenty knots per hour. When seventy live miles from Wilmington, I decided
that I was getting rather too near Canada, and
made my exit from the cars Into a pool of water while they were moving at twelve miles
an hour.
Whether the above mentioned camp
was the one where one Southerner was learned to whip twelve Yankees your correspondent did not learn. 1 decided to take the
back track, and in four days of trials and
1

troubles, through bogs, brooks, rivers, swamps
aud mud, I plodded my way back, upon a single meal of food, and at the end of the route
was decidedly a used-up man. Two days or
rest and a bogus pass landed me once piore in
my chamber of seclusion in Charleston, there
to pass tbe dreary months of spring, summer
and autumn, under the bursting shells which
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deel7dSm
too thick and fast either for com—
good health. The chilly winds of NoDR.
vember came and with them a ministering angel although clothed in Confederate rags, who
Essence ol
for a peck of worthless scrip, consented to
AN EXCELLENT MEDICINE. It cures Coughs,
send me across the huge gulf, from a land of
Colds and
Cough, and all diseases of
despotism to one of freedom and plenty; and the Throat and Whooping
Lungs, and it works like a charm iv
I now walk the hills and valleys of my native qule .iug children when teething. Try it. Prepared
State with the pleasing consolation of having by
E.E, HAY WnRD, Hadley Mass.
W. Phillips k Co,, Agents.
done my duty to my country, if not to my
Jaol6deod5w
God or myself.
Ice House to Let.
While I have carried my life in my
hand for the past four years, I have carried
Ick Boom on Center street, whioh has
h-en u«et JO years for the storage ol Ice by Mr.
lood aud raiment for those who fought for the
Dsvld
will be let as it is orsnew buildright, and at the same time 1 can truly say I ; log willRobrson
be built to suit the occupant. This is a very
have never yet eaten dirt for Southern traidesirable locality tor a Stable keeper, or that ol a).
tors, while ray brothers were freely giving I
*■/ other uusiua-6, and a long lease wnl be
their lives In the great cause of Freedom. To ] given, if desired. Pie se apply to
EDWARD NUtTER.K Middle st.
os
such as are given to fault finding with the
Jac24eod8w
present Administration let me say, yon have
Been but one Bide of the
question. Do you
For Han Francisco.
expect your country saved without large and
TheClloper Barque “Oakaakd,” 700
increasing contributions of treasure and
tons, T Batchelder, Commander, hav.
blood t If so you neither deserve the rights
in* most of her cargo engaged, will
have qmok dispatch
nor the privileges of a free Government.
lor freight apFor one I have no faith ia thelpatriotism of
ply to th* Caobin OB R0»rd, or
samuel Merritt,
such as believe in the perpetuation of AmeriBagadahock House.
j
can slavery, lor it is not only an etil, but a 1
Bath, Jan 17,1M6.
JanUdlw*
came rather
fort or

JONATHAN MOOR’S
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Free

A

As soon

holceBt Suppors served.
18—3m
GEO. W. MURCH.

Pet.

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE
FORMERLY SHOWS

LOCAL

McClellan house,
WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.
a
The publlo sre respectfully informed

^rfSCEhthnt

this

spacious, convenient and well

MSM'-House, situated at,

|ipa«|

MORRILL’S CORNER,
%i mile, from Portland, has been re-fnrniebed and is
for
the
open
reoeption of Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will be given to the comfort of aneets.

BT-The Cars from Portland every half hour.

WIH8LOW 8c THAYER.
Westbrook, Oot. 10— dtf

Copartnership Notice. under

,

have this day formed
the style of

WE

166 Fore St, Portland, Me,

!

Oompanv

W.

copartnership

MERRILL Sc CO.,

P.

3STo. 52 Union S"t.~

|

j

formerly occupied by Mr. C. C. Packard, where
we

will continue the

Retail

Portland Board of References ■■
John B. Brown A Son, Hkrset, Flbtohkr A Co.
I H. J. Libby A Co.
Jobn Lyhch A Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Aqxht
and Attornby lor this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Insurable Property at eurrent

a

and have taken the (tore

!

40,

j Free

Shoe

Trade.

Mr, W. P. Morrill, having been in a retail8hoo
store on Middle street for several years, and recently ha a store on S<- Lawrence Street, would moat
re9pectf"lly invite all his old friends and natrons,
52 Union
and many newonea to call and see him
W P Mbbbill,
M. L. Mbbuill.

street.

janlddlw*

NOTICE^

\

Co, Arts.

New Weed

Jnee8,1864.—dtf.

THE
Tbey will

all the recent

Company.

after

Policies to be
Company
the payment of six, eight
THIS
ten Premiums
of the
and at rates
low
free

or

equal if

at

insured,

as
as any
The issue of Free Policies renders
superior to the participation

not

Compare*.
Office No. 10* Middle Street.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pro*
EDWARD SHAW, Secy.
16—dAwtf
Feb.

Copartnership

notice.

undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the nameand style of FLING A
| WHITTEMORE, and have taken the store formerly
occupied by Hen y Fling, N”. 91 Commercial street,
I where they Intend doing a Commission and Wholej sale business in Teas, Tobaooo, W. I. Goods, Groi oerics and Provisions.

THE

HENRT FLING.
STEPHEN WHITTEMORE.
dtl
Portland, July 8,1864.

JUST

11
RECEIVED
Graham

NICE lot of New Buckwhbat.
Oatmbal, Hop YhaBT Cakb8, and

A Flock,
for sale

by
DANFORTH

m

novaotf

A

advance
any
now in use. While many other good Machines have
been offered to the public, we have long folt the necessity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of H amilv Sewing, as woil as Heavy
Tailoring and Leather Work; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has been
expended in perfecting the Weed, which we unhesita mgly claim to be the best Sewing Machine iu the
world and we Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for thev have been trif d and improved by eleven years of practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical principle® by skillful workmen, and every part i* made of the beBt
material, nicelv adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines can be seen at the

SB CWOC2

SOLDIERS’

j

CLIFFORD,
8 Lime street.

Sales Room, 137 1-3 Middle St.,
Where Machine Findings of all kinds are constantly
on hand.
Machines of all kinds repaired in the best
manner by experienced workmen.
Instructions given on ell kinds of Machines. AD
kinds of Machines taken in exchange frr the Weed.
Also Machines to let by the week or month.

Companies and Begimentsas fast as tbey arrive; persoat preferenoes being regarded w ren practicable.
This Corps will be provided with the best arms in
be formed into

the possession of toe Government, and the men will
be allowed to retain them st the expiration of service. All applications for commissions must be addressed to tb Adjutant General of tbe Army, and

most state.
I
Inf—The date of original entry Into servioe;
id—The rank on ea ry Into servioe;
8d—Date and cause of discharge;
4th—Bank at time of discharge;
6th—Organization in which service was rendered
The application may be acoompanled by teatimoni.
als from commanders. When applications are favorably considered, the necessary ins'motions will be
sen to tbe applicant by mail or telegraph.
All inquiries tbr in ormatlon to be addressed to the Adjutant General, Head-quarters 1st Corps.
Veterans will be fhrnlshod with free transportation to Washington, by appljifg to xitber of tbe fol-

lowing officers:—

Capt Cbas H. Douohtt.Fto. Mar. 1st District,
Portland.
Capt. N. Moubill, Pro Mar. 2d Dist., Anbnrn.
Capt, A. P. Pavjb, Pro. Mar 84 Dist., Augusta.
Capt. E. Low, Pro. Mir. 4tn Dist.. Bangor.
Capt. Wm. H. Fooler,Pro. Mar 5th Dist. Belfast.
B M. LITTLES,
Major V. R. C A A, P. M. General.
Deo.
13,1864.—deoffidtwtf
Augusta, Me.,

STOVES, STOVES!
On Sale

or

to

Let 1

Weed

Sewing

Machine Co.,

Vo. 187 1-8 Middle Street, Portland.
ootSAC. W. ROBINSON. Agent.

Dissolution.
copartnership her< tofor > existing between
F.
Brook end Geo'go K. Hersey, unBenjamin

THE

style of Brook end Hereey, Is tbie duy di«GEOHGE K HKBeEr.
JanUSdlw*
Porttand, Jan 21,1865,

der the
•olved.

—AW—

E. H ER8EY, Agent,
JuW dtf
BO. 18 Onion Street.

Alexander D. Reeves,
Tailor «8c Draper,
08 EXCHANGE

ST.,

Manufacterei to order end in Uw beet manner. Mil.
ltnry and Navy Uniforme, and Boy, Oarmanta.

__tepttdtf

Scotch

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow

j

Bath, Be.

200«8SffiSiA3‘|_.oii>
mtoUiMilZhii

*90 do Bevy Vine
DeUyered la Portland or Boatoa.
Bntt.AprtHD.UM

MAR MR 09

Force

Pumps

ORIGINAL MSTABLJSBMSHT.

&

CO.’S,

171 and 173 Middle Street.

n.

stock ol

Evening.
Auctioneer,

a

COME

AND

SEE

And various other patterns of Cook and Parlor
Stoves, lor City and Country use.
Deo 1—dBm

Leave Your Demands for Collection
B

D. VERRILL’S

LAW AND COLLECTION OFFICE,
Wo. 117 Middle St., Portland.
janlStl
PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R. Ca
annual meeting of the stockholders of the

and Keunebeo Railroad
TheatPortland
p,Broad
in

Co.

will be

bold
the
Depoi,
Brunswick, on the
80th da of January, 1863, at 9 o’clock a. m, for the
followins purposes
1st—To choose a Chairman and Secretary.
2nd—To hear the Report of the Directors and
Treasurer of said comp my, and to aot thereon.
8d—To choose a Board of Directors of said company for tbe ensuing year.
4th—To transaetsacD other business as may propNATH. M. WHITMORE.
erly be ac edon.
J anl8dtd
Seo’y,

ailE

Tartar,

Carriage Manufactory.

F. HE.

MnnaMotnrera and Wboleanle Dealer! in

BEADI-MADE CLOTHING
AND FURNISHING
Ohambere

J.

■

?:

PORTLAND, mb.
lylldti

Hand.aH,

and

CARRIAGES,
AND

The latest styles of oarriage* and sleighs constantoa hand, and made to order.
The new and elegant -<M ntor” sleighs are now
on exhibition, and those wishing to purohase are Invited to o*U and examine.
Repairing done with neatness and dispatch,
novldtf

ly

Coal and Wood!
t subscriber having purchased the Btook of
Wood, and taken the stand recently
ocoui led by Messrs. Sawyer t Whitney, head ol
Maine Wharf, are now prepared to supply their
formtr patrons and the pabKo
with a
One assortment of

TBCoal and

generally,

WALL PICKED AND SCREENED
Old

Company Lehigh,
Sugar Loaf Lehigh,

Lehigh,

Locust Mountain.

Johh's,

White and Red

Ash,

Diamond and Lorherry,

DURAN
HO.

Together
A

Coal !

Superior Coal for BlaehemUke,
and Soft Wood,

Also, Hard

Delivered to order in any part of the oity.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer 4 Whituey are respectfully invited to give us • cell.
BAND ALL, Mo A LLJ8TBB fe CO.
Portland. Jane 13. ISM.—dly

Sl

160

126

MA DE EXCLUSIVELY BY

MERCHANT,

Fork Packer A Provision Dealer,
And Curer of £xtra Family Hams,

Are the best instruments of their olass in the world.
Railroad Hotel Baihtiags,
Nearly all the most promlnen* artists in the country 1
have given written testimony to this effect, and these
Detroit, Mirk.
Campus Martiut,

Instruments are In constant mss in ths concerts ol
tbs most distinguished artists—as UoUscImIk and
Particular attention paid to the purohase
N. B
othera—as well as in the j^eras in the principal citofUogs Fluor, Tallow, Grain, Ac., Ac forth* Eae'ies, whenever such instruments are required. Frioe 1 ern
and wonld respetinlly refer to, as refer,
market,
886 to *600 each. These Instruments may be found
at the Huslo Rooms of the subscriber, where they enees.
First
Wgtional
Bank of Detroit,
will be sold at the manufacturers' prices.
P. Prestun a Co Hankers, Detroit,

or

from «w oomtry prompt

__uepCbidti
126

Exchange Street.
M.

Hugh.

IPhinnev,

hi* Menda and former euitoiren
WFFFF
¥¥
h» hae takeu the Wore No. n« Saehang.
.*h?i
where he intends to
earry

on

the

Stove and Furnace Business,
in aH it* branch**. STOVES, of all kindi, of the
neweat and moit approved pattern!.

furnaces and Ranges,
tin and Xallow Ware.
■r*Bueoad bud STOVES bought,

exchange lor

or

new.

taken in

florae, Rexam. Fcb»acub, ud Tl» *iu repaired ai abort notice in a
faitblbl manner.

Gratefal tor former Patronage, he
hope, by etrlet
attention to buelneee, and fair
dealing, to retire aa
'bare ol public lavor.
***""2*
Oot. 28—dtf,

ECONOMYJS

WEALTH.
TOM&'rar*“• ««•
Repair Gentlemens’ Garments
OF UVUUY

DHOEirMOB,

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES

that Monty cam be Saved in there War
Timet.
J. X. STORY, Ho.23
Kuohange 8t
Aug 27—dtf

So

HATCH &

FROST,

Produce Dealers,
No, 16 Lime Street.

S:5:K3KM PORTLAND, ME.
kfnde
Kraal.

Deo

mtlke‘prk»‘ P»!4
h'£!22
Consignments solicited.

Tot producu ot a)'

1—flm. d

OSIAH HEALD

George Darling,

COMMISSION

BRACKETT.

MIDDIB BTRLLT.

AB ordare In tbertty
W dll«d.

with the best quality of

Cumberland

for Mia

■ WHOLESALE and RETAIL

lanedtf

Organs

GOODS,

Nos. 1 end 1 Sree Street Block
(Over B. J. Libby A Co.,)

AND

Successor to J. F. Libby.
Manufacturer of

com-

newsjpnrnaU

t

Traveling Bags!
Manufactured

Haxelton

publishes
any
pensation,
in Maine, in Boston, in New York or elsewhere who
would like to enjoy the ready uorresponaenoe of an
experienced writ-r and j nrnalist at the capital ol
this State. He flatters himee f that his acquaintance
with the local t-aasaotlons and the publio measures
and the public men of the State and C uu.ry, as well
as his long experience in typographical an-t editorial labors, giva him an advantage in this {respect
which few others possess fleknowe bow to write
«
oopy" ior the printer that will require no revision
after it passed one of his hards. He is also a good
and expeditions
proof" reader, and is willing to
engage with any publisher who may desire ins services at home or abroad, iu that capaci'y.
WILLIAM A. DREW.

A

TRUNKS, VALISES,

* Cream

ootu-dtr

News-paper Correspondence.
an ex-editor of this olty, hereTHEbyundersigned,
tender, his services, for
reasonable
to the
of

°“ttmr» failblolly executed

Hate Cefee and Spioe Mills, IS and IS Union street,
Portland, Me.

S LE 1 BUS,

Consisting of the fbllowing. viz:—Doeskins; CasslSatinets, all wool SUrtimg. Under Shirts and
Drawers, DeLains, Shirting, Linens, Table Linens,
Embossed all wool Table Covers, Sontags, Hoods,
hearts, Neok-Ties, Hoop Skirts, Cotton and Linen
Threads.
Also, A Large Lot or Silver-Plated Ware, Table
and Pocket Cutlery, Tranks, Valises, he.

The Cabinet

°*

COFFEE, SPICES,
SRiaratui

No. 20 Preble Street. Portland, Met,

GOODS,

COTTON,

T,

aotloe.
tr All goods entrusted at the owner's risk.
marshlOdtf

meree,

CHAS. E.

G-RAN

Wholesale Dealer In all kinds of

CoKee and Spicee pot up for the trad*, with any
address, in all variety of peakages, and warranted
presented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at short

MASON & HAMLIN
The oelebrated large mien P. P. Stetnrt Cook And
Parlor Btoves.
The New Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
Tbe Parlor Gas Burner.

J.

as re

No. 86 Exchange Street,

Every

Closets,

Warm, (Cold and Shower bulhi, Vaah
Bowl*, Braae A Silver Plated Cocke,

GRANT’S COFFEE 4 SPICE MU Li.

Auction Boom of C. £. Cotton,

Auction Sales

and Water

NO. 194 EXCHANUE STHEiiT,
PORTLAND, MB.

J- T. Lewis &z Co..

Spikes, Haile, be.,

••

OPENED,

FANCY

.Mg«,

Metal,

short notloo and deli voted at any port required.
McGILVEBY, RYAN k DAVIS.
Beptt^dtf

And will be sold at the

DRY AND

J

WIUMM A. PEABCE,
PLUMBER!

at

j
]

a

BY-

JAMES T. FATTEN A 00.

.“.T?
attended to. Conitan,
Yellow Metal & Copper Sheathing, ;‘Dd‘W’WMProoy.tlj
*HErl LEND end Ht>:
rnirSl zHn!i25&:
PUMPS
of All deaonptionrt
tpOdt?

This Bank Is prepared to reoeivs subscriptions to j
the new 7 3-10 loan In sous of AM and upwards,
paying Interest from date of subscription to Angust
15th, the date of the new loan.
The notes are convertable at the end of, three
years into specie paying S per cent. 5-30 bonds,
One-eigkthper oeat. will bo allowed on all aia°dnte
of sUeo and over.
B. C. hOMF.BHY,
Poalland
dtf
Cashier.
ng. 1,1864.

Fierce,

Canvas,

-90* BALM

.or

_

fc

Roofing

SOB SLAT BOOSa.

"

Ban lx..

Formerly oeonpied by Stewart

COMPOFITUlN

are

Government 7 3*10 Loan.

JUST

WATEHPKOOF

New Bedford Copper Gomp'y.
Water Fixtureo
Owe..
R¥n?ru4“artp?,‘°*
undersigned, agents of the abort Company,
ling Hooaea, Hotela, Public Building!, Shops
THE prepared
to fttrniah suite of
“d *et “f iB th» haat manner, bud

|

Canal

IMPOilVEB

aravol

use.

Augusta, Jsn’y 2, 1866.

—iff—

At

Re-finishing Old Silver

Ware.engddim

Crossman fc Co., and J. B. Lunt,and dealers genernov 34—dam*
ally.

REST.

place

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

option

/!

Sewing Machine, C. H. STUART

improvements, possesses
WITH
points of excellence and acknowledged merit
which
it far in
oi
other Machine

PARTICIPATION.

farther bounty at

BOUNTIES.

H98 TC

for at

THE

WPortland Office, 166 Pore Street.

a

To Washington, where all enlistments are consummated, can re obtained of any Provost Marshal, if
the appplioantis a proper snbjeet for enlistment.-^
On arriving at Washington, veterans will be cared

rates.

the

best manner.
Aleo, Repairing and

should use Pbbuviav Haib Kbgbbisatob.
Beware qf 1mitationi! Call Bar PsruvlIDilar Kexeutratcr and receive no other.
Jones A Bay wholesale agents, 170 Washington as,
Boston; Also Weeks A Fetter, Carter, Ru-t fc Co ; I
and others. At wholesale by Sheppard fc Co. Port*
land. At re'aU.L. C. tfu-eoit 14 Market Square, !
3SORT fc Watbbhoubb, cor Congresa f Middle st., I

—

Transportation

AH THE

Be-opened with Now Furniture & Fixture*,

State of Rhode Island f Providence Plantations 1
1
City and County of Providence.
January 9.1865.
S.
Parish, SecSachet Mauran, President, and J.
retary of the Atlantie Fire and Marino Insurance
Company, being duly sworn, depose and say, that
the roregoing is a true fall and correot statement of
the affairs of the said corporation, and that they are
tho above deM ibed officers thereof.
S. Katua, President.
J. 8. Pa*bb, Seoretary.
Subscribed and sworn before me, this ninthday of
Ubhry M, Kawson,
January, a. d., 1865.
Justice of the Peace.

it at leas

c

c-

one year's enlistment, #200 for two yean,
and #800 for th-ee years; one-third being paid down
and the remainder in instalments. T >ey will be credited to the Districts where they or their lamilies are
domiciled, and will therefore ree dve the

1,64800

Total ain’t of losses, claims and liablities... 86,889 82

other Company

OF

HAlF REGENERATOR

Is the moat peileot Hair Benewer In

Three Tears!

mastered in, and

as

WARE,

3W"All kinds of Ware, eneh ae Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, fce., plated In the

Everybody

Special Bounty5

#100 for

Proprietor

clared but not yet due.........
Am t of money borrowed...
Am’t of all other existing claims agaiast
the company... 1,19132

issue

SILVER

ow

93S Congress St., Opp. Court Bouse, Portland,Me.

PERUVIAN BAIR REGENERATOR

Three Hundred Dollars!

The public are respectfully informed that
it is the inteotion of the
that
■this Home shall be kept a tirst-olass road

——-

unpaid,... ....»\..
Am’! of divideadse;ther cash or ecrip, de-

JOHN W. HUNGER &

ot

—

HOUSE,

m Artur AOTunna

_

Acte upon the secretions of the scarf akin of the
soalp,giving life to the roots of the hair and prevent.
Ing it from falling off.

cam-

E VER Y VETERAN WILL RECEIVE

1

——-

tion has-been taken..
Ana X of claims for losses resisted b> the Co,
Ain’t of dividends declared, and due, and

will

PERUVIAN

Gen. Hancock.

One, Two

HILLER, Proprietor.

CAPI SIC POND

32

adjustment....$4,100 00
Am’to losses reported on which no ac-

Counterfeits.

Washington under

—TOR—

THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

$1,204,188

Am>

*

WM. E. WABBEN, President.
HAMILTON BKUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Seoretary.

for Mtnlon's—Take no other.
Bold by druggists generally.

0. D,

M.

PERUVIAN HAIR REGENERATOR

ENLIST in this CORPS!

|

FIRE

AND

Sleighs,

PEARSON,
I Silver
Plater,

Will aorely remove Sour*, Daidiufp, and otre
all humon of the sealp.

All able-bodied men wbo have served two years,
and have been honorably discharged, may

Plan.

iy Meals Cooked to Order at all hoars.
lunch ere^y day at 11 o’clock.

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

of

Maj.

LMnvHtftfi and spiendidly furnished, regardless of »xpense. Ko >ms to let by the day or week.
It will be kept on the

20,000 00

Insurance

now open to the Fublio,
leased by tbe subscriber for a
years, and has been thoroughly renen

WABHGIT8

ST**™

Is now being organized et
mand of

This House is

Of New Tort. Office 118 Broadway.

Ask

moh26eodtf

S. KOUADS A SON.

„_

Arbroath

j

THE FIRST CORPS!

popular hotel

and

Boom*, 110 and 113 Sudbury St., Boston, Jfate.
Jnneltf

Will surelv restore gray hair to its original color
;o
where a thorough trial is given lL

and

KI1BALL,

Salt

REGENERATOR! |

FRAMES,

P.

Preble street, (Sear Preble Hone*,)
PORTLAND, ME.

Origi-

HAIR

p t27—dtf

PORTLAND, MR.

INTERNATIONAL

EdP Beware

at lowest rates.

Pikr G LA88S8 made to order.
With the facilities afforded them they can get up
wy piece of work in their department of business
is well and as cheap as can be done in Boston or
Mew fork.
Liberal discount made to the trade,

St., Opp. Lancaster Hall,

b
[having
of

Ain’t of losses adjusted,and due and unpaid,
Ain’t of losses incurred and in process of

ASSETS

\* Mantlb

Groitoft House!

10,000 00

J. W. M!un.ger & Co
Agents and Attorneys,

A Hast Exquisite, Delicate aa<l Erngrant Perfume. DirtilW from the
Bare and Bcautiftsl Flower from
which it titheo its name.
Manufactured only by PHALON & SOW.

amply provided.

HallowelJ, Fob. 1 1864.

C.

!UkJrUfA,OTUllK OP

peetTpian

FRAMES,

ING,
a

KF“ Carriages and Sleighs on hand and mads to

They have also a large variety of Photograph
Stock and Chemicals, Cases, Camaras, IfC.,
tfc.

DENNIS, Proprietor.

all the usual oonvenienoes of

its

to

nal Color.

Looking-Glass Plates of all Sizes Be-Sel.

guests.

Center

Gray Hair Restored

Trench

eonstantiy on hand.

spaoious,

ar*>

offer

GILT

are specially informed that the
convenient and well-known Hallo well
House, in the centre of H&llowel), two miles from
Augusta, and fwUr miles from Togus Spring, has
been retarnished, and is open for the reception oi
oompany and permanenfcbo&rders.
Every attention will be given to the comfort ol

;

they

which

of

LEMONT,
Portland, He.

Carriages

Rosewood, Black Walnut, and all Kinds ot

HTThe public

ST A Bis

supply

EBONY AND ROSEWOOD

NEW FURNITURE & fU.TU3.XBl

LIABILITIES.

Fire

Imitation of

REOPENED!

!
; and

freeh

a

_

ieDlSdiy

order.frneltdtf

Nov 17—dim

16,000 00

-$267,808

No

They have also received

HALLOWELL HOUSE

j

CO.,

General State Agents.

RE-GILT,

frnoldtf

K.

Preble Street,

58 and 60 Middle St, Portland Me.,

Cleaned and Tarnished in the best style.

HOTELS.

S. G.

STOKER &

PORTLAND.

Carriage Manufacturer,

Pictures, Greatest Wonder of the Age.

Portraits &

~~

;

6. L.

their customers and tha publlo

FRAMES

E.

WOOD,

Granite Mock.

)

go"? A^Jones, j

And know they are the thing »o long sought for.'

DEPARTMENT,

Blake,

Charles

To look equal to new.

maylldtf

j

484 42
premiums.
Premiums.....
4,2o8 88
Due from Agents.
Cash in Banks.....
610 62
Cash on hand not depoeted
Interest money accrued and
6,460 00
other asset 8_............

Janl2d3w

OLD

No. 8

aug8Idtf

May 11th.

receivable for Marine

Bills

same to

ean

j

Fashionable Ualla.

oan assure

117 Commercial Street,

MANUFACTURING DEPARTMENT!

that all work will be done In the NBA TEinerally
ST and moit WORKMANLIKE MANNER.

of Rooms, with board,
be obtained by
SUITS
applying immediately at 80 Danfbrth street.

1

Union-loving bachelors under fortya little delicate in spots; however,
j
little Yankee ingenuity, X waded |

CLOTHING

and they

Beard.

j

but other

oetSOtf

rewarded as above on returning the
Central Wharf, or 72 Brackett street.
Portland, Aug H, 1864.

Go.,

Northern “auk stock,par Val
$100, market vat #100.
Mechanics and Manufacturers Bank stock, par val $60,
market val $60.
Lime Rock Bank stock, par
val $60, market val 850—
Merchants Bank stock,.
4th National Bank, N. Y.

Lower than any other Establiahment

GILDING

mol

adion Produce,

SOFT

delivered to any part if the olty.
Obfiob Coxruroiaa St., bead of Franklin Wt vf.

FELT

HJLAKJ2, JONES & CO.,
FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS,

them Daily

Using

HARD AND

Mot 11—dim*

SUPERIORITY.

are

North,

SPRING MOUNTAIN, LEHIGIl, UKZILTON.
SUGAR LOAF. OLD COMPANY Lf.UIUU, L(>
OUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND,
TRRand BLACK HKATil. Tbaae Coils arc ot tile
Tery best quality, woll tcroened and picked, anl
warranted to glee satisfaction.
Also tbr sale bait of

LIVERPOOL, DHQ.

nr oub

er

ON

SATISFY

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,

around the Grand Trunk
allot containDepot and yaroj a Calf Skin
a
sum
of
considerable
ing
money, and papers of no
value to any one but the looter. The finder will be

|

Atlantic

and Milk Sts.

Tower Buildings

1

Western and C

We

In tho oity.
The serrioes of Mr, H. Q. SMITH, formerly of
Boston have been secured to superintend the

U1.VV AUH.
$300
Central wharf,

From present indications, the manifest ex- |
1, W. nUNGEH A CO..
tensions of the capitol, and the massive dome j
Agtsnts and Attorneys,
which crowns it, will be completed by the 4th
of March next. When President Lincoln was
No. 166 Fore st, For.laud, Me.
janl3eod3w
inaugurated he was surrounded by unfinished
of
pdes
counsel and advise; wise and just legislation
masonry, blocks of marble, and piles
STAT£]M£!NT
or iron castings.
Croakers predicted that the
was not only disregarded bat consumed m the
Of the condition of the
work
would
be
furnace of Southern passion; the fatal ball
suspended, and that the build- j
ing would gradually fall into decay, as the two !
that found its way from the cannon’s mouth
Fire
and Marine In.,.
confederacies would fix their respective cap!to the grim walls of Sumter, while it carried
ON XJU12
tals
at inferior cities.
But
the
Administration
has
also
carried
sorto
some
for
a
season,
joy
knew no such word as fail. The military surow not only from the Kennebec to thB Potoof December, A. D.,1864J
Thirty-First
Day
of the capitol, established by
mac, but also from the Potomac to the Gulf perintendence
Jeff. Davis, was wisely abolished, and practi- Made to the Secretary of the State of Maine, purand from the Atlantic to the Pacific. In the
suant to the Statute of that State, entit'ed “An Act
meantime your humble servant firmly resolv- cal civilians took control of the work. AW td regmate Agencies of Foreign Insurance Companies.’*
ed never to take up arms against a govern- though the rebels in arms have been at times
ineutso mild and just as that ol onrs in times ; in sight of the dome, the work has been steadNAUR AND LOCATION.
carried
on.
Piece
%
by piece the magnifl
of pease or war-; and it is to-day most pleas- I ily
The name of this Company is The Atlautio Fire
dome, which contains about eight million and
iug for me to think that in this I have kept 1 cent
Marine
Insurance Company, incorporated in
of
of
iron
was
and
pounds
raised,
castings,
my promise, even at the sacrifice of all but ;
lb62, and located in the City of Providence, State of
the whole was finally crowned by Crawford’s
life which is yet sweet.
Rhode Island.
gigantic statue ot Freedom. The eastern
The first year of the war passed quietly
CAPITAL.
of
wing is completed and The Capital of said Company aataally paid up in
compared with the latter years, yet it proved porticofor the Senate
Cash is..... *,200,000 00
ready
use; that of the House is nearly finto the South that they must fight the North
67,808 b2
ished the scatfolding will soon be removed 1 The surplus on the Sist day of Deo’r,..
with powder and bail and not with rawhides,
Twelve months only j froyn the interior of the dome, disclosing the i
as was first proposed.
Total amount of Capital and Surplus. $257,808 82
ABBOTS.
served to appease in a measure toe fighting noble proportion of the rotunda; and our dl- I
plomatic visitors cau see that, while conquer- i Bank of Commerce stock,par
propensities of Southern chivalry. And be
value
$62, $104,000 00
the
#$Q,mai‘ketTal.
ing rebellion,
Government of the United |
lore the first twelve months of carnage and
Globe Bank stock,par val$60
blood were at an end, the hemp deserving Ex- States has continued to adorn and embellish !
00
val $60..
market
i Contiuental Bank stook, par 26,000
ecutive put Into effect his sweeping conecrip- t its metropolis.— Washington Letter.
00
val
^60....
val
market
20,000
$60,
tloo, which of course made not only myself

live, feel

of Exchange

ner

I
State of Rhode Itland,
City of Providence, January 9, 1866.)“

j

and Daughter, 8 years
with board. Rooms
unfhrnisbed, for wbiah liberal compenbe paid. Address G. J., box 2204.
t. 26 th
oot27tf
rooms

IMM.
Wednesday afternoon, out of a carriage, beONtween
Exchange St. and Emery St., a pair of
Gent’s Boots, 'lho finder will be suitably rewarded
by leaving them with JOHN E. DOW A SON, cor-

Walter Paisb', htcreUiy.

No.

PERSON

ITS

Brokers,

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
And General Commission Agents,

;

Machine,

A. NY

In New England—parohaso<l before the
very great
advanoe in all Unde of materials- -are proposed to
soil at

Portland,*Oe

ident.

Ship

EXAMINATION

WILL

j

(Late Song eg, Cooper f Co.)

and Is

Exebange street.

Wife

will

sation

12,600 00

Tills

Middle St.,

at,

WILLIAM ¥. SONQEY & CO.,

of

EVAN’S BLOCK,

Wanted.
a
furnished or

novlS

^

CHEAP FOR CAM* !

Board at United States Hotel.

In nae.

I Simplicity & Perfection Combined

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL

a

8,000 00

147

now

wvmmtm.

WOOD AND COAL

D.,

OFFICE NO. 3 CLAPP’S BLOCK.
MARKET SQUARE-

Whieh hat proved lteelf to be the beet eaited to all

mmss aasgsS^SSPortland. May M.18M

SURGEON & PHYSICIAN,

EMPIRE!

Unda of work of any

i

Juneltf

S. C. HUNK (NS, M.

|j

D|,‘ A. H. HCAI D

SOXUMAGXEBi

___

Street.

Portland, Mayn.uw.

Work executed in every part of the State.

Machine ?

Mlddl

*"*****°».Drl.SACd UCOBUIUK

No. 144 Middle Street.
PORTLAND. UR.

It la prononnoad by tha moat profound expert* to
be

LOST.

BYold, Gentleman,
good suit of

THE

ABIBL a. SMITH, 1T1 Fore St.

Mare on hand the largest assortment of

novlTd.f_

4,600 00

Pants, Tests,

DENIIS 1,
No. 170

BEST! Fresco and Banner Painter,

ARE TOUIJV WAJVT OF A

Sewing

DR. S. C. FERHAjlD,

MAWTAOTUBIB Of

OKAS. J.

Idle lino.

A CARD.

__Juneldtl

JanelMtf

CALL AND EXAMINE

SITUATION as Book-keeper in a wholesale
establishment, or as a Copyist. Best of reference given. Address “H. F. 0.
Press Offioe. tl

ON

none.

nose.
31 Amount of other liabilities,
32 Larrest amount insuredon
20,000 00
anyone risk,
Providenoe, Deoember 81st, 1864.

No.

BN1GHT,

‘®..

D.A.VIS

PAPCB HANGINGS.
Vo. 63 Bxohanae Btrust, Portland, Ha.

48 Commercial Wharf.

THE

CLEVELAND Sr OSGOOD,

the evening of the 16th bet ween Deering Hall
and Oanlorth street, a large bold Cross chased.
The finder will meet with a liberal reward by leavLO WELL A CENTER’S,
ing it at

none.

GET

AN

Overcoat.

Wanted,

62,614 12

Work.

PICTURE FRAMES

A

amount of each olass,
4,736,194 00
One Class.
16 AmouDt of premiums t hereon,designating the amount

Fertlaad, Jane 13,1884.

Furnishing Goods,

Sept ao—dtf

sonny tide of Exchange street, about midway-between Now Pity Hall and Post Office,
good place to buy

4,676 89

Doeskins,

&

*■«

tBuS * (jo.,

iaqentb,

^osaadirtn^.,^,

Retail.

Premium Paged Account Books.

oak tkke*ails* ftr
k

*4

Bookseller, Stationer,
AMD

macf.ines

WOODMAN,

*

Ij.

161 Commercial St.

100,000,zfir
8IMONTON

SEWING

Salt,

Portland,

Wholesaleand

Liverpool, aod fbr sale by
MouILVAKY, KYAN k DAVIS,

Sept 34th—dtf

BUSINESS OAKDb.

a^b.
Maine.
___lenoldtf_

——■

Lime St.

No. t

Treenails.

German and

AO of whieh win be sold low for Cush, at the old
stand of Lewis fc Smith.

the

An

toe

of eaoh class.

Completion of the Capitol.

And

P. MORRELL, 4CO., havea good assortment at fair
prices, 118 Bschangestrest.
deol4dtf

16 Amounv of fire risks out-

war.

Who, I ask, could for a moment have believed that there existed in our land demons'
in the shape of men, who would erase the last
Stripe and blot out the last Star from our tamehonored Flag, to further the ends of the few
at the sacrifice of the many ? The great and
good men of our country were called forth to

a

outstanding
120,074 00
14 Amt ofpremiums thereon,

when I get home.”—8. 8. Times.

Undercoats,

Purchase;

FOUND.

LIABILITIB8.

fa meditating and

J. M. BROWN.

_

17

ootaitf

and

Lather Dana,
:
Woodbury Du. I
John
D»n»' j

OAA BBL8. Cholo* Appplee,lost reoelrod and
AUU for tale by
DANFOBfH k CLIFFOBD,

Beady-Made Overcoats,

Maple us.

A

*12,717

SMITH’S,
m

^Ish

No 486 Union Wharf.

deo28d4w*

advancc."

year m

a

Dana & Co.

ech

Scotch Canvass.
BOLTS of “David Coraar k Son’a" Leith,
QAA
A» sail-cloth of superior quality, jut received direct irotn

cents

ten

Commercial
jaoiildtt

BRICK HOUSE, situated In the Western part of
the etty. Possession to be bad May 1st 1 66.
Address Box Ho. TO, P rt'and P. O., stating localdeclOdwtf
ity, price he., lor three weeks.

nothing.

Boys

We would inform our flrienda and the publio that
we intend to keep the beet the market afford., and
oas Mil at the leweet rate..
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
fit at all times. We would also rail attention to our
niee Custom

per lb. for all Pamphlets
pay
JWILL
delivered at the oilioe oi the Portland Sugar Co.,
and

oorner

ON

counts,

dVT.

Nice Custom

WANTED!

7,686 76

and

Beavers, Cassimeres

Soldier who has just returned from the
front, a situation in a Bookstore or Grocery.—
He has had experience in both, and enn give satisfactory references. Address Box 413 Post Office,
Portland.
Jutftllw*

18

Clothing!

Also a fine stock of Cloths, sank
American Moscow and Castor

a

BY

Men

A BUSHbLS Bye now landing from
OaUO Amanda Power*, and for tale by
WALDBON t TBUb,

No. 171 Fore Street.

cashin hand.
Call on Capt. James Fbench or CaptT. B. Gobdon, at the Albion House, Ho lit Federal etreet,
Portland, Me.
j*n24dlw*

--

19 Amonnt of outstanding
claims unadjust'd,
20 Amount of loans, borrowed mosey and hank dis-

-A.

E7* Agant“ liberally dealt with. By Reoruit* making application in person they will reoeive more

Wanted to

One Claes.
17 Amount or outstanding
claims adjusted and doe,
18 Amonnt. ot outstanding
maims rdjustod and not due,

For

BUSINESS CARDS.

|

Apples.

May be found at

War will be Settled in Three Months.

18 Amount of murine risks

j

I

Now is the time to Get a Bis Bounty,
as it is likely the

96.189 56

-_

standing, designating

Fall and Winter

—.':=r^7—■

.■

Bye.

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OW

A

wanted lor a new Regiment, of Sharp-Shoo ere.—
Men wanted for the frontier service
Volunteers
wanted. Substitutes wanted. Sailors wanted. Firemen and Co, 1-h avers wanted.
Colored men wanti ed fo the Army and Navy.

specified,

12 Amonnt which may be, by
obarter, assessed upon parties insured,

■

■

CLOTHING!

& GORDON at tte Albion
117 Federal street, Portland, Me.
Men waned ior the Army and Navy. 60 men

Gomp’y,

6,130

I

Home,

_

A minister preached a pointed sermon one
day, with reference to a particular member of
his church, whom he felt he could reach iu uo
other way. The subject was important to all,
bnt on this- brother in particular the cpat fitted
rertlarkaMy' Veil. It was dbr wtfhout some
misgivings that the minister awaited the rej sist. Would he resent .with wapwh, being
thus rebuked, or would he accept it in meekness, and profit by it? As he walked down
the pulpit steps he perceived that the man
was waiting to speak with him. “The storm
is coming,” thought the young man, but be resolved to commit the case to the Lord. As
he reached the brother he greeted him with
great curdialitys and as they walked along together, he said, “I was very glad, indeed, you
PSeacbed that sermon to day.”
Aleellng of hope and thankfulness sprang
up in the minister’s heart, and he felt he
should not hesitate to preach a pointed sermon again if it was needful.
“I think the discourse exactly suited brother W.’s case, and I do
hope he will apply it,”
continued the man. He had heard the sermon,
as most of us do, for somebody else.
“Who did our minister mean to day ?” asked
one friend of another, as
they walked home
from a church where the truth had been declared with great plainness.
“You and me,” was the reply. That hearer
relates that he never again asked who his
minister meant when he was delivering God’s
message. Would we not all do well to rer
member this when we are listening to a discourse and applying it to others?
Does not
God’s spirit any to us, “Thou art the man?’’
It is a striking truth which a good man noted
down—“I find It easier to go six miles to hear

Army

MERCHANDISE.

FALL AND WINTER

FRE CTCH
By Cspts.
No

-—

COMMUNICATIONS.

the

MISCELLANEOUS.

High eat Bounty Paid

The

Kates of Ad-vertieing:
Ocelnoh ofepueeln length of column, constitute!
‘eqUABX."
61.60 per square daily first week; 76 eents per week deserts, between tbe Great Lakes and the Gall
(To be signed and sworn to be the President and
after; throe insertions or less, P1.00; continuing eve- I of Mexico that signify his will that we should
Seoretary, and returned to the State Auditor’s
ctlier
Office, Providence )
ly
day after Unit week, 60 eents.
and unless so separated the advoiiulf square, throe insertions or lose, 76 aente; one separate;
of
is
treason
the
cacy
peace
wisest
against
woes, Vi,H0 j 60 oenta per week after.
1 Amount of Capital,
#200,000 00
and holiest interests of onr country. Peace
Giidor head ot AxnixMHaiTe, *2.00 per sqnare per
2 Ain't of Cap.tal actually
week; threo insertions or lose, *1,60.
to the South would be sweet, as It would be
in, in cash,
200,000 00
pais
hinoiAL Notions, *2.00 per sqnare first week,
Manner of Investment.
to the North, but except through the
subju- 8 Bow muoh invested in
*1,00 per sqnare after; three insertions or lees, *1.60;
gation of the South we should have anarchy
haif n square, three insertions, *1.00; one week,
none.
mortgages,
and war forever, and Northern, the Middle
*1.60.
4 How much invested in
Advertisements inserted in the MAinn Statb
and the Western States would at once fall
public securities, particuPause (Which has a Urge circulation in every part of
esc o item,
asunder, the South would dominate over us, i U.lariziug
the iitato) for 60 cents per e. .unrein addition to the
8. oeriltieatcs ol indebtedthe
and
men
of the North would deserve to be
above rates, tor each insertion.
ness,
600,000 00 60,000 00
Lkoal Homo us at nsna! rates.
dtiven to the field under
How mush in Bank Stock
negro overseers to | 6and
I'raneientadvertisement must be paid foria ad- ; hoe corn and cotton
other
I
for southern masters.
incorporated
Venue.
companies, particularizing
Fearing I have already -wearied your paBusu-cee Norton, in reading columns, 20 eents ;
eich item
I
beNo
lest
must
and
insertion.
than
Line
for
one
charge
2,200sbares Bank Commerce. 110.000 < 0
per
fifty tience,
close, hoping, praying
<’
cents for sash insertion.
800
40 000 00
American Bank.
lieving that time In Its onward progress, with
intended
for
the
400
tSfAiiooueiaunieationo
Merchants Bank, 20.000 00
paper civilization and
leave
to
yet
humanity, may
<should be directed to the Kditm qf the Press,” and ]
400
Globe Bank,
20,000 00
us or ours, not only a great but a noble and a
those of a business character tc the Publishers.
lOO
Pbenix Bank,
6,100 00
Very truly yours,
100 "
■tF*Jon Fuama ol every dosarlptioa executed ! lree country.
WhatCheer Bank. 6,000 00
site dispatch.
Husky T. Evans.
#200,000 00
6 Amount of premium notes,
7 Amount of bills receivable
other than premium notes,
speoifyiug amount loaned
on collateral seourlty,
8 amount loaned on personal security,
9 Amount of eash on hand,
10 Amount of cash in hands
of agents.
11 Other assets not above

|
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P&st Generation.

To the Editor of the Press :
i it i8 s»id that in youth we think of the fui ture; la middle life on the present; and in

MAJXM.

Monday Morning, Jan. 30,1865.

|

----

in Portage we dwell on the past. Residing
land in 1818, and being in Exchange street

Tht circulation of the Daily Press is larger I every
day, 1 thought it might be interesting
than any other Daily paper in the State, or* to
as
some of your readers to view the street
double that of any other tn Poe Jxnd.
the
with
it
and
it stood at that day,
compare
below I
I
present time. In the account give
Reformers on the Ramj^JC®*
but
correct,
to
be
do not pretend
perfectly
It is to be regretted that zd«* who combine I others may be able to correct my errors. I
for a common good, and w*ose objective ends
send you a sketch of the upper side of the
other side in a few
are identical, should erer lose sight of the
street, and will send the
fact that honest men see with different eyes,
days.
weigh matters with different grades and mea- EA.KLY BECOIAECTION8 OF EXCHANGE 8T.,
IN 1818.
sures of intellect, and necessarily differ on
questions relating to the ways and means by
On the corner of Fore and Exchange streets
which to secure the same common end. At
was the building occupied by Moses Gould as
the second day’s sessfem of the Massachusetts
a hat store and Jonathan Tukesbury as a shoe
AQti-Slavery Society, in Boston, a lew days | store. Mr. Gould was a native of Ipswich,
since, scenes were enacted and words uttered Mass. He was tall and well built, shrewd and
that could have had no other effect than to economical, and left a handsome property.—
bring discredit upon a good caase, and to af- Two eons survive him—Daniel and Moses.
ford desirable ailment for the common enemy. Mr. Tukesbury is a native of West Newbury.
Questions relating to reconstruction and Mass., and I believe is still in business ou Fore
negro suffrage were under consideration. Mr.
street; must now be over eighty years old.
Garrison introduced a resolution to the effect
The next store was kept by Joshua Tolford,
that If Louisiana is to be excluded from the
Watchmaker. He has passed away and left
Union for the reason that the negro is there i two sons in business on Free street. The next
denied the right ot suffrage, then Connectiabove was Robert Barbour’s shoe store. He
cut, Pennsylvania, and all the Western States has left two sons—John and Charles—in the
should also be excluded from the Union for the same business,
who, I hear, have a handsome
same cause.

property.

Upon this resolution Mr. Phillips made a
severe speech, and denounced the course of

I think the next above was Eben Griffin's

shoe store. I believe he had but
Leonard. The family are all dead.

Mr. Garrison.
We copy from the report in the Daily Advertiser;
Mr. S. S. Foster charged Mr. Garrison with
being prepared to make a compromise with
the deril,let down the principle of anti-slavery, and consent to the admission of Louisiana
into the Union with a sacrifice of all the rights

were

Moulton, Jeweller,
who kept as I then thought a splendid store.
He was a native of Newburyport, Mass., and
served his time with his father, as did three of
his brothers. They have all passed away.
The next above was Henry S. Pearson, in
Next above was Enoch

malicious, calumnious, groundless

and false.
ine remarks of Mr.
Thompson caused general confusion in the
audience, and called
forth a sharp answer from Mr. Foster. Explanation being given by both parties—also

by Mr. Foster—the subject was dropped.
Mr. a. C. Wright defended Mr. Garrison
and bis resolution in

address of consideralength, at the conclusion of which the
until
meeting adjourned
afternoon.
Mr. H. C. Wright said Nevada had come into the Union the past year, with a constituan

ble

tion having the word “white” In it; he asked,
“Can Congress prescribe for Louisiana a rule
o’ admission different from that laid down for
Nevada?”
He thought not, and that the
United States Constitution should be amended so as to require uniform electoral conditions and
qualifications throughout the

Union.
Rev. Mr. May wished to get a better understanding of Geu. Banks’ career in Louisiana ;
he thought that Mr. Phillips did that General

much injustice.
Mr. Stephenson hoped that all personalities
in this debate would be avoided. We can have
both liberty and the ballot-box for the
slaves,
if we demand it.
Dr. Knox said that the whole idea of “freemen” was a farce; the President’s
proclamation of emancipation was
practically a sham;
{hear, hear;] whoever sanctions tbe admission
of Louisiana Into the Union, under her
present serfdom, is a traitor and a coward.
[ Hisses.) “But,” continued the speaker, “I say this
Is wholesome truth.”
[Laughter.) Tbe socalled freedmen of the South, are
to-day as
bad off as they were before the
war, for the
Northern men who have taken the plantations
at the South are full as
wicked, If not worse
than the Southern slaveholders were—and
Gen. Saxton stands at their head.
Dr. Knox, on being questioned, said that

General Saxton, besides being a scoundrel and
coward, Is practically the leader and the
head of the slaveholders at Port Royal. [Cries
of “shame,” “put him out,” hisses, &c.)
Mr. Parker Pillsbury said that he could
bring witnesses to corroborate the greater
part of Dr. Knox's statements.

a

Portland Quotations »*• New York Quotations.
Mr. Rich, editor of the Price Current, explains the reason why the quotations for the
Portland markets are, In some few instances,

1

the Watch and Nautical Instrument business.
He was born in Newburyport, Mass., and was
oue of the first members of the M. C. M. Association. I believe be retired after being in busine«s over fifty years in the same street. All
the above kept in what was called Jones’
Bow.
Two stores above were empty. Part of the
Bow was made into tenements, well finished
and in good style for that day. Then came a
passage way to go to the rear. On the corner
was a two story old wooden building,
kept by
L. Champrosay, Conleotioner and Restorator.
He was a native of Paris, France. He was
also a Dancing Master, and a celebrated
prompter at the balls in the old Union Hall on
Free street, kept by Mrs. Cotter, He went
back to France to die among his friends.

The next above

our

correspondent,

were

contrasted

Coffee, Sugar

story wooden

in his office and before him that all the
small cases of crime were tried.
He was
stout and of very dark complexion. He wore
a*iueue and hie hair powdered. A little an-

’Squire Bray, I hope will not go
He was trying a negro, and the office

ecdote of
amiss.

fall of persons ot the same class. A wag
came along and put his head into the door
and said, “Can you tell me which ‘Squire
was

Rray’

is ?”

The next building was a large one-story
wooden building, set high and back from the
street.
Here was the Insurance office, of
which James Neal, Esq., was President;—a
Quaker and a bachelor. His office was the
stopping place for the merchants in town. I
will mention one of them: Samuel Huzzey,
the old Quaker, whom the boy a always called
the “clerk of the weather.”

It was said

by

them that tile head of his cane under his arm
pointed the way the wind blew. Many anec-

dotes could be told of him.. One will answer
for the present. When he was one of the
Overseers of the Poor, a man was sent to the
Alms House with delirium. The keeper told
him the man must have some rum. Reply
was, “Do not give him one drop, and if he
dies charge it to me.” He wa3 at that time
President of the “Sixty-nine Society for the
suppression of Intemperance,” I would like
to mention the names of those persons who
paid their daily visits at the Insurance office,
but I must torbear, as no doubt most are
dead.
The next shop above was of wood, and was
occupied by Christopher Manuel, a barber in
those days. I believe he was born in one of
the French West India Islands, and came to
Portland when quite young. He has long
since laid by his razor and sleeps with the
Csesars.
Wm. S. Quincy, Watchmaker, was, I think,
next above. I barely remember him.

the merchants here will admit with us that
the difference between the Coffee trade ol
New York aud Portland, is just about as one
bag to a cargo, on the date of our quotations
given above lor Java Coffee, vis, 51 and 53c.
We find the quotations 01 Risley * Co., the
great Coffee and Spice Brokers ot New York,
ot that date to be 48 and 60c for tilt
same article we quote. After
paying the commissions
of purhase, Insurance, freight, <fcc., from New
York, and selling on 30 and 90 days time.
What we would ask the “Sharp Business
man,”
is the disparity between 48 aud 50 and 51 aud
■'>63c?
The second article named, Sugar, he says
we quote, Muscovado 22 1-2 aud 23 and 18 1-2
and 20c. New York quotations
arecargolots
In tierces, while in Portland market such sugars are repacked from tierces Into barrels,
and sold in much smaller lots, irom One barrel
np to perhaps ten, after having been inspected by the dealer, and tbe inferior
quality separated and classed as a lower grade, and the
we now come to a
three-story wooden
of
expense
reducing one package to about house, the residence of the Hon. Wm. Wldlive, must be apparent to.all.
gery. He held a number of important offijjaru, wnicn tne correspondent says is quoted by us at 2a and 25
l-2c, is for the best ket- ces, both state and national. He was in Contle rendered, while the New York
quotations
gress and voted for the war of 1812, and was
given by the “sharp man,,’ are for No. 1 Steam called
by the Federalists the “War Hawk.”
Lard, (dark and full of water,) which Is quoted at 18 12 a 22 3 4. The same sold in this
Betsey Farley kept a milliner’s store in part
market the past week at 17
l-2c, and more of this building. 1 think this was the Aral
is still offering at the same
price. The same •tore of the kind in
Portland.
comparison might* be made with many other
articles of merchandise,
From this house to the corner of Middle
quoted in New York.
The trade of New York is
quite different from street was brick, and here I am lost in location
that of Portland. A
large trade from the of tbe
western markets centers in New
occupants: Woodbury Storer, senior,
York for
cheaper and interior articles of merchandise, Notary Public; Cumberland Baak, Joseph
consumed by the German
population of the
andAlbert Newhall,President.
West and South; hence it is an inducement Swift,Cashier,
Joseph Pope, Esq., Town Clerk’s Office, was
for Mew York markets to embrace within
their range of quotations the lowest possible in the front part of tbe building. He was
prices to secure that class of trade, while the great on “Perpetual Motion.”
merchandise for this market must generally
Seth Clark, Tailor; his shop was celebrated
be of the highest
grades, or at least a very
for the first news, and he was called
much better class ot goods than the
by the
average
required for southern and western markets; boys “Old News-monger.”
hence it is well known among merchants that
lioyal Lincoln, English Goods Store, and
the best qualities of
scarcely any articles, in Hubert
snch quantities as desired for our
Boyd’s store made the corner. Thia
eantrade,
boughtas low as the general quotations. appeared to me a large store and full of
While the correspondent of the Press engoods.
deavored to show the excess of our quotations
This finishes the upper side of the street,
over the two or three
articles named, he forand if any of the persons named are
got to show the comparative prices for many
living or
other article*, such as
Molasses, Refined Su- occupy the same buildings, they must be far

flrv
New

B»«er, Cheese, Eggs,

aod many articles
p1'°du"'
"e
sold

York’pric^

quotations were given, gold
elimng, and as New York is a large marketTt
is very naturally much more
sensitive to all
the fluctuations of gold, hence
Flour, the leading article of merchandise, will decline 25 or
60c., and go back again two or three times in
a week, without
effecting any change of prices
here. As our

market is less sensitive to all
the various influences that affects
heavy transactions, prices here are not influenced

by

more

except
permanent or positive declines or ad-

vances.

Planting Trees.—In Parliament now in
session at Quebec an act has been introduced
to encourage the planting of
timber, fruit and
ornamental trees upon the public highways
In the
Province, and to give the right of property in such trees to owners of the soil adjacent to such

highways.

This is an excellent
fully carried out, as it may
be at a very little trouble or
cost, the next
generation will have abundant cause to bless
their fathers. Strip Portland of its noble
elms,
and how naked our city would look!
If such
» law as
this proposed in the Canadian Parliament had been passed twenty or
thirty
years ago by our Legislature and
movement and if

executed
it*
amj meaning, how
beautiful would be the
appearance of all our
highways iu the State 1 Handsome trees lin-

according

advanced in life.

D.

of

bel°"

to

ing all our country road, at
proper distances
apart, would add greatly to the
beauty of the
State and gl ve It a name all ov«* <%„_
And how easily this might
have
d°D®
years past, and how easily It
done, if every landholder would devote
a little time to this work next
spring!

tecVdontHn

Oar

Quota.

is

2151; less surplus 285 is 1860; divided
by 3
gives Portland’s quota 622 instead of 215.
The
285 surplus according to this mode of
computation, only gives us 72, and the towns in
the
district who have no surplus receive the
benefit of the same—their quotas are diminished
ours

Is increased.

This result is

so

di-

rectly contrary to the decisions of Solicitor
Whiting and previous orders from tbe War
Department, that our authorities will not
quietly submit to such gross injustice as, after
having filled up our last call with mostly three
years men, to have them count for the benefit
of towns that have
only put in one year men.
The matter is to be
brought to the attention

of the proper authorities with the
expectation
of having tbe quotas of this district
properly

adjusted.

as

recognize

England

nor

not even

us,

tence, while

France will so much
know of our exis-

vigorously battling and
beating back gigantic invasions year after
year, in haughty reliance on our own prowess
and good cause, and able, also, to offer them
advanlageous alliances and reciprocate benewe

are

fits, how would they receive such an invitation as this, now that we are sinking and perishing under the mighty power of the Yankee
nation ?

Now that we are beaten and beggared, we
pray you to go to war with that nation for our
redemption, and having rescued us, as we have
notliidg else to offer, take ourselves and our
children for vassals to you and your children.
Take this land that once was ours, and partition tt among you. This will not do. The alternative is not offered us, as panic-stricken
mortals imagine,to be colonists under England
or France or subjects of the Yankees.
The very proposal suggested to be made to
those powers would prove that we were already subjugated. It would be an admission
that we had set up a pretension we could not
support, and provoked an enemy we could
not tight, and they would coldly bid us creep
back into the Union and stay there. They
would understand that the United States, if
this Confederacy be once subdued, must be
the ruling power of the West. They would be
glad to cement their friendship wfth our ene
inks

by treating

with contumely, and
would so endeavor
make a general treaty,
settling the affairs of all America and giving
guaranties both to Mexico and to Canada.”
us
to

In regard to the possibility of securing European recognition and support by emancipating the slaves it says:
“It is not alleged that England or France,
the Government of either, has ever said or
hinted that they would make this bargain, but
if they would, then we are exhorted to say
that we would. Now this also, however the
idea may be muffled up, amounts exactly to an
invitation to England and France, or one ot
them, to make war u on the United States, in
order to save us from Yankee domination,and
in return wfe are to offer them what? Destruction of our labor power, which would leave us
of no use to them, to ourselves, or to anybody
else.
It is said, indeed, that this would be a great
concession to the opinion of mankind, which
is anti-slavery, ami that the evil consequences
would fail upon the unfortunate negro whom
we should thus btsely abandon.
Very well,
then, it would be a most humiliating confess
ion of defeat, and would also, by them, be taken as a confessior that we had deserved defeat. We must net deceive ourselves.
It signifies noth lug to say we would rather
give up slavery than be subject to Yankees.
On the contrary, when we should have made
this graceful concussion to the puplie opinion
of Europe, then Europe would very certainly
cheat us, and see ng that we were whipped,
and the pluck taken out of us, would make
friends of oor enr my at our expense.”

This anxious journal concludes by declaring that if the re1>els have not within themselves all the elemeuts of

independence, irrespective of foreign influence they will never
it.

We believe

Their “elements of independence” seem now to be very
much scattered and weakened. On the whole

secure

we

think their case is a

so

toe.

hopeless

and others for

ferred.
Mr. Harmor from the Committee on Manufactures, reported an act to incorporate the
State of Maine Oil Company. Head and assigned.
If I l’filfisn
j
Bill additional to incorporate the Portland
<fc Kennebec Railroad Company' being bn its
passage to be

engrossed,

it was amended on
to be

motion.of Mr. Richardson and passed

engrossed.
Mr. Chase, from the Committee on Railroads,
Way* and Bridges, reported reference to the
next Legislature of petition of John A. Poor
for leave to construct a telegraph line1 along
the flue of the E. & N. A. R.
Passed to be engrossed—An act to increase
the tolls on the Merrymeeting Bridge; an act
to incorporate
the Lisbon Manufacturing
Company; an act lo incorporate the Lewiston
Fire Insurance Company; an act to extend
ihe charter of the

Norridgewock ^Bridge

Pro-

increase the rates of toll; an
act additional to an act entitled an act to incorporate the Portland and Forest Avenue-

prietors, and

to

Railroad Company.
Passed to be enacted—An act to
Incorporate the Eastern Packet Company of Port-

land.

Finally passed—Resolves relating to an
amendment of the Constitution of the United
States prohibiting slavery.
Adjourned.

HOUSE.

f-

Mr. Weld of Buxton, from the Committee
on Manufactures,
reported an act to increase
the capital stock of the Buxton
Manufacturing

Company.
Mr. Webb, of Portland, from the Committee
on the Judiciary, reported an act to
incorpo-

rate the Irish Americau Relief Association of
Portland; also an act giving additional power
to the city of Portland in relation to cemeteries; also an act relating to Portland Bridge.
Mr. rumens, or
Stockton, from the Committee on Mercantile AlTalrs and Insurance, reported an adt to incorporate the Portland Ten-

House Company.
Mr. Granger, of Calais, reported in a new
draft a bill to make valid the doings of cities,
towns, and plantations in raising bounties for
volunteers, Ac. Lies over to be printed under
the rule.
irrruvff
The consideration of the Berwick Election
Case was resumed. Mr. Garnsey, of
Bangor,
concluded his remarks.
Mr. Hamilton of
Waterboro’. and Mr. Payson.of Westbrook,
supporled the claim of Mr. Jordan; and the
House adjourned to afternoon.
In the afternoon, the consideration of the
case was resumed, and the House was addressed In favor of the right of Mr. Jordan to
a seat in the House by Mr. Atwood of Monroe, aDd by Mr. Jordan in his own behalf.
Messrs. Granger of Calais, DiDgley of Lewiston, Lsrrabee of Portland, Garnsey of Bangor, and Stevens of Augusta, spoke in opposition to Mr. Jordan’s claim.
Tbe question was then taken, and the House
refused to substitute the minority for the majority report by a vote of 33 yeas to 85 nays.
The report was then accepted, and the resolves, declaring that Icbabod G. Jordan is not
entitled to a seat in tbe House from
Berwick,
but that William E. Lord is entitled to a
seat,
ement

adopted.

Petition presented and referred.—Of John

W. Davla and others for
authority to the
County Commissioners of Cumberland County
to build a bridge over tide waters at Martin’s

*

Bill additional to
incorporate the Portland
and K°nnebec Railroad
Company came from
the Senate, and the same was read twice.

After a long debate, a motion to suspend the
rule was agreed to, the bill took its third reading, the Senate amendment was adopted, and
the bill passed to be engrossed in concurrence.

What is to become of the Negro?
Gov. Oglesby of Illinois, a Kentuckian by
birth, and bearing a pretty good allowance of
lead in his body which he received in
fighting
the rebels, says, in his inaugural address:
“Is tbe public sentiment of the country to
be checked or delayed in its determination to
eradicate slavery from the soil of the Republic by the constant enquiry, ‘What is to become of the negro after he is tree?’
It might
better be asked, what may not become of him ?
He can labor, he can leara, he can fight, improve, and aspire, and if, after we shall have
as

long

to make him a

useful free

have a useless slave, we shall fail,
and he shall Jail, there will be time enough
leftinvohich to solve this persistent question."
man as we

Halifax Fibb

Statistic*.—During

to the

Confederate cause.
lyThe Brunswick Telegraph inquires,
“where is thenrephet who prophesied that we

going to have an open winter ?”
ty Washington rumor again sends Mr. Sew
ard to St. James after March 4th, and puts Senator Morgan at the head of the Treasury.
were

jyThere has been a great snow storm in
Madrid—something quite unknown, even to the
oldest inhabitant.
iyOf one hundred and fifty men from the

Colorado, sent ashore to join the attaek on Fort
Fisher, only twenty escaped unharmed.
lyThe City Marshal of Portsmouth reports
the arrest of 1377 people in that city during the
past year.

lyFour or five hundred soldiers were in the
Senate galleries on Friday, listening to the debate on the question of retaliation.
3"A special to the Boston Post says the
Committee on Elections have decided in favor of
the admission of the delegates from Louisiana.!

gyGen. Terry, who succeeded Butler, and
reduced Fort Fisher, was a New Haven lawyer;
showing that Butler was not relieved at Grant’s
request, from West Point prejudice.
iy A carpenter’s shop on French street,
Bangor, was damaged by fire on Friday evening
to the extent of $1000 or $1500.
Supposed to
be the work of

incendiary.
lyThe New York Exprets
an

thus moralizes :
“The Boston and Worcester Railroad trans-

ported 2,151,098, and only killed
Happy 2,151,0»d. Miserable 2.”

two of them.

Hr The Massachusetts House of Representatives have elected Rev. A. H. Quint, Orthodox,
of New Bedford, preacher of the next election

EVENING

the

past year there were in Halifax. N.

S.,38
fires, value of property destroyed $30,414,50
on which there was an insurance of
$5,902,50.

The greatest number of fires occurred in
November, but of these 38 fires, it is reported
that 14 can be
safely attributed to incendiarism. There is a Union Protection
Company
whose duty it is to
protect property in evety
possible way as well from the ravages of fire
as from the sometimes
no less destructive element of water. It Is
thought that this Company has saved the past year upwards of $30,
(XX).

650

at

iwiw.

Metamoras,

permitted
Brownsville,
Several lady

has

and General Grant

means

to strike it with all his

force.

t# The Secretary of State has reeeived inforjudicial authorities of Canada

mation that the
have committed
assures

Burley for extradition. This
speedy return of amicable relations.

a

Qf Prominent Northern Democrats

Washington urging

their

political

are

at

associates in

the House to vote for the Constitutional Amendment

oh

7 Bates

Colonization Scheme

the French
in Xorthern Mexico.

The California journals

game of brag and declares: “We want no Atlanta or Savannah work nere. Let us step into
the arena for life or death.’’

tyJohn Dougall, Esq.,
Witness, has been drafted, at fifty cents a
day, for service against the raiders. Mr. Dougall takes it easily.
jy It is stated that rebel money is so plentiful in Sherman’s camp that the men
light
their tapes with fifty dollar bills, and kindle
their fires with five thousand dollar
Georgia
editor of the Mon-

treal

State bonds.
y The Artesian Well Company, in Chicago,
commenced boring for oil, a few days since,
within twenty feet of the great well, and at a

has signed warrants
for all requisitions of the
Navy Department
drawn prior to the first of January, and
hopes
within a few weeks to pay the army
up to the
same date.

y The Brunswick Telegraph says Gen.
Chamberlain arrived
Fr;d.,y noth.
is now confined to his house, suffering much
from his wound—a very severe one and

healing

slowly.
y Hon. Levin T. Waters, the newly elected
democratic State senator from Somerset County,
Md., is on trial in Baltimore before a military
commission, charged with disloyalty, for hoist

ing

a

rebel

flag in

that

city

four years ago.

One peace project said to have been talked
of both in Washington and Richmond, is to
allow the rebel army te withdraw to Mexico, ex-

pel the Frenoh and take possession of the country.
yin Richmond at the latest dates, gold was
to Confederate paperas one to sixty, and coffee
$40 a pound, dinners at the saloons from $10 to
$15, and drinks $5 each. Soldiers' wages in the
same currency, $11 a month !
HTThe Lewiston Journal says Jacob Nash, of
Auburn, has been indicted for passing counterfeit money, and is now in Auburn Jail. He
passed $20 in $10 bills on a lady, getting good

sinoe
HyHi! understand that some gentlemen of
tins oity, in order to make the new Custom
House more suitable for the purposes
intended,
propose to donate some lands adjoining the lot
to the Government. The old Custom
House lot
is deficient in width.
yMr. Fields of Louisiana, has addressed a
very humble letter to Mr. Dawes, chairman of
the Election Committee,
apologizing for his assault rn Judge Kelley, and
begging that it
might not prejudice the interests of his beloved
State.
t# ColanelE. Z. C. Judson, atone time better
known as a writer of sensational stories, under
the nom dc plume of "Ned Buntline,” is about
to start on a leoturing tour
through the country.
He has chosen for his theme: ‘‘The
Romance and
Reality of the War."

WA concert in aid of the Sanitary Commission was given at Buxton last week,
by Miss
Usher of Hollis, assisted by Miss
Bates, Mr.
Colby, Mr. Shaw and Mr. Marston of this oity.
Notwithstanding the severity of the weather
and the absence of a moon, the house was
well
filled.

STOn the
refugee, who

first page we insert the
story of a
writes us in a private note that he

resided ten years in Charleston, that he w;is
twice oonsoripted but oontrived “to flank them
both times,” that he finally escaped on the 15th
of

Npv.last,after being seoreted fourteen months
to avoid being forced into the
rebel army. He
thinks his experience ought to
prepare him to
appreoiate a free Government.
A fr“nd remarked at onr
elbow, Saturday,
that the beBt item column made
up by any paper
in the oountry—the Press excepted, of
course—
istho: found on the first page of the
Boston
Daily Advertiser. We should no more think of
getting along without the Advertiser than a
clergyman would without a bible, or an honest
young married couple wonld think of keeping
house without a baby.
Uf'Tlie Waterville Mail says Mrs. Rachel,
wife of Mr. Wm. M. Buck of that
village,
63 years, died very suddenly on
ing of last week. 8he had been

aged’

Tuesday

even-

suffering from

in her arm and head, and retired between 5 and 6 o’clock. She soon after called to

neuralgia
her

daughter

dow,

as

she

and

was

requested

her to raise the windistressed for breath. A

cian was sent for, but she
rived.

physi-

expired before

he ar-

QTThe failure to mention the Promenade
Concert of Friday evening in aid of the funds
of the Ladies’
accidental.

Sanitary Committee,

The concert was

was

purely

perfect success.
The Hall was filled and the spacious floor covered
with participators in the merry dance. The reoeipts must have been very gmtifyigg, and will
do much to aid the noble work in which the
Ladies'Committee are engaged.
Other similar
ooncerts, we understand, are to follow.
jyThe Herald, says :*s Mr. Charles R. Sara

gent, of

Newburyport, was retiring to rest, last
week, he set down his lamp and blew out the
light,

It

]

G*° 8

Hunt' Woodbury,

8,h *“*’

from

Higgins, from

MirS'poto^obAm
ol°’ Hobarts,

NZ NoT **• A W Stevens,
Brown, fin

Newcaat?***°
Sid tin

Wellington NZ Oct 28, Sami

box, Callao,

Tar bo a, Tar.

Ar at

Adelaide Nov 21, Sea Shell, Easterbrook, fm
Mauritius.
at Melbourne Nov 12,
Miller, from
Kensington,
8
„-Ar
New York.
Ar at Sydney N8W Oct 29. Westward Ho, Wil.
llams, New York
Ar at Nagasaki Oct 28, Comat,
Wright, from Hong
Hong.
AratWoosung Nov 19, Lucy £ Ashbey, Aahbey,

Henshaw.)

by his

army in

Northern Crown, 8auniiers, Foochow:

28th, Young Creek, Thompson,
Bangkok.
Ar at tiw.tow Nor 12, Star of
Xeace,

Newchwang.

Kendrick,

Ar at Maooa Nov 10,
Henry Darling, Reed, from

J T Uewes, John (J Stetson, Etq. of Boston,
Miss I'elia II Libby, of Portland.
In this city, Jan 28 by the very Rev E Muller,
Vicor General, at St Uomlnlok’s Church, State St,
P O'Began, Esq, of Quebec. Canada, and Margarette
M O’Hara, youngest daughter of the late Uha-les
O’Hara. E-q, of Westport, Co Mayo, Ireland.
In this city, Jan 21, by Ur Wright, Chas A Woodford. of Westbrook, and Miss Nelly L W hi! nay, of

Singapore.

Nov

New*York*"h*mp0a

21' Magenta, Janvrin, for

K*"U* Nov W' Windward, Smith, for New

fm

Y«k

N°V 2*' Borneo’ Uurd- Singapore

to^Boaton"*”*

Sid 21st, W A Farnsworth, Thorndike, Baeeeiu.
Ar at Singapore 30th,
Magenta, Janvrin, Canton,
(and sailed Deu 1st for New York): Dec 7, Chase,

Hamilton, Saigon.

Deo 4. A/el is, Brown, Hong Kong; 8tb, Rival,
Doane, Rangoon.
S’d

SPOKEN.
Jan 24. off Hog Island, aoh 1 G Curtis, Atwood, fm
Boston for Fortress Monroe.

The Savannah river is open to navigation.
The preparations for the next campaign
have been going on, and the rebels expect a
movement upon Branchville.
They admit if
this is captured, Charleston and Richmond
both will have to be evacuated.

!

The Rebel Failure 4m Fames River.

New York, Jan. 28.
The Herald’s Army of the James corresrespondence gays the rebel demonstration by
iron clads was a perfect failnre, and proved
disastrous to them. They landed some troops
on Farrar’s Island to co-operate; but they
A force which
were driven off by our forces.
had advanced on the Charles City road also at
fail
back.
the same time was obliged to
Rebel papers show that the demonstration
was Gen. Lee’s first after his promotion to
General-in-chief, and has proved a failure.

of

Tone

the Rebel Press.

New Yprk, Jan. 28.
The rebel press continues to stem the despondency felt not only among the people, but
among the rebel leaders. Tbe Richmond Examiner declares that Jeff. Davis and other
leaders are not equal to the occasion. It says
the affairs of the Confederacy are not in the
hands of its' best intellect.

North British Review-—The November number of this well-known Quaterly has been re-

republication office of L. Scott &
Co., New York. Contents of this number :
Latham’s
1. Commercial Philanthripby; 2.
Johnson's Dictionary; 3. Liturgical Reform;
4. Early Roman Tragedy and Epic Poetry;
5. Wildbad and its Water; 6. Giuseppe Giusti

ceived from the

and his Times; 7. The Late John Richardson.

Row.—There

evening

street last

a

was

row

Washington

on

I

JUST

among seme young men.

The police officers Interfered, and Officers
Eastman and Collins arrested one of the combatants, and Officers Akers and ParsonB arrested another, both of whom W8re taken to

the‘lockup.
Evening Joubnal Almanac.—The Almanac
issued from the office of the Albany Evening

OPENED

PRAY « SMITH’S
Morton

Block,

Congress Street,
A

new

Laces, Edging,, Hankerchiefs, and White Good,.
Gloves end Hosiery, Hoop Skirts and Corsets,
Worsted end Worsted Goods; Horn, Rubber, Amber and Shall Combs; Soap and
Perfumery; Brushes of various kinds
and

—

Pray & Smith.,
MORTON BLOCK,
Cong rise Street.
j»u30d2w*

3STEWS.

received the

agency
HAVING
manufactured by the

for the Piano*

NEW YORK PIANOFORTE

394 Hudson

Street,

CO.,

would call the attention of the pub ic to tbs
superior quality of these instruments. They are
equal to bteinwayt', Cbisketings', or those of any
Other uotai manufacturer in tois country or Europe,
lbs company being oompoeed of twenty of the
best workman that coaid be found in the dm class
manufactories in New York, principally in Mr
rtteinway’e Faoiory. every part of their instruments
to done in the beet manner, and this enables tbe
Company to furnish Pianos, which if equalled can
hut be suipassed for quality and power of
tone,
easiness of notion and beauty.
Judges of Pianos and pare lasers are requested to
call at 344 Cumberland, bend of Mechanic Street
any time da iog the day or evening, where two
ifia i»s areier sa.e, and judge for thecas.Ives.
I

CLEARED.

Steamship Moravian, (Br) Alton, Liverpool—
Sherwood, New York—Emery

Brig Madonna, (Br) Jordan, Cardenas—Thomas ;

Asencio & Co.
Brig Queen of the

North, (Br) Campbell, Halifax— I
i
Sch Rachel, (Br) McNeal, St John NB—Thomas I
;

Littlejohn, Baltimore—

|1

Sunday. .January 29.

I

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

W. S. SAWYER.

References—Hon. Samuel Cont.Gov. of Me.,
Hon. Wm. Pitt Fessenden,Seo’y Treas’y.
oet. 13 d 6m.

SPICCliL

NOTICKS.

tS/T Carriers qf the Daily Press are
tc sell papers

on

not

allowed

their routes.

WARREN’S

Water-Proof and Leather
FOR BOOTS
For saleat Mr. J.

AND

Edward. F\

Sch Light Boat, Ames, cleared from Bellast la- t
week for l urks island with a novel cargo. Sin had
board nearly every kind of vegetable grown in
tbe State, all kinds of salt fbh, fifty sheep six dezen
geeze, teveral coops of h. ns, together witb a quantity of houte furniture.

SHOES.

Store',

174

dec21d$'w2m

Flames,

passengers booked

Londonderry and Liverpool.

on

Sch Nellie Tarbox, ct Calais, IG8 tons, built in 1362,
bas been sold to parties in Rockland, for #9000 cash.
Sch Frolic, of Kookland, bas been sold to parties
in Marion. Mass, for #4000. She is to be employed
in the fishing business
Sch B D Haskins arrived at Gloucester 24th inst,
from Fortune Bay NF.with a cargo ot iresh herring,
the first arrival of the season. Other vessels are on
the Way home.

Havana, Jan 21—The following are recent charAm barque North Lovers, Tor Portland, 700
hhds. of 120 galls, geg of casks, delivered, at #3
each; Drig Essex, for Baltimore, 500 lihd* molasses
at #4, g o g o; brig Geo W Chase, for Portland, 45 >
hhds molasses, at 93], do; brig Circassian, tor New
York, 350 hhds do* »3j Barques Sharpsburg, Je-siy
Campbell Arizona; brigs J Richards, and Abbie C
Titcomb, chartered at like rates, to load at various
ports for New York; sch 8 H Jackson, to load at
Matanzas for Portland, 500 hhds, of 110 gls, molasses
ai $3j.
ters:

Preserver,

W. Mansfield’s

Middle st, Portland, Me.

cannot be traced to any reliable source, as neither
her Captain or crew have been teen in this city, and
the report is probably false.

Beturn Ticket* granted at Hednced Bate*.

;

The steamship H1I1BKN IAN. Capt
Tt Dutton, will sail from tbia port ior
the 4th
£ Liverpool on SATURDAY,
^-■February, immediately after the arrival of the train ef the previous day from Montreal
n A

SM

Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool—
Cabin (according to accommodations) *66 to *80.
Steerage,
*go
Payable in Gold orlts equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
BUGS b ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G. T. it. B Passenger Depot.

Tobe snoooeded by the 8teamshlp
r Peruvian, on
the 11th February.
Portland, Nov. 31, 1864.
dtl

| For Sale at First

WATCH-MAKER,
For several years pant with N. J. Gilman, has removed to No. 1374 Middle street, second story, (over
Vf. C. Beckett's store) where he will be happy to receive the patronage of his f irmer customers, and
the public generally.
All work entrusted ts his care will receive his personal attention.
January 2,1866—dow

PORTLAND

2Ph.otograph.ic Gallery
ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
80 Middle St.,
Portland, Me.
dec20tf
Copying done in the best manner.

DISASTERS.
Sch Alice Mowe, Townsend, from Baltimore for
was
Matamoras,
captured on th* night of Nov 29, tff
Matamoras. by a party from the Texas shore, and
carried of! with her outward cargo. The A M registered .’69 tons, was built at Eastport in 1852, and
owned in Baltimore
DHVteSTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 27th, ship David Crookett,
Burgees, New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 16th, brig Mary Stewart,
Dennison, Philadelphia.
Cld 14th, barque Welkin, Blanchard, Bordeaux;
lflih, Union, Ulmer, Boeton; lddo Kimball, Clark,

Philadelphia.
Cld 17th, barque

Haneon

Gregory, Gregory,for

National

Bank,

STATE OF MAINE BONDS,
(halted States
Bends

on

Seven-TbiriKs.

hand ready for immediate delivery.

Janaoiwdkw

WM. KDW. GOULD, Cashier.

Maine Historical Society.

A

SPECIAL MEETING of the Maine Historical

8ooiety, Jbr the purpose Of roe wring and reading oapsraoa-uhjsots oonaiotad with the design of

socisty, will he held in the Co out Hoven at
Apqubta, on
Friday, Feb. 3,1865.
at T o’clock in the evening and will he epen to the
RDWAHD BALLAftD, Secretary,
pnb lc.
Brunswick, Jan, 37, 1836.
jau80
the

-—-

Matamoras; brig Glendale, Hunter. Philadelphia.
nonce.
Cld 18th, barque li E Spearing, Rogers, Meta*
moras: 18tb, brig W Howes, Pierce, do.
FORTRESS MONROE —Ar 24th, steamer Gen’l
certify that we have thoroughly examined
‘'DRY UP FOR THE CATARRH.”
the Machine Shop of the Portland Company
Shepley, Prince, Portland
an 1 that th re ia no danger of accident.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 26th, barque JohnTrucks,
“Sympathy with those in affliotion makes it a duty
The only de'ect was in a few ol toe floor timbers
Taylor. Key West.
to state that after suffering for thirty years from that
of tbothi n story.
Sid 24th, soh Charlotte Fish.
loathsome disease, Catarrh in the Head, and giv- I
Ar 26th, brig Hampden, Hatch, New York.
This hasboen remedied so as to be pe hotly safe
At Delaware Breakwater 24th, ship Cooquere
en up all hope of o cure, I
heard of Dr. Wads| until the whole structure can he made doubly st'ong
Boutelle, lrom Philadelphia tor Pensacola; brizs ! by new beams and columns woioh are in progress,
worth’s Dnr Up,’’ and procured a bottle of the
and will bo complet'd aa s„on as prsetioable
Ida M Comery, and Vincent, from New Orleans tor
medicine, Dorn whieh I found immediate relief.
Tbos. J, SPARROW,
Philadelphia.
Gao. Brock.
NEW YORK
Ar 26th, sch Belle, Ford, from
|an30
I bare used in the last three mouths, threo bottles
SC.
Port
Royal
olit, and am now comparatively well, and doing
Ar 27th, soh Joseph Fi h, Hall, fm Hog Island for
Copartnership Notice.
Boston
my usual work, and I cheerfully recommend it to
Cld 27tb. brigs Isadora, Wilson, Curacoa; Mary
have this day formed a copartnership under
all afflicted in like manner.
Cobb. Small. Port Royal SC.
the style ofrcLLaa f dravaas, as wbols.le
Dated Kariville, Sept 10,1884.
PROVIDENCE—Below 27th. sch Izi*. (of Bristol)
»• d retail dealers in
Phmogrepkio Stock, Framet.
Abioail Babcock.”
Harding, supposed from Elizabethport
am4 Mirror t at
NEWPORT—Ar 27th, sch Antelop j, Morton, New
B. B. BA V, Druggist, Special Agent, Portland.
Bedford for New York.
147 Middle f treat, Portland, Me.
Janl#dtw3w
;^ai ed 26th, schs Superior, Pful, and CatawamJoisl. Fuller,
teak, tfix, from Rockland tor New York; Clara NorCaaat.Be W. 8tsvbh».
ton, Mayo, from Bangor lor do; Z A Paine, Jouea
HALE’S
Jaauary 28 th, 1885.
Jan8.daw
EfiStport tOr do.
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 2otb, brig Snow Bird, fm
HONEY
Cardenas for Boston; sch Kate Wentworth, Adams,
TM. Cm fflL A.
OF
Portland for New York.
A Stetfd mooting of the Maine Charitable
m
Ar 26th. barque Dency, Belcher, New Orleans tor
Mechanic's Association, will be held in 'he
fl OHKHOUND AN L> TAR ! Boston; sch Charlotte Fish Shute, Philadelphia
•ISvWLibrary Boom, on Thursday Evening, Feb.
In port, barque Mary B Rich. Clapp, lrom Cow
FOB THE CUBE OF
Mr 3d,at71 o’clock.
STEPHEN MARSH,
BayCB for New York: brigs f anny utler. BartJanSOdtd
Secretary.
TI
Skit
for
Poitland;
Hoarseness.
Lucy Ana, Bryant,
Cay
Coughs, Colds, Influenza,
Difficult lett,
Miragoanc for Boston; Catharine Nickels, Yeaton,
Breathing, and all Affections of the Throat,
L
sobs
New
York
for
Boston;
Walsh,
and
Bronchial Tubes
Notice.
Lungs, leading
Eaton,Georg*
towu fordo; Shooting Star, Parsons, im Boston ter
to Consumption.
annual meeting of tho Portland Union RailNew York.
Back
and
Ray Land Company for the
is
This sovereign remedy
way
compounded from the
BOSTON—Ar 20th, barque Augusta Kelley, (Br)
eholoe of officers and each other business as may
favorite recipe ot an illustrious Physician and ChemLondon
Phillips,
before
them,
will he held at the offioe
come
legally
ist, who for many years used it with the mott comCld 27th, sobs Carrie M Bioh, Brown, Port Koval
Moses Gould, corner of Middle and Exohange
0
plete success in his extensive private practice.
SC; Margaret Terr, Fortress Monroe; s Oilman,
P.
at
Streets,
(o'clock,
M.,
He hat long been profund'y impressed with the
Tuesday Feb’r7, 1886.
Burgess. New York; A J Dyer, Rovers. Jonespoit
J.N. WINSLOW, 8eey.
janSOdlw
wonderful virtue of bon°y of the plant Horehonnd,
Ar 28th, schs Hanniba’, Rogers. Elizabethport' E
in union with tho Cleansing and Sealing properties
Richardson, Richardson, New York
of tar extracted from the Life Principle of the forest
Cld 28th, barqueB Warrior. Paige. Melbourne; J C
Notice.
tree Abies Halsamea or Balm of Gilead
Nickels. Blanchard, West Coast Africa; R A Allen,
For years
Bond holders in the Androscoggin R, R
he was baffleo In his attempts to blend these great
8y Tester, Cardenas; brig Morning Light, Roberts,
are notified that th-ir
Co.,
meeting stands admedicinal forces into sucb a uuto a that the original
Africa.
te itmrsday next, Fob’y 2d. at 8 o’eloek
GLOUCESTER—Ar 24tli Inst, sch B D Haskins, journed
powerofeaeb would be pr served, the disagreeable
at the offioe of Hon. Wm. Willis. Kxohaace
P.
M.,
qualities of common tar removed, and the prtoe of Beeves, Fortune Bay NF.
the oompound be within the means of all.
Ar2otb, schs Fore t Queen, Marshall. Eaatport;
At last,
alter a lone course of difficult ohemioai experiments
SE Nightingale, Nickerson, Kastport; Jerusha Babe found that by adding to these flee other 'ugredtker, Barberick, Portland for Boston.
ents, eaoh one valuable > v itself he not out v obtainKASTPORT— Cld 17tb, sobs Alligator, Wooster,
Wanted.
New Orleans: 2wih, Saxon, do
ed the dedrod results, but greutly increased ;be
intelligent honset boye wanted, sixteen to
ouratlve power of the oompound. This ha ine been
ROCKLAND—Ar 19th. brig Hampden, Snow, fm
eighteen years old: one to work in the store,
thoroughly test* t by praotioe, is now offered to the Boston; schs E C Brown, Barns. Boston; Webban. tneothoras AertatantBook keeper,
App y between
general public as asafe,pleasant and infallible rent- net. from Portland, (and sailed 21st fir Belfast); 21st. nine and en ’olook A. M
York.
tor
New
Vinalhaveu
Trident, Crookett,
LIPS*
CO.
rice 60 Cents per Bet tile.
Druggist*,
Ar 24 h, barque kph Willlsms, Perry, Dix isle for
149 Middle street.
Kennedy, Boston.
Forsaloby W.F. Phillips, Portland, and all drug Washington sch Frolic,
New York; Sardinia ",
Carle,
schs
Otis,
Ar‘26tli,
gists.
LOST.
Boston: Oleria Buxton, Nash,-.
Chalks Dowkbb, General Agent,
S'd 24th. schs Forest, Conary, PrOTldenee; Triuov4d8mn
44 Cedarst..x*ew Tork.
dent, Crookett,-.

WK

—

WE

_

_

THE

THE

JOLILSLEY.Cisrk*

TWO

^JaaSOdSt

IMPORTS.

FOREIGN FORTS.
Foochow Nov 21, ship White Eagle, Wil*
liama. Sbangbue
Ar at Manila Nov 12, ehip White Swallow, Prinoe,
San Franeisco.
At Table Bay CQII Dec 4, barque Franklin, for
New York 10 days.
At Calcutta ttth nit, ships Cromwell, Crocker, for
Boston: Sooloo, Hnthinson, for Bombay;
Good
Hope, Miller, for Hull, Eng; Akbar, Chase, for do:
Richard Busteed, s1 ill ashore.
at Marseilles 9tn Inst, barque Jasper,
Higgins,
Ar at

ST JOHN NB gch Julia—36,000 ft lumber, 600
shooks, 8 bbls turnips, 10 bbls potatoes, to If J
Miller.

box

EXPORTS.
Per steamship Moravian, for Liverpool—3000 bbls
flour, 479 bbls potaan, 646 pkgs butler 144 pkgsLrd.
717 boxes meat 8 boxes -uudrles, 5 express pkgs.

MINIATURE ALMANAC

Monday,....January

30.

rises.7 16 I Length of days.9 56
Sunsets.5.121 High water pm)..,, 1.14
Sun

^Ar

Ar at Havre Stb Inst, barqne Z phyr, Lane, from
Bio Grande.
Ar at Montevideo Nov 28, ships Regent Hamlin,
New York, (nod sailed for Buenoa Ayres); 27th, Kit
Carson, Crowell, do. (and sailed for do )
Ar at Barbadoes 29th nit, brig Anna Wellington,

Johnson, Pbllndelphln.

Letters

^Sr.ter’V*i
“**• ■ A

!^*Pt,U*a*n
Hoata K
Dale

Psarson. M

mn

Elisabeth

mn

mrt

Pa-tndge he he
Porter TSade

E mrs

Robinson Alice B
Bicker Amanda
Rolfs Abby
CapeRandall Cynthia L
Robinson Dans mn

urakeNsney J mrs
Eve eth K izabeth
Frelcth K A mrs
Elliot Hattie si
Emenoi Louviile J
Feesenden Betsey mrs 2
Falkner Carrie M 2
Fester Kate G
Fo-rea'er Lizzie E
Flood Fannie
Foss Hattie M
Fry Hnlda A

Folly Mnry

Fenny Mnry

ZlpUa

Pierce J W mrs
Phelan Jar.

mn

Doulln Julia
Dunn Martha A
Downs Mary <* mn
Drinkwate. Mary M
Dyer Mary W m s

Rounds hl.za mrs
Howe H m s
Rise Hattie H
Kusse 1 John mrs
Raymond Julia h
Robin-on Lydia (J
Rosa Morgan B
Robert- Mary J
Reynolds N F mrs
Ridl. nOlire

mrs

Skillin Caroline mn
Simmons Frank mrs
Soott Fannin

mn

mra

Guli Eris M
Gardner Etta O mn
Green F-ank M mrs
Gray Fanni E
Graham Mary Ana
Green Martha E
Gordon Peter H mn
Gllnes Priscilla
Gano Sophia mrs
Holmes Annette mn
Hot and Bridget mra
nammond Carrie
H-aklus Eliza J
Ho'ms Elizabeth
Hastings A U>rir
Hoop-r Florence W

B
Smith Hannah L mra
Stereos Haitie M mra
Sawyrr Hattie I
Smith Hattie M mn
Spencer J a mrs

Margaret

Bkilllns

mrs

Smith Mnry K Elm street.
••

Rose mra
Townsend Amily mn
Albert
mn 2
Traoy
Trefeth-n l izzie
Ellzt
C2
Twombley
Tytae Heury M mrs

True Mary Jane

mn

wimolAns

Williams Daniel mrl
Warren Nel le A
Wood Harriet mn
'■

•<

N

Waterhouse

John

mn

cape K

GENTLEMEN'S LIST.
Adams Albert 8
Jordan L M for mn Fhetw
Allen Chas store dealer
Jordan oapoK
Antbeiue Danl 2
Jams- Wm
Allard (Wo A
Kindail E F Capt
Adams John
Ksler f W
Albert John
Kelly Geo
Amos Jas for Wm Amoa Kenoard Henry F
Aiken Leml 8
Kelsey J W
A ndenon S A
Kimball B H
Abbot Woodbury &
Knight Sami A
Briggt A F ior Geo LKlmbnil W for miss KosOrookett
anna Taylor
Bailey Beni
Killy Wm
Barnee B N
Tilth field Chaa
Uis-CheateaG
L'ttiejobn Clement
Ball ( has
Lobdull Chss 8
Been Cbas W
Little-eld Chaa E
Lane E D
Beazlay Edw
Bradford Fred 2
Locke Edwin M
Ba ley Geo W
I.lt by Edmund
Barret Hayden T
Loriug Henry W
Brown I G
Brown J R

Remaining

Bi-hop Joseph
Burleigh Jostah

Lewis John
Landen James
tong JDDD n
Leighton -I M
l.owrv Comt CBN
L t* V 2

Unclaimed^

th* Post Office at
Portland,Stateof Maine, 30th
INday
of January, 18(56

tar-To obtain any of theee letters, the applioant
mast call for ‘advertised
Utters.' give the date o
thtaHst.and pay onomnt for advertising.
W“"If ant oallod for within one month, they wUl
be tent to thefiead Letter Offlcs
LADIES’ LIST.
Albert Fannie mrs
Jenkins.Elisabeth D mrs
Adams Luov mrs
Jordan Hattie E
AroMbald Mary mrs Snm-Jcrdan J P mrs
nor street
Jordan James C mrs
Arthur Robe t mrs
Jackson Lydia A
Jordan
Mary E Cape ElizAnthony Sabra
absth Ferry
Andrews Winslow mrs

Rev

Berry Joe 8
sudden Jabez for AaaleLittletield NS M J t
E Ueal
Little I'hos
Blake John
Macquarre Angus

Ballard John J
Baker J Frank
Brackatt L O

N. Y„

Journal is a valuable annual. It contains about
ARRIVED.
I
150 pages, closely and neatly printed, and filled
Steamship United Kingdom, (Br) Campbell, Gkis
A good Bargain is warranted.
I govy 28th ult—has experienced heavy weather dttrwith the most valuable statistical matter. Single i ing the entire passage. Spoke 25th inst, steamship
CU. J. SCHUMACUB8, Agent lor
Glasgow, from Glasgow for New York.
j N. Y. Piano Forte Co., 334 Hudson St., New York.
aopies 25 cents; or $13 per hundred, postpaid.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
•«
Belerunce.—M. Hermann Koivscbmar, ••
hch Julia, (Br) Hon k, St John NB,
Mr. Scary.
Jaa30d2w
Sch Catharine, McNear, Wiscasset
Seizure.—Deputy Marshal Wentworth
Sob Coquette, Southard. Wiscasset.
visited the shop ot Mr. Henry R. White on
SAILED—brig Harriet, and others.
Middle street, last Saturday, and seized a
Tho report of the loss of Br aeb Blue Bell, publishsmall quantity of ale.
Carrying the Canadian and United States Mailt.
ol in one of the morning papers a few days »ince,

jyThe undersigned give* his exclusive attention to collecting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
Pay and Prize Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
Seamen, ortheir Heirs. Office, 821-2 Exchange
St.,opposite Postoffioe, Portlaud.

mrt

mrs

M

Duuer jormiao

PIANOFORTES! P1ASOMIES!

FOKTLAMD.

Paddock
Sch Hannie Westbrook,
R G York ft Son.

desirable

and

Our Goods are all new and carefully selected
Were bought for oaeh when gold was at its lowest
Sgure, and we mean to tell them as cheap as the
same quality can be bought elsewhere.

Saturday...January 28.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franeonia, Sherwood, Boston.
Steamer Montreal, Lisoomb, Boston.
H & A Allan.
S earner Franconia,
A Fox.

betides numerous

new

articles.

In steamer United Kingdom, from Glasgow—Mrs
John James and nine children, Archibald Barron,
Geo Jonnston, F B Henry, Win Bathurst, Augustus
Rou ch, and 54 steerage passengers.
In the Moravian, for Liverpool—Mr Ransom, Goo
Renfrew, Mr Morland, Mrs Morland, nurse and inlent, Jas A Reid, Jas Reid, E H G Wetbeuall, Mrs
8 B Bin note, Rev F Cookeley, A D Webs er, John
Knox, P Shea, Capt Strand, J C Watson, Jas Jocky,
Mr and Mrs M Cali, D Morgan, L D BlaucLet, Lieut
Robertson. Bishop of Quebec, lady and sou. Max
Mahler, C Doherty, A Bridget, Hugh Donohue, W
Shepherd and wil**, and 12 others.

OF

quality;

other

R

high st

Woodworth Jos mis
Ward Mary Ana
WsllSrrab mn
Welch Sarah J mn Ptebla
Uuokios Mary
atraet lumber yard
UuokinsMary Eoare mrsWarren Sophronla mn
Welch Wm A
Hagaett
Her Mary E 8 mra

Sept

PORT

Carpenter Mary

R becca E

Mrs

Nalaon Nellie
No'ter Emma C
Nort n 8 H mrs
Odell Alice M
Parian Elizabeth
Parke- Eelher B
Packard Elizabeth A

Harris Flora an
Hanley Hannah
Hubbard John G mra
Hill Lewd* 8 mrs
Burrey Marin L an

Stock of

PASSENGERS.

Martin

Giddings Katherine

AT

In this city, Jan 28. Mrs Sarah, widow of the late
Capt Martiu Gi parriok, aged 62 years 8 months.
53T“Funeral tnis (Monday) alter noon, at 1) o’clk,
at No 24 Paris street
Kelative4 and friends are invited to attend
In thi city, Jan 29, Mr Cfeias M Green, aged 66 yre
9 months.
J3T~Funeral on Tuesday afternoon, at 2 o'clock,
at Free Street Church. Relatives and friends are
invited to attond.
In Westbrook, Jan 23, of inflammation of the brain.
Hattie A. infant daughter of Albert U and Hattie A
Woodford, aged 6 months 18 days.
63F*Funeral this (Monday) afternoon, at 2 o’clk.
at Woodford’s Corner.
In Philadelphia, Mr John Horton, formerly of
Portland, aged 76 years.
In Brunswick, Jan 21. Mrs Ma~y 8 L Hutchinson.
a*ed 26 years.
In Andersonaille, Ga.
9, David H Couraon, of
Harps well, aged 21 years 9 months—member of Co
K. 20th Me Reg.
In iopsham, Jan 6, Carrie Emma, daughter of
Thos M L and C8 1 arker, aged 7 months.
lu Bethel, Jan 12, Mr Jacob Holt, aged 66 years;
13th, Mr Jonathan Cross, aged 48 years.
lu Bethel, Jan 19, Hattie, daughter of Horace Ripley, aged 18 years.
In Mason, Jan —, Mr Jonathan Small, aged 75.

MARINE

Johanna

Doorabg Lacy mn
Cross Mary H mrs
CurtisM W mn
Chase

Mulphenn

MUliken Sus:n mrs
Morse S J mrs
Malhswa William mrt

Fowler Shannon mn
Files Sarah
G'lndell C H mn

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

DIED.

passing through

Cory

mn

es mn

Cha e Sarah tars
Donovan Bridget

setting

negroes freed

Chnmpnn Jn

pore )

—

Georgia.

Cushman Harriet E
Cashing izettn M

Cummings

Amoy.
at Hong
Kong Nor 22. Sarah Newman, Cebb,
Shangbaa and Nlngpo (and sailed 30th for Singa-

liTthiVcityTjaYfieTatPark Street Chnreh, by Rer
and

apart the South Carolina Coast Islands for the

Bell Annie
J ankle ■ Sarah
Bradford Elizabeth
Jones Sarah
Blacks one Nellie
Jones S A mrs Franklin
"enkim
Beecher Hattie F mis
street t
Brassier Jane
Klm.alltLottie mrs
Brown Mary A m.-tTurnerKu lo,»us riet N
Loriu Anna O
Brad ord Mary A
Libby A C mi a
Bond Marion E
Llnoeln Catharine
Brninnrd N s mrt
Lord Nellie A mn
Brown Bath mi*
Libby ElUettn W
Boyd E E mn
jBiia a
harbarick Sarah package Leighton Jolla A mn
Blauohard Victoria U
Libby Mary H
carter Ablel mrs
Lena mis eapt
Chad well A D mrs
Libby Sarah E
Me Key Annie mrt
Chandler Hethia B
Mallard Clara
Crane Carrie
Marble Clarasia mn
Colkios Carrie A
Morse Ells
Cammeroa Nellie H
Morrison C eorgia A L mre
Cole Llzzi
McClellan Harriet
Collin Oeo W mn
McKimon Hector mrt
Carter Harriet H mrs
Moore Libby P
Cox Harriet N mrt
Martin Mary A
Carney Hugh mn

from
Ar

State of Southern malcontents and rebel sympathizers, many ol whom are already preparing
to leave under invitation of Dr. Gwyn, and !
that eventually American settlers will revolu- j
tlonize the country, if the Monroe doctrine is Portland
In Bath, Jan 27, by Her C A King, Rleastus S
not sooner asserted by the United States Gov
Wormed, of Portland, and Miss L Augusta King,
eminent.
of Bath.
During the severe gale last night an Italian
In Brunswick, Jan 17, Isaiah Traihnt, of Harpsvessel, just starting with $180,000 in gold and wed, and Miss Sarah it Gross, of B
At Leeds Jane ion, Jin 19, Leri B Owen and Miss
a heavy cargo for China, nearly drifted ashore.
Amanda T Curtis, both of Leeds.
In Phillips, Jan 8, Capt ffn True, of Aron, and
Miss Kleuora S Kempton, of P.
The
Important Order by Gen. Sherman
In Uiddeford, Jan 25, Henry G Moore and Miss
South Carolina Coast Islands set apart for
Marth e Locke.
Hey roes—Preparations for the Kete CamIn Uiddeford, Jan 10, John Curtis and Miss Liizie
paign.
A Curtis.
In Buxton, Jan 8. James W Caton, of B, and Miss
New York, Jan. 28.
Frances E Weomau, of ntnndiah.
Gen. Sherman has issued an order

blew up, giving

inferior article of oil is sold in that market.
is quite sure it is not the Portland kerosene.

Hibernian

Voyager, Wiley, New Tork :
Paimero (and old lor Philadelphia.)

■

discussing the
subject of the Emperor Napoleon’s colonization scheme in Northern Mexico, aud generally take the view that it will relieve the

when

instantan'joosly the gas in the lamp
a
report like a small pistol.
The lamp was not broken, the
discharge being
through the tube, but the oil remaining in the
tube was turned as while as snow.
This, says
the Herald, isAbe third kerosene
explosion In
that city within a week, and shows that a
very

Ne^Vork*"*'1168

BUtHBBBD.

are

money in

exchange.
tif' Ichabod Howe, of Sherman, Aroostook
County, has been arrested, bound over and in
default of bail committed to Auburn jail, for
stealing two horses In Leeds some months

CUU|1forIN0ewpo?t.ll‘

Manufacturing Company.157

San Francisco, Jan. 37.

Tuesday.

Bf The Charleston Mercury keeps up its

[By

J L

steamship

Eaves, fm New
Tork'SuK8???01lwh, Atmosphere,
Sid 'stn H'**•“- Si*LWU°d. St John NB.
Off DovaV8,^?*0'Walker, tor Usbe.
fbr London.11*11' Ulmlet, Snow, from St John NB

.do.s

and Maine Railroad,.123$
6 York Manoiaeturing Company.1155
4 Laconia Manuftcturing Co.1260
1 Saco Water Power Company.160
20 Hill Manufacturing Company.140;
60 Franklin Company, Lewiston.128$
6 Pepperell Manufacturing Co.1247$
60 Androscoggin Mills.180

California—Discussion of

sermon.

The army of the West is being transported
to Virginia. There is the head of the rebellion,

York and other*
Ar at Bermuda l«th
lust, barque SacfBmento.HasNew Tork, (ana sailed lor Rio Janeiro 1

10 Boston

forming.

From

In port 6th Inst. (Up Black Hawk, Docile, disg, for

"•w

I Per

rebel press gangs to cross irom
and conscript union refugees.
refugees from Galveston bad arrived in New
Orleans, who report suffering there for want of
fuel. There has been no blockade running at
Galveston tor a fortnight. In au interview,
under a flag of truce, the rebel Capt. Scott said
he and many others had determined to join
the Corps Des Etrangers, which Maximillian
was

Bbokxbs'

80 >16
.do.b 80 819$
.do.b 10 219
.do.• HO >16
.do.>19
United States Ten-Forties.101
.do.101
2.000 .do.1005
1.000 United States 6->0's. 108$
10,600 .dc.108]
500 .do.1> 81
1.000 .do.1091
6000 ..do..108
4.000 .d-.108$
2 600 U S Coupon Sixes (18811 .110
8.000 United States DebtCertificates (Sept)— 97$
17 Eastern Kallroad.101
25 .do...1002
50 .do..100
27 Vermont and Massaasachusetts K R.39)
5 Western Railroad.147

9.000
5.000
1.000
1.000
10.300
10,000
8.000

New York., Jan. 28.
Tbesteamer FungShuey, from New Orleans
the 21st. has arrived. No military news. Governor Hahn has designated the 24th of February next, as a holiday in honor of emancipation in Missouri and Tennessee. Major General Herron arrived at New Orleans «n the
igth inst.
Late advices from Texas report that Mejia,

commanding

tbs

PAPERS.

\sncutin ana

HTSecretary Fessenden

incorporation
the Warren Manufacturing Company. Re-

tried, for

Gen. Gordon.
lyThe Everett Monument subscription tac
reached about $12,000.
ty Hon. Daniel Marcy is sick, at his home in
Portsmouth.
Bf Numerous arrests have been made in Rich-

of thirty feet Btruck oil of very fine
quality.
So says the Times.

Augusta, Jan. 27.
Senate.
Woodman presented the petition of

GeorgeWarren

were

monument in honor of the late Mr. Everett.
By the new assignment the city of New
York has got to furnish 32,000 men.
lyThe rebels have superseded Gen. Early by

Boaxd, Jan. 28.
218
Amerioan Gold.

gAUi at

-TO THE-

ST Why is the devil a gentleman t Because
the imp ot darkness could qot be imp-o-light.
0F" A subscription has been started to erect a

oharged with disloyalty

Boston Stock Lists

by telegraph

depth

one.

Legislature of Maine.

_Mr.

OEI&JNAL AND SELECTED.

mond of persons

Point.

Under the call of July 18 for 500,000 men,
the quota of Portland was 501. The quota
assigned to this district on the present call is
2172, of which this city’s proportion, according to tbe enrollment, would be about 500. and
as we have a
Burplus of 285 for three years of
service on the last call, we shall have 215 men
to furnish.
But according to the Instructions
from
Washington and the form of computation
lurnished, the surplus of the towns in the district is credited to the
district as a whole, and
the towns in the
district receive no benefit to
them for the surplus men
they have furnished.
For instance—the quota of the district is 3172
x3 6516—add the surplus of
the whole, district
2211, and it gives 8727 as the quota of the year,
of service the dudrict is to
furnish. Accord
mg U, the enrollment onr
proportion of this

while

first it says:
"If neither

as

no more.

and

It says the councillors of the peoaround in wild alarm, and the
wild outcries grate and jar dreadfnlly on the
general calm and resolute tone of the country.
Some advocate placing the Confederacy under
the protection of England, France or Spain,
and others, the abolition of slavery in order
to secure recognition; but neither of the propositions suit the Examiner. In regard to the
federacy.

ple are gazing

much to the amusement of the

outsiders. He was quite a musician and a celebrated violin player. He played the bassoon
at the “Old Jerusalem,” alias First Parish.vThe place that once knew him will know him

by

Lard. Mr. Rich says:
The quotations for Coffee in New York, as
above, are tor cargo lots as It runs, while
Portland wholesale prices are by tbe bag lor
the best quality, aud warranted. We tnink

a one

was

much above those for New York—a matter
to which attention was called by a
correspondent of the Press Friday morning. The arwere

was

building, occupied by Oliver Bray, Esq. I*

so

ticles the prices of which

son,

Next we come to McLellan & Fletcher,
Auctioneers. The senior partner was salesman, and stood among the first of his profession. Fletcher was the business man, bright
and active, with a great deal of wit and humor ; he died in Boston.
McLellan, I believe,
died in Portland.

due the negro.
Mr. George Thompson said that the charges
made by the gentleman against Mr. Garri-

son

one

What the Biohmond Examiner Says.
The paper* in Dixie are at loggerheads on
and the ground waxes warmer
many points
and warmer. The Examiner has a sharp article on the present position of the rebel Con-

Brown
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eapt
capt M
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Morran

P 9
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Carey
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Martha J Brown
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Bryan Geo L
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Robinson J S
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R
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SHIP LBITER8.
Owner* of boat Coral oap* F.
Remiok T 8 *ch Forea^r
fo, William W«
_

Strmuj.pt
Wllda ATden

brfj

ship Sterling
Firm W M Surgeon Trr.ai “State of
Maine
A. T. DALE, Postmaster.
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Speech of

Qen.

Butler at
Lowell.

Huntington

Hail,

Lowell, Mass., Jan. 29.

„

Special NoticeThe following regulations will be rigidly observed
by the Proprietors of the Press,1. Ho papers will be delivered by Carriera except
to those who have sabsorfbed attheoSoe.

Maj. Uen. Butler arrived here at noon yesand in ihe evening addressed bis fellow Citizens in Huntington Hall. There was
a great and enthusiastic
gathering of people
present, probably not leas than tour thousand.
Mayor Peabody briefly welcomed the General

terday,

home, and

then introduced him to the audience, whose demonstrations were of the most
flattering character.
3. Carriers found guilty ef violating tha foregoing
Gen. Puller said that he stood there to speak
rules they will be discharged.
to them ol what had happened to the country
I and what had occurred in the Department, u>
take command of which he had left them a
Supreme Judioial Court.
year ago last November. On assuming the
JANUARY TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.
i position which had devolved upon him by the
Saturdays—In the libel case of John M. l partiality of the President, he had looked about
i him to see what there was for him to do. He
Adams vs. Newell A. Foster,
Judge Howard found 18,000 treedmen needing bis attention.
made the argument for plaintiff and the case It seemed that his first
duty was to them. He
was submitted to the
jury hv Judge Davis, established an organization of labor, and meanwhile provided them with food, raiment and
who gave them some instructions
upon the
from the inclemency of the weather.
law relative to libels, and then left it for them protection
The results of this portion of his work had been
to decide whether the article in question was
to bring 6000 colored troops into the
army. It
bad been demonstrated that the former slave
libellous or not.
could
be
made self-supporting, and
After the jury retired Court adjourned to population
that
were capable of education.
He said
10 o’clock Monday. The jury had not been that they
his next step was to attend to the exin session more than two hours before they
of
and
he had settled every
change
prisoners,
sent word to the Judge that there was no pospoint but one, viz.: in regard to the colored
The
rebels
threatened
to enslave them
sibility of agreeing upon a verdict. Judge troops.
and set them to work. He then proposed to
Davis accordingly discharged them from any
himself to carry on a system of special exfurther consideration of the case.
changes until he had reduced the proportion
It is understood that the jury were equally of prisoners so that while they might have
divided—standing six for plaintiff' and six for some 500 In their hands he would have 15,000,
and then he coaid say, make slaves of those
defendant.
500 and I will set these 15,000 to work and we
will see. The General then referred to the
Solders’ Home.
orders he had received to stop all exchanges,
and said that if he was asked why he left 15,The following named Soldiers were admitted
000 men starving in rebel prisons, he could
and left the Portland Soldiers’ Home lor the declare that the stain of their blood was not
week ending Jan. 28th:
npop his garments.
No Carrier will be allowed to aell papers on his
ronte, or to collect money from subscribers.
a.

Admitted—George W. Hamon, Go. G, 11th
Maine; Osgood J. Yates, Co. F, 11th Maine;
Wm. S. Davis, 321 Maine.
Five left for their homes.
W. H. Plt7mmeb, Agent.

Chkistian Unity.—This was the subject
of Rev. Mr. Walton’s sermon last evening,
in the Third Parish Church. The house was

densely packed,—pewa, galleries, aisles, pulpit stairs, and every available spot being filled.

The sermon was an excellent one, alike creditable to the head and the heart of its author.—
The true unity of the chnrch was clearly de-

fined, showing that it does not depend upon a
dead uniformity, but consists with the widest
and most pleasing diversity; that as the harmony of nature consists of a happy combination of all its varieties, so Christian unity may
properly be maintained consistently with the
widest varieties of form and expression on all
subordinate questions, these, properly viewed
and estimated, serving the noble purpose of
inciting to generous deeds and glorious results. The sermon deserves publication.
may

Conckbn.”—Somebody

responsible

for the condition

of our School House steps. When individuals
are brought up with a "round turn” for ne-

glect to shovel the walks in front of their
premises, the city should allow no traps in
We know not how it
is in front. of other school houses, or whose
business it is to look to such things, but we
know that the high steps in front of the brick
school house on Chestnut strest are absolutely dangerous. They are covered with ice and
frozen suow, not having been properly cleared
off since the la9t storm, and if the young
misses who attend school there escape broken
spines, it will be more owing to their sprightliness than to the safety of the steps. “A
front of school edifices.

wise,”

word to the

&c.

Mresfcn ’His Mask.—The facetious “local”
the Courier has been

spitting

his venom on

of our much esteemed young citizens.—
IHis miserable abortion of wit, however, entirely lows its point from the fact that the geutleone

he attempts to ridicule has had nothing
whatever to do with the management of the
Park for a fortnight past. The whole thing
mon

has been taken off the hands of the Committee
by a private individual who agreed to take the
entire

charge,

and assume all

responsibility.—

We
So much for the witty Courier-man.
should advise him hereafter to “look before he
leaps.” We are surprised that the proprietors
of the Courier will lend their columns to such
”
•dirty work
Intebnational Steamship Company.—
At the annual meeting of the Corporation the
following officers for the present year were
elected:—T. C. Hersey, President; John B.
Coyle, Samuel E. Spring, William Kimball of
Portland, and A. McLoud Seeley of St. John,
N. B., Directors; H. J. Libby, Treasurer and
Clerk.
One of the steamers will resume her trips
to Kastport and St. John about the first of
March, and the other about the first of April.
Shonld the travel warrant it, three trips per
week will be made during the snmmer, instead ot two as heretofore.
Movements of the Steambbs.—Steam
ship Moravian sailed from this port for Liverpool Saturday evening, taking out 29 cabin
and 12 steerage passengers and a large cargo.
The Peruvian is the steamer due from Liverpool this week.
The Hibernian will leave this port tor Liver-

pool next Saturday.
Steamship United Kingdom from Glasgow,
arrived at this port yesterday. After discharg
ing that portion of her cargo intended for this
port, she will sail for New York.
Concert.—Prof. Carns visits

gives

a

again and

evening at City Hall.
wonderful musical genius

concert this

Professor is a

us

The
and

the exhibitions of his remarkable vocal powers
never fail to amuse and gratify bis auditore.

We doubt not
second

large audience will greet his
appearance in our spacious hail. Those
a

who heard him in his first concert will wish to
hear him this evening, and those who did not
have that

pleasure will

not miss this opportu-

nity.
Personal.—J. S. Bedlow, Esq., has re
signed his situation as Superintendent of the

Telegraph Company ia this city.—
been offeree the Superintendence of

American

He has
the United States line from Hew York east.
Mr. Bedlow has been Superintendent of the
American line nearly eight years, and has conducted the affairs of the compauy to their
satisfaction as well as to that of the public.—
We shall regret to lose him from our city.

Pray & Smith have opened a
store in Morton block for the sale of
Fancy
Goods, and have laid in a handsome stock.
Both of them are original members of the 1st
Maine Cavalry. They have done the country
good service and are now entitled to a genererous support in their business.
See adverMessrs.

tisement.

Theatre.—Deering Hall wiu be opened
Ibis evening and an excellent dramatic company will make their appearance in two first
rate rate, “The World of Fashion” and “The
People’s Lawyer.” A crowded house may be

expected. 1. Murray appears in both dramas,
and he never fails to give us a world of fun.
The American Illustrated newspapers for
week have been received at the book and

this

periodical

store of A.

FROM

EUROPE.

Robinson, Ho. 51 Ex-

change street.
ForkioW Exports.—The value of foreign
last week amounted to
exports from iMs port

$245,121.04.
The Dirigo Association will give their
of Feb. 8th,
Otk AnnuaLBall on the evening
at Mechanics’ HalL

Burnett's Oriental Tooth Wash is worth
all other dentefrices.

uen. Butler next aiiuaea to ttie iau oi

rn-

mouth and the evacuation of Washington, N.
He spoke somewhat in detail of movements of the army of the James upon Bermuda Hundred, and of the army of the Potomac
from the Rapidan upon Mechanicsville, the
design of those movements and causes of their
failure, and then proceeded to Bpeak of the affair at Wilmington and Fort Fisher. He said
that as early as August last Admiral Porter’s
fleet had assembled at Fortress Monroe in
preparation for the movement, but through a
great flourish of trumpets its designs became
known and the sailing was postponed. He
referred to the preparations finally made for
the undertaking, and to the delays which had
occurred when the expedition reached its destination, and then spoke of the powder boat
which was stated to have been prepared by
him. He bad lived among them, man and boy,
for thirty years, and wilh their consent ex
pected to live amoDg them thirty years longer,
and they kDew he would not misrepresent the
fact. He had never seen the powder boat and
had only ordered his ordnance officer to turn
over a quantity of powder to the naval officer
in charge. The thing was planned by the
navy and they had it all thair own way. The
dispatch which stated that he was the author
of the scheme was a lie and the truth was not
in it. He had been assured that he should be
informed when the boat was to be exploded,
but he was sixty-five miles off at Beaufort when
the explosion took place, and Admiral Porter
knew h was there.
JL.i regard 10 lire assault on Fort Fisher Gen.
Butler said that he had been definitely told
by most skilful engineer officers that if be ordered it it would be murder. It was charged
that he was not in command of the expedition,
but could he even then have done otherwise
than follow the advice of Geo. WeitzeJ. He
did his duty according to his best judgment.
As be lived, and as God lived, if the occasion
was to recur, even in view ot this stream ol
obloqny that was pouring upon him, he would
do so again, praying, however, “lead us not
into temptation,” for the temptation was strong
to take it.
But he did not care a rupee. He
had stood much worse storm than this, and he
could staud a thousand more.
He was there o n a letter from the Lieut.
General to the President, but no word of Fort
Fisher, no word of Wilmington was assigned
What the
as the reason for his presence thus.
true reason was he had not received permission to divulge. He had been called by some
the hero ot Big Beibei and Fort Fisher. He
accepted the term. The General then spoke
or the explosion of the Dutch Gap Canal. It
did not make, perhaps, so large a hole as the
mine at Petersburg, but he had not filled It
with American dead until It ran blood. He
desired to have it inscribed on bis tombstone
in that little inclosure where his remains would
one day be laid, Here lies the General who
saved the lives of his soldiers at Fort Fisher
and Big Bethel. He had oriticised no man or
army mau, but he had criticised somewhat
sharply the troth which is always the accompaniment ot lively Porter.
Gen. Butler then proceeded to discuss the
prospects of the natianal cause. He said that
he was prepared for more endurance, more
strife in the service of the country. If at any
time in the future the country needed his service it would be as freely rendered as it had
beep in the present. Whatever mistakes may
be committed by men at the head of affairs,
Do not, he
we should not spare our efforts.
said, be carried away with any delnsive ideas
of peace. The time,for peace has not yet
come. To talk of peace until the army oi
Gen. Lee is either captured or whipped is
vain.
Bee that the Union armies are kept
up, that recruiting goes on, and ot ultimate
A lasting
success there could be no doubt.

C.

peace would be finally established provided
we dealt fairly and justly with all mo a, black
Do everyor white, but on no other terms.
thing you can to sustain the Government and
the President at the head of the Government.
He Is honest, patriotic and capable, and he
will do all that he can. Gen. Butler said that
he would have them, however, s;i l'ar as possible, by voice or vote, oppose the method of
filling up our armies by means of large bounties. Large bounties did not get the best men
and they were putting a great burden of taxation upon the laboring men, besides being in
other respects a measure of questionable

utility.

The General next referred to a proposition
which he had made just after the soldiers ol
the James had said to the mob of New York,
‘■peace be still.” That proposition was one ol
unconditional pardon to the rebels if they
would submit to the laws. It was objected
that this made no provision lor the freedom ot
the negro.
Why not? He regarded the
emancipation proclamation of President Lincoln as the law of the land. If the rebels would
not accept that proposition he proposed the
up of the Union armies fora continued
contest; to substitute for the large bounties
now paid the possession of Sonthern soil, tak
ing from those who had made it a curse to the
country instead of the blessing it was intended
to be.
In conclusion Gen. Butler apologised for
speaking at such length. He was ordered to
report at Lowell, and he had now reported in
full. They had a right to know if their welcome was worthily bestowed.
He referred to
the apparent prosperity of the people, and said
that Gen. Terry would soon send them that
from Wilmington which would make all their
spindles turn with the hum of industry. Never
had the interest or the welfare of Lowell been
other than the object of his thoughts. With
thanks for their hearty welcome he then bade
the audience good night.
Gen. Butler spoke over an hour and was repeatedly interrupted by loud and continued

Slling

applause.

_

Richmond.
of
Washington, Jan. 28.
The result of Blair’s volunteer visit to Richmond is this:
That Jefferson Davis is willing to waive
formalities and sent to Washington or receive
Irom there Commissioners to treat of peace
of
upon a basis of separation. The President
the United Slates, on the other hand, is willing to give a hearing to persons of influence
who msy come from the States in rebellion,
with or without Davis’ authority, to treat of
peace ou the basis of submission to the Union.
Of the above facts there is no doubt.
Result

Mr. Blair’s Mission to

_

From the

+

Army before Richmond.
Washington, Jan. 28.

A letter Irom the Army of the Potomac,
dated Friday eve., says quiet still continues
along the lines, the only varlaton of the

monotony being some occasional picket firing
in front of the 9th Corps, near the Appomattox.

Another deserter
Point on
Friday, in

was

executed at City

the presence of a large
concourse of people. The name ol the
culpit
was He wet W.
Roat alias George H. Harris of
the 1st Connecticut
Heavy Artillery, who was
guilty of
to the enemy.

deserting

Blockade of the potnmac River.
Washington, Jan. 28.
Owing to the ice blockade of the Potomac,
the government la
sending out wagons into
the country in all directions to
hay.
Ire

procure
A large number of hay boats bound np,
frozen in the Ice below Alexandria, with
immediate prospect of being released.

are
no

MISCELLANEOUS.

SWITI.

Washington,
Introduced, Increasing

New York, Jan. 28.
The steamship Cuba from Liverpool 14th,
via Queenstown 15th, arrived at live o’clock

1

HOUSE.

No. 89 Middle Street,
shall keep
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Soots
▲s

good

an

asaortment

Lee

cm and Managers,.Bidtoell * Pike
Business Manager,..
o w. Pike.
Stage Manager.,.c.B BidweU
B fearer
^“P1"..IT.
Muaioal Direot r.Mr.M Crombie.
Properties by.
C. U. Warfhe
1 be managers take pleasure in anoounolne to the
oitisena of Portland that they will open the above
uam-d place of amusement, fora Short Seaton on
Monday Mrcning, Jan. 80, 1866, with a full and of.

and

can

Dramatic

of

Shoes

be found in the city.
*®U the lowing at
greaUy

reduced*price?6I”8811*

Ladies’ Cloth Congraess Koak-Welt Sole

Jan. 28.

The Kichmond Sentinel of the 27th, has the

Balmorals
D. S.Ba morals
Button Boots,

•'

annexation upon being compensated, by an en- ; following:
“The iron clads are again at their old an;
largement of her German border.
London, Jan. 15—The King of Prussia chorage. The vessels passed the first obstrucopened the Chambers in a speech. He says tion, but could not pass the second line. The
steps are to be taken to form a Prussian navy. Drury grounded under the enemy’s batteries,
when the crew were removed. About ten
Preliminary surveys are being made for a minutes
af,er they left her, she was blown up
canal between the Baltic and North seas.
by a shell exploding in her magazine.
Thu Italian government has cautioned the
The Kichmond and Virginia both grounded.
clergy against publishing the Popes evangeliThe Fredericksburg passed over the obstruccal note without first receiving an authorizations, she drawing eighteen inches less water
tion.
Liverpool, Jan. 15.—Steamer Lelia, a block- than the other iron clads. The Virginia was
struck by a 800 pound shot, which loosened
ade ruaner, hence for Wilmington via Bermuda, was totally lost oft' the bar of the Mer- some ot her bolts, but all the inj ury she received
was repaired in a few hours.
sey. Loss of life from eighteen to twenty.
The Virginia, the flag ship, was commanded
Hothead, Fletcher & Co., timber trade, failLieut
ed. Liabilities heavy, liquidation prospects
by
Dinnington; the Kichmond by commander Kelltate of the Alabama, and the
unfavorable.
&
merchants
Australian
Fredericksburg by Lieut. Sheperd. ComCo.,
Thompson
mander Mitchell, the
failed. Liabilities £60,000.
flag-officer, was in command of the eqnadron.
Confederate loan 56*57.
We are pleased to see that measures are
Arrival of the America.
being taken in North Carolina, South CaroNew Yobk, Jan. 29.
lina and Georgia to burn all the cotton In
Steamship America, from Southampton, ar- danger of falling iato the enemys hands. How
rived here this morning.
much better would it have been to have deThe steamship Lafayette from New York,
stroyed the largeiquantity stored in Savannah,
arrived at Havre the 27th, and theSaxiona and thus
prevented its lulling into the hands
from New York at Southampton on the 18ih.
of Sherman.”
London, Jan. 17.—The Times says even the
The Yankees, says the Wilmington Journal
most rabid Northern journals admit that the
of the 23d, appear to have left their base in
Wilmington expedition has had a miserable front, They have now gone in the direction
conclusion. The whole tenor of the Africa’s
of Fort Lawrence.
news is favorable to the Confederates. Some
France
and
or
interposition by
England both,
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Boots and Shoe3, too numerous to men*

Misses, Children and Boys.
—

41.80—.

Boots A Shoes For Cents,
-A.t

!

Thanking my customers for their past patronage,
I would solioit a continuance of the same.

BDWABD T. MBKRILL & CO.
THE

NEW

HR, JOHN

South,
thought possible by
Confederates themselves attempting to propitiate Europe by offers of emancipation. EaglanQ would rejoice in any scheme of emanci
the

Laws of New

the

patiou.

Avery Auropeau state acknowledged

the republic when it was governed by a constitution permitting slavery as fully as the
confederacy permits it. Now why should the
abandonment of slavery by the south be a.
recognition that is withheld for other reasons
We know of no European power likely to acaccept the office of a protectorate. The idea
of propitating Spain, that most obstinate slavery supporting government, by a proposal to
abolish slavery is so eccentric as to throw
doubt on the reality of the whole discussion.
Italy.—The Minister of Justice reminds the
Calian bishops that the evangelical letter must
be submitted to the royal executor as government reserves to itself the right of suppressing whatever portions ofit are contrary tu the
laws of Italy.

The Turin correspondent of" the London
News, reports that the French troops will be
withdrrwn from Rome before March.
Capt. Arthur Sinclair of the rebel navy, and

Capt.

T. B. Skanier, both of
lost in the blockader Lelia.

Virginia,

were

FROM THE SOUTH.
Raiding Party Moving on Weldon—Sherman
Gen. Lee
Reported Moving on Augusta
Appointed General-in-Chief—The Raid of
the Rebel Iron-elads—Appointment of a
Ray of Pasting by Jeff. Ravi*.
Philadelphia, Jan 28.
The Telegraph professes to have Richmond
the
papers containing
following:
"A large raiding party is moving up the
Chowan River in the direction of Weldon.
An official dispatch from Hardee states that
—

have been mede by Sherman
up either bank of the Suvannah River. Other
sources say Sheiman is moving on Augusta
via Branchvllle.
It is reported that Davis has appointed Lee
General in Chief. Johnston is to command
the army of Southern
Virginia.
Gen. Hill orders that should the exigency
require the powder works will be removed
from Augusta.
A telegram from Wilmington reports the
capture of the steamer Tallahassee at New Inlet on the 18th.”
Washington, Jan. 20.
The Richmond Whig of yesterday reports
their loss in the naval engagement last Tuesday. in James River, at live killed and eighteen
wounded. It says the Drury was lost.
The Thomaeville, Ga., Times says that the
people of that section are as loyal to the Confederate government as any in the State, but
are very much divided on the peace question,
many claiming that negotiations for peace iB
the only alternative for saving themselves, and
that a State Convention is necessaiy to attain
that end.
A gentleman who arrived here to-night,
from City Point, says it is not probable that
the rebels will soon again try their gunboat
expedition, as there is now a gunboat and ironclad force enough to take care of all adventures.
The Richmond Whig of the 26th says the
statement this morning in several papers to
the effect that our iron-elads had passed the
Yankee obstructions, have doubtless created
anticipation of exciting news to-day, but the
iact is that only the Fredericksburg went
through or over the obstructions, and when
Lieut. F. T. Sbepperd, the commanding officer. discovered that the consorts of his vessel
were aground he returned to their assistance.
The rising tide lifted the Virginia and Richmond from the bars upon which they struck,
and the flotilla returned to their termer position.
Fort Harrison was not retaken.
Charleston, S. C., Jan. 24.—The enemy have
made no advance movement. Scouts report
the railroad between Satke Botcher Bridge
and Pocatoligo, has been destroyed, the ties
burnt and the iron taken away.
The Richmond Sentinel of the 26th Bays
Jeff. Davis has issued a proclamation appointing Friday, the 10th day of March next as a
day of public fast'mg, humiliation and prayer,
and for invoking the favor and guidance ot
Almighty God, and he earnestly invites all
soldiers and citizens to observe the same in a
spirit of reverence, penitence and prayer.
no

movements

New Yoke, Jan. 28.
The steamer Ar&go irom Savannah 24th
arrived this morning.
The Savannah Herald says the steamers
Grey Hound from Boston, Rebecca Clyde
from New York, and the Daniel Webster, with
supplies, food, Ac., had arrived, and their cargoes were beiDg distributed.
A public meeting had been called by the
the city government to give expression of the
community for the liberality of their northern

100,000

Subscription Price $1

Gen. Grover succeeds Gen.
mand of Savannah.

Per

ForVnll Paid Stock, and liable

to

Share,

Company, 30

Feb. 1,

OFFICERS,

From

California.
San Fhancisco, Jan. 28.
The U. S. Grand Jury have ignored the
charge against Michael Hayes, accused of conspiracy to fit out a private vessel to prey upon
the commerce of the United States, the evidence being insufficient. Hayes is nowj in
charge of the military authorities but will
probably be released.
Heavy rains are again falling.
There are rumors of a heavy defalcation in
the office of the United States Revenue Department. The matter is being investigated
by the Collector of the port and special agent

JOSHUA PEIRCE, President.
WM. P. TURNBULL, Vice-Pres’t.
GILBERT E. CURRIE, Treas. * Sec’y.

St. Nicholas Bank, No. 7 Wall St. N. York.
Subscription Books at the Office

Farlous Items.

No. 88

jan28dlw

Blind

of

New Yore, Jan. 29.
The steamer Borussia from Southampton
11 inst., arrived to-night. She
experienced
heavy gales, in which eight men were disabled, one of whom has since died, and the
steward washed overboard. There is a
large
quantity of ice in the bay, and some vessels
lying at the piers are chafed, but no serious
damage done.

SKATING

Tallow easier.

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET. Jan. 17.
quiet; Sugars steady; Coffee steady; Rice
firm; Rosm inaotive: Spirits Turpentine firmer at
64 ; Petroleum steady
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Jan. 17.—Consols
olosed at 89f@89| for money.
A hes

•tese Torh

market.
Nuw You*, Jan. 28.
Cotton—firm; sales 900 bales at90o.
{
Flour—State and Western 10&16 higher; State
3u(g 9 90.

Wheat—2@4 higher.
Corn—steady.
Boef—steady.

Fork—lower.
Lard—H»m.

;

nr

rj

expenditure^ in fitting up

OWING
l|ie Skating Park, the managers deem it
to
small fee lor
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International

Steamship

Co.

a

re-

Statutes Chap 61. Sec 60.
1 Black Trunk, o.’diuary
aize, no mark.
1 Carpet Bag, no ma>k.
°heo» No 168, no mark.
Tru“k, small size, check No«18.
JValise, no mark.
I Hat Box, marked M. McDonald. St
John,
H. J. LIBBY,

} &**£!?**•

Clapp’s BlccV, Congress St.

1

N. F.

Treasurer
jan27dlw
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Portland, Jan’y 26,1866.

Manufactory,

removed irom West Minot to Mechanic Falls, shall oontinue to manufacture all the
»of Pegged Boot* and Shoes, for Men’s! Worn n’s and Children’s
wear, that I have usually made
at the former place for the pa^t^iue years, shall endeavor to make it for the interest of my former cus-

SAVING

r-WttMOSBBGfei*

fall cou’se, compiling both theoScholarships
ry and praotioe, good in tw£nty-nino Colleges,conthe
“International Chain, time unlimitstituting

Save

for

ed.
For further iniormation
or send for College

Mechanic Falls, Jan 28. 1866

—

|an26 ltf

Your

Oil.

please call at the College,
and Spec mens ot Pen-

Monthly

manship, enclosing le’t*r f tamp Address
BBYA*T, STB AT ION fc GKAY,
jan27eod&w3m
Portland, Me.

MEN’S

Under-Shirts and Drawers,
In
great variety, by

CHARLES CVSTIS If CO.,
393
Congress Street, (Mortem Block.)

.OOj

tion

CALL AND EXAMINE.
Machine Works, No. 1 Manuf. Block,
Unton Street, Portland.

Whin glow’s

New Yobk, Jan. 28.
The Savannah corresoondent of the Herald
states that the donations of food sent to the
people of Savannah were distributed from the
Market House to those formerly rich, but now
poor, white and black indiscriminately, under
the direction of the authorized committee.
The kind and eloquent letter of Mayor Lincoln of Boston to Mayor Arnold of Savannah
was the theme of' mnch approbative comment

by oid citizens.
The Beaufort, t>. <J., correspondent of the
Times, writing under date of the 25th, states
that Gen. Sherman’s advance is at Salketachie,
midway between Charleston and Savannah, on
the railroad bend. A considerable force is at
Ashepod: and rebel reinforcements have been
sent to Branchville to hold that place against
Sherman. Several cannon, from the outworks
of Charleston, have also been sent to Branchville. It is currently believed, from the pre
sent accounts of deserters, that Charleston
will be evacuated. Movements by the rebels
indicate that they are removing the heavy guns
from James and Sullivan Islands. One or two
monitors and Beveral gunboats have joined
Dahlgren’s fleet off Charleston. Gen. Saxton
has been appointed inspector of settlements.
New Yoke, Jan.2ft.
A Savannah letter of the 19th to the Times
says the last rf Gen. Sherman’s army would
leave that city on the 20th. Two divisions of
the 20th corps were at Branchville, S. C., when
last heard from.

10

Apples.

TOWS New Weetern Dried Apples,

3 Tone New Eastern Dried
Apple*,
For sale by
F. A. SMITH.
Jan28d4w
19 A jj SjiTe, gtreet.

Sanitary
Office

L

U

Johnsonville,Tenn., yesterday morning; 163
persons were on board, of whom thirty-six
were killed and missing, and sixty-nine wounoed. All the guns of the 9th Indiaua battery
No further particulars are rewere lost
ccived.
Later.—The steamer Eclipse which exploded her boilers in the Tennessee river opposite Johnsonville on the 26th, had on board
the members of the O'.h Indiana battery and
other troops. In all over 140 lives wore lost.
Tbe Vicksburg Herald of the 15th, states
that gunboat No- 3, has seized the steamer
Mustaug at Shepworth’s Landing. The Mustang was in the service of special scouts, who
were formerly commanded by Lieut. Earl.—
Some thirty special scouts were on board, who
had been running the boat up and down the

in
river, committing sundry depredations
accordance with the duties oi United States
soldiers. They were arrested and committed
to jail, and will be sent to Gen. Canby.
The New Orleans steamer Olive Branch
had ninety-two bales of cotton fflr Cairo.
not

Engineer,

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK.

LIVERPOOL SALT
HHDS. per barque
tCOO
SSOO

PHOTOGRAPHS OF

EVERETT!
TEN

59 Brattle Street,

Immediately,

lt/TKN who wish to make tr"m *6 to $25 per day,
IvL In a legitimate business, by an investment of
from 8 0 to 8500, are iavited to call at Inventors Exexamine some of the most important new
Inventions of the age, several of which have never
before bneo introduced in the New England 8 a'*s.
A rare opportunity is here off1 ed to enterprising
men uith snail cr
raoital tn make money. If
yon wish a choice call early .as the best chanees will
so°n he taken up.
K. CHAPMAN, Jr.,
229 Congress st.
Janffldlw
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THOS. ASENCIO & CO.,
Custom House Wharf.'

Yarmouth

Academy,

YARMOUTH MAINE.
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Feb 18. For
Spring Term
THE
particulars address E. S. Hoyt, A M., PrinciJAMES
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oompanica with
State. Customs
jan27dlm

Gal-

Irish A merican Relief Ai toe Nation will
three Assemblies at

the United
JOHN PORTEOUS,

Lost.

A

AAR. EDWARD L. PICKARD is
Portland, Jan’y 16.1866.

on

Tuesday Evening. January 31st, 1863,
The 3d, ob Wednesday

Eve’ng, Feb.

8.

Committer of Arrangements :
Wm. McAleney,
John Walsh,
D O. Kiliy,
J. H. Shaaban.P
Wm. H. Dyer,
Jas. MoL-uehlin,
John H. Daley,
J. B. MoCue,
V. O. Connor,
T. E. Whalen,
P. Connexion.
Floor ommit’ee.
Wm. HoAleny,
T. «. Whalen,
John Walsh,
B. O’Connor,
John H. Daley.

Inie

a

member cl
son8
janlTdlm*

-‘The Old Oaken Bucket.”

fTtHlS
Temperance and Literary paper will
A be issuod the first week in Feb.
nary.
Canvassing agent, wanted—ma'e and female—to
whom a liberal commission will be paid.
B. F. THORNDIKE, Publisher.
Address,
jaulSdkwtd
Portland.

By Biynoad

i Biwud’i Qudrille Bud.

Tiekets for the Conrae *2. Single Tickets 76 ots.
BT* Dancing to commeoce at 8 o’clock. Cl< thing
checked free.
ja 19d3w

For hale

by

the Diited States Hotel, VWit he
reepectfhliy announce to theoitixens cl
WORLD
Portland and

Revl; Opposite

P. A. SMITH,
19 and 11 Silver street.

J»n23d4w

To

vioinity, that ho has permuneu.
ly located in this city. During the two roots wo

Grocers.

good quality anfausortment
AS
be found in jMvtlaad.
For

ei Oroooriea

as

can

sale at

wholesalrby
F.

A. SMITH,
19 and 11 gllvor St.

term will Begin Mot. SB

«tM ie for both Misses and Mu ten, with
THIS
out regard to age
attainment*.
or

Pupils may be admitted
For farther

at any
to

time In the tan*.

particulars^apgly

novlSdSm

871 Cougreu street.

Town

Thousand Dollars,

CAPE ELIZABETH

16

SCRIP,

OFFERED

FOR

Apply
B- N.

PERRY,

SALE.

Town Tienanrer,

Tucker’s Patent' Spring-Bed Bottom* I
AND FOLDING OOTB,
——Art

—

ALL KWDS OF 1R0.V BEDSTEADS.
oh.apor or better in the market. The be s’
materials and the most skilifltl workmen characterise Tucker'* Establishment
A ’dress Hiram Tucker, liT and 119 Court *t.,
Boston.novlMtf

NON

E

FOR
-a.

THE

I>.
visit

WILL

paler or paralysis,

FRONT.

XUQSmiB,

bO ab'e to

aue wer

fits ot

A MERRY SLEIGH RIDE !
The Portland Belle,
the Riding
fall rig. will leave her moorings
School, South street, for a crnlse around town,
at 2 o’elook r. M.,

By Elootriolty

Who have oold hands aad feet; weak atomaod..
•mo aad weak baoka; nervous and took headael
Hmineas and swimming la tho head, with iodide !•
JonaadoonsUpaUen of tho bowels; pain In tho sills
tad back: leaoorrhma, (or whites);
tailing oi th:
womb with Internal cancers, tenors, polypur,
nil
D1 that long train ot diseases will And la Electricty a rare means of onre. Por painful menstrua;ion
oo profose menstruation, and all of those
long lint
of troubles with yoang ladies, Eleotriclty is a lertaiii
tpeolAo, and will, la a short tlma, restore tbe sa Asm
to the vigor of health.'
TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still doattanes to Extract Teeth by Electri-ity without Paiu. Perrons b»> in* dt-caj.d lee-th
or stamps they wish to bare removed ter resetting
ha would give a polite iavitatlon <o call.
Superior nleetro magnetic Mackene* lor sals lot
family use with tborcarhlnstraeiions.
Dr. D. -an areommodat* a isw patients with
heard aad treatment at his beaus.
Office boars from I • i-'t a as <• U a. ;t
from 1 to A r.aad 7 to 9 la tbe EveningOoaealtatloa sree.
novltf

CATARRH!

orders for out-

.OlfS^ tol

olothini, military or oWl—a good opportunity
for those in the service to order from home,

janfi tf.

THE

LADIES

OF

OR. R. GOODM.E S

BOSTON

ARCTUSINE,
—-hadb anon-

CATARRH REMEDY,
AXt> HSSSOt TUIATUCVT

BEADS’ GBEASE

CANADA

by the Druggists.

janlldlm

Pianos Manufactured
Davis & Go.

penetrate* the teerrt ambueh of
r disease,
and ext rminates It, r.ot
by Hallet, iorever.

subscriber h.s taken the Ageuoy for the wit
Bullet, Davis k Co.'s Piano-forte,
prepared te furnish at Manufacturer,
prioea. Thooa Plane* an used by the most oeiebrated Plsuists of the country, who speuk ot them lb
the highest terms. For quality of tune and Donut)
af flinish they have no superiors. Please oali and examine before DUThrsieg elsewhere. App y ta
M. C. M1LL1KEN, Teacher ot Music,
ianftdlm
9) Mechanio8tn*t.

heretofore existing under the
name of Bradley, Moulton * Roger-,
dissolved by the decease of Mr. Moalton, ot
the 16th of September last.

Copartnership
day

Notice.

have this
formed a oopartnership unde;
and style of Br«dler, Cooiidge 4* Kovere
as wholesale dealers in wIoat, Grain and Provisions
at 88 Commercial at, Thomas Block. Portland, Me.
Robert Bkadlcv,
Davis W. Coolidox,
ALPH*U8 Q. RrOKBS.
Portland, Jaa’y 2d, 1866.
janddlm
We

the

name

Aid to

Soldiers in Southern
Prisons.

our

direction. below.
Lei every B X or Barrel |>o properly strapped, the
wm oi the Person, Rani, Regiment, Company and
Prison, end the content, marked on each, plain.
“Perishable F< od sh« u'd not o sent."
Send to my oar. ut Portland, and it will bo orward.da onoe to the Agent of tbe Saci'Cry Commission at the nearest point where the me* sre confined.
GKO. R. DAVIS, State Agent,
Portland.
Jan 21 dlOd

STATE OF MAINE.
Citt o» Portland, ss,—To George T. Ingraham, Eyq., one of the Constables of ths City of

Greeting.

qoi ition of siaty qualified voters of
the City of Portland, you sre herebv required
to notify and warn tbe iuhabiiaats of said o>ty ol
Portland, qualified to vote in citv affair to meet St
the City Hall in said oitv, on Friday, the third day
ot February next, at 3 o'oh’ok in the a tornoon to
act upon tbe following haslness, to wit:—
la —ro choose n Moderator to preside at said

UPON

ths

r

meeting.
2d—To see who’ notion said inhabitaa’a will take
to HU the quota of Portland under
President’,
lost oail.
UP
.Hereof Mil nov, and have you then tbit warrant

with your

doing*

thereon.
enr bands and
seals at the City of
this twenty-sixth day of January, in t
rear ot uur Lord ono thousand tight humored and

Portland

sixty-five.

(b.s.J

_

xfi

JACOB MoEELLAN,Mayor.

Wednesdays

and

Saturdays.

commencing this afternoon. Jan’y 7, for the benefit
Fare teradnlts 26 ots;
oi Ladles and Children.
children 16

ts.

It clean* tho head, doodoritc* the breath
ford, tho most gratetal reAif.

Parties oan arrange for a ride oat of fown by ap.
the commander.
jan.dtf

It i* noted jar curing tbe mott hopslett coast.
that every kooen means filled ;a.
It

cure*

with
SUITS

boardo

s

OF BOOMS, fhrnishel or UDfirni hed,
Transient
board, at 77 Free street.
accommodated.
Jan27dlw*

Bay, Rose

moat obstinate aad

and Periodic Catarrh, ot thi
violent lypee.

No form of Catarrh
lit penetrating power

or

noiee in the head

can

re 1st

Dr. Condole hat now tpent a lifetime
battling
with this fell disease. Hie triumph in complete.
Dr

liquid,

Geodate’s Catamb BhJUiur it a
Inhaled from the palm of .he hand

harmless

Geodale it known throuohout th- crwlr»
of the onN T’uc Th'nry ot Catarrh
Where it-Ol io—Who'it« Hstl
>ea—Mode of Treat meat—and Rapid Cure in all 111
forma.
Dr. R.

M theaa'hor
ever

pabli-heri.

Dr. Goo<lale's Pamphlet
read by every one. It c m
e«t agiacy, or by tending a
office.

Catasch ah old bn
be obtaiued at ear nearpontage stamp to enr ot.

on

NORTON fc Co., Sole Agenta. 75 Bleeeker street.
New Turk.
Trice *1. Bold by M. H. HAT,
Jane2 68-dIy

Dissolution.
copartners! ip heretofore existing order the
flrmrameo Daria * Cloye- Broths a, it tbu
day dissolved by mottial consent.
A. Da via,
F H Ctorn,

THE

O. H. Ciovaa.

A Card.
The nndera'gned, owing to >; health, havin' ibis
dav told liaiuter.stlv the »b at e to/eerph John,
son. the bosiners will berondu e'ed utdir 'he name
and s’yle of Johnson k (loye< Broth' re.wb" are ao(horlzed to settle all biila of the lata a.m
A. Davi*.
jan24d2w

U. S. MARSHAL’S SALE,
Dhitbd Status

o»

Ambbioa. I

Order of Pale
PPujuANTto mYnfrtj*uCourArhut
Judg-

10 y
*n
the xl0“W ate,
directed, to*
v i'hhi
D iir.c'
and
lor
.itetee
of the United
♦ ha Dint riot of Mintoe, lentil 'Xuoe* *n4 soil at pu
MM” ther-'or.the toi.
te
*Bd nitrcbnmUae, a* the time ana
low nr
**“ diotriot, as Mhivi. vi*:—
w/ndn
nlao**
y
C\utcr.k home, In Tor.land.on J/or.
(lay, the thirtieth day of January current, at U
M
▲.
o'clock,

MT

me

R^P'rt>

jt/rontthe

On©

Horse.

Terme ol Sale—Cam.
Dated at PortlMd this tweniy-eiith day of Jan.
nary, 1««6.

chabx.bS CLARK,
D.

jan26td

*•

DRIED
-a

lUvF>w

DM nt Main#*

apples.

Chcloe Dried Ap; to, 'o- 'ale by
TWlrCHELL BINS * rBAMl'MN,
Cnramerclsl St.

/-Y/-W BB'

Jan291

Boarding.

and si-

It aUeoiate* more agony and Meat
entering than
tongue con toll.

J W. ROBINSON, Commander.
plying to

thi* terrible
branch

an*

It removes all tbe wre’ched avmptrms of this
kaihsome malady, and aver , consampUon.

■

for land

[ft

Tne Acme of Perfection!

at

IN

deafness, stam-

Tbe Rheumatlo, the goaty, the lame and the Ian
-cap with toy, and more with the agflftr and elastic
ty of yaatb; the heaUd brain is coded; tho fro;
tomato limbs restored, the unoooth deformities re
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
(Wengtb; the blind made to Bee. the deaf to hear an 1
£be palsied form to move upright; tbe bRhishes o
youth are obliterated; the acoUcMe of mat re lire
prevented; tbe calamities of old ago obviated, ait
>a active etrealaUon maintained.

the Army at the fonnt, and he abeeaf
weot«, and will take hie fit tin*

mbs. four
*neasuree so a* to

Tits,’Dance,

6L

storing or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, induestlon, ooBsttopdoa and I|yer complain t, piles—we onrs
srery ease that can he presented asthma, b onch*
US, strictures of tho obest, aad all forma of fomali

LADIES

to

At the SherlT* Office, City BuUding.

janldtf

have boon la this city, we have curwi some o
the worst forma ot disease in person, who have tried
other forms of treatment In rain, and owing ontlents In so short a time that the question la otteo
asked, do they stay sired t To answer this question
wo will say that all that do not
stay owed. Ye wiu
dootor the soooad time tor nothing
Dr. D. has boon a praotloai -Jeotriciai ter twen .y
one years, aad is also a regular graduated physicii i:
Bloskrttoty is perfectly adapted to obronio <11, eases
la the form of nervous or sick headache; neural*
la the head, neok.er extremities, ooosampticn.who:
la the Mate stages or where the lungs ere not full*
lavolred; aonte or chronic rhenmattain, scrofula, hi,
■liaeaaaa, white swellings, spinal diseases, enrvar >
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbt

Scrip.

Giron snder

Agent,

M

Hall.

The Seeond of the Coarse

REMOVAL!

1T4 MIDDLE STBtET,

L A.R. A. ASSEMBLIES. PERSONS

Lancaster

Will reoelve consignments of Me'-handle. u
•Tory description, for public or private sale. Ba.'et
of Rea! Estate, Vessels, Cargoci, Stock, and filershandies solleitod.
Ctah advances auit, with
prompt sales and retarns.
mcbi.dlv

Has removed hia office from Clapp’s Block to

having friend* in the Prisons of the
8outb, should they wish to lorward »ny Box*,
of Artic.ee oi Necessity c*n so do by following the

T ho

EDWARD n. PATTEN,
Commission Merchant A Auctioneer

DEMlUCi,
Mledical Electrician

■

400 HHD8. Prime Sierra Morons Clayed Molass-

No.

Tickets 9126, to be had of the Cormittee.

lery 50 cti. Dancing to commence at 8 o’oloek.
BF'Clotking obeoaod free.
Jau26ilw

affeyfligiv® a Second Coarse of

1 07 HU US. New Crop Clayed Melaaees, just
AO » landed from brig Catdlllan, from Carde-

JanlOtf

MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
D. H. Chaedleb, Prompter.
and Military are requested to appear

ut

MR. W.F¥.

Head of Long Wharf.

dim

1,1865. THE partuerbip
style and

Committee
Abkabokmebts.
Foreman. ........ X'haa. E. Chase,
Ass’t Foreman...G. W. Pridham,
Clerk.. ...E. K. Ellii,
D H Steve.a,
John Lane.
T U Bibber,
Frank Fickett,
George Chipman.

wSt^hOUt

weather._

other aprarm u- belong I g to the ealato
bledk,
ofthj lata ( harlta E. Sawyer, and uaed It him la
hi. c at huaintaa.
* 8ela Ba-nearee,
2 If®®**®'
SLoaJCarta.
2 Wooden W'he. Ibarron,
2 Coal Sleda,
2 Iron Wheelbarioua,
Shoeela, Fcrke, ard other to-la; me Iron ta’e. a I.
*° the uAoe
building, at the foot or B yh sire. t to
oe removed.
Terms Ca.h. Sal, at Bawy.r’. Wharl,
Comma,c,al meet.
By oroer of the Executor.
JanWtd
HENRY BAILEY ft CO., Aaot’ra.

Superior Muscovado Molasses.from
landing from brig P. R. Curtis,

ofMessm.
THE
which he is

HOSE 00., NO. 1,

s
s
n*"Tor
SS’vmSSS
J.nSOd'd

Executor’s Buie.

usw

ISAAC

nature
For sale

& Civic

being the mott exienMVe aret Auoilca in thin « T all
thorough mar uer and lu th-i
Sacqne-e, ( aatcck-■ net

Wedneacay, Feb 1st, at 11 o’olcck in the foreONnoon,
woatiall aeli at auction, Ucraea, Csr
and

For the growth and tnxnrtsno* of the hatr.
Beware of imitation.—observe the name and tig.

A L L

Zisncaster

or

at Custom House Wharf.

Ladlw

GRAND

ofl

doolSMWS 2m

FUR CAPE—Probably on Spring street, between Oak and High street. The Under will be
rewarded by loaving it 86 Spring street.
suitably
Washington
X O tj
jan27dlw»
Jo
Jan23d2t

CENTS-

G. W. TOMLINS )N, Publisher, 221
st., Boston.

Wanted

ALDEN,

NOTICE.
CO.

ever worn

.^•yjFIremen

Nellie.”,

Hhds per ship “W. Libby.”
DANA A

PRICE

and MAHOGANY*

isnUtr

j ui2Sdlmis

EDWARD

IWHITE] WOOD,

BLAKE &

pal,

ARRIVE.

MUSCOVADO MOLASSES.

was

FOB SALE BY

Tanru Ftsssi

TO

R.

BOSTON, MASS.

and Civil

anything

will please select their dresses in the afternoon.—
Gentlemen in the evening. The Hall on this occaslon will be splendidly deooratod wi.b
Flags, Bunting, lranspar nt P.lniings, eto, by Mr Hudson, v.t
artist
rhe managers will spare no labor or ex t ense
in making this the finest ball ever glveu in onr
city
Music by Chandler's Full Quadrille Band.
Tiokets admitting gtutlemau and two ladies, *1.
Gents Blngle tiokets *1 Ladies single tickets 60 eta.
to all parts of the home
Tiokets for sale at Paine’s
Murid Store, eras man & Co’s, J. J. Gi
bert, it. L.
Bobinson's under Lancaster Hail and by the managers ac tbe doer.
Doors epea at 71—Danoiag to commence at 81
o’olock.
Managers—J. U. Bnrbsriek, J. B. Baeklait, W.
B. Stinson, G. A. Hanson, C. Griffin.
janfiftd

Wednesday Eve’ng.

SPANISH OEDAB,

es, for sale

mohKdfcwtt

E

BUTTERNUT.

U. S. Christian Commission.

Surveyor

B

CHESTNUT,

THB

Chairman, T. E. Hayes, receives Shores at 119 Middle street.
Treasurer, Cyrus Sturdivant, receives Money at 78
Commercial street.
Secretary, Henry H. Bargees, reoebres Letters at
80 Commercial street.
Andrew J. Chase,
Dr, W. 1. Johnson.
Innelltdtt

On which occasion the Firemen nnd Military are
requested to appear in uniform.
Mr. Custis anc
indy of Boston, aril! arrive in onr city Wednesday
morning, Feb 8, and whl be at it. L. nobin-on's
Salmon, under Lancaster Hall, until the night ol
fbe bail, where he will supply a j who may wish,
With Farcy aod Character dresses;
also, Masks, at
a reasonable priob.
All are invited to call and set
«Ue splendid a sortment of dresses
which will lsr e*

or

JOHN F. ANDERSON.
Fire at Cairo—Holler Explosion and Eo»$ of
lAfe.
Cairo, 111., Jan. 28.
A Are last night destroyed all the wooden
buildings erected on tbe site of the fire last
September. Loss 850,000, which is mostly
insured in eastern companies.
Tbe steamer Eclipse exploded her boiler at

M

CHERRY,

Portland Army Committee
OF

NEW CROP

TO FVBIUTIIBE DEALERS!

Ball I

Mi® LANCASTER HALL,
Friday Evening, Feb y 10, 1865,

AMERICA

BLACK WALNUT,

unitary Commission, 1
Broadway. N. Y.. Deo, 20, 1884. j
I8K4KL WASHBURN, Jb., of Portland,

Commission.

Dress

aaid afore

off red
®J*®mnat

w“nd
wind o?

SALE.

Dissolution.

nf the IT ft.

Be will te ready to famish advice to the friends
of the Commission’s work throughout the S’ate.
All money contributed in Maine tor tbe use of the
Commin’on should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by tim.
Bon. Mr. Washburn is tbe sole
agent recognized
by tbe Commission lor Mzine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
dec28dfcw'fGeneral Secretory.

And Mask

f»

Will

828

HON.

Comic, Fancy

aud

Hm reaaovod to the apaoloua store 13
■xohange Street, four doors below
Mnrohanfo Sxohange.

_

jan23d&w3w

Commission.

Maine, ha< consented to accept tbe duties o
General Agent of tbe Commirsion f r Maine, and
is hereby appointed sncli agent by authority of the

FOR

TOWN

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.

,v

VALMBI ,K

X>rie<I

of Charleston.

CYK08 V. BABB, » Clapp', Bloek,
dec22edl«tf
Oengmart.

■The Band will perform operatic pieoes. patriotic
and national airs and melodics.
Miss Drew will read a few ohcice selections.
In faot we oan scarcely
imagine a more unique or
delightful Entertainment
Admittance 26 eta Reserved Seats Wots
Tickets for sale afcP«iae’s Music 8tore, 163 Middle
street.
s
jeu27o3d

OlmsteadsImproved Patent Oiler.

deolm
Towards the Evacua-

HALL,

Tftnflurtt01

(Unoif.

Arrival and Ristribution of Supplies at 8a•
rannah—Movements

Invited

are

ofeveiy one.

Fifteen

eeed

THIS
Education.

Institution oflVrs to young men and ladies
the beet facilities for obtaing a thorough Busi-

Bayers

(hall ollfcr good, >t prloae to meet the view,

The simple announcement we think ruffleient
Prof, camrs will perform those piece* that will
exhibit Ms great oempass of voioe, and other musical attainments; will a so exhibit his diminutive
Steam Engine in operation at the oloaa of the Con-

*» rand

*

?

REMOVAL!
College,

we

Portland Academy !

DREW,

laE^T^Tst.

Barques

Audio n.

BABB’S.

Jan28d4w_

b?

nuary 1, 1866. Parties owning the same are requested tocal', pay chrt-geH. and take it away, or it
will be disposed bf according to law.
See Revised

PATTI
w
U*-N

Hurscs, Coal Carl. «ttd»,

Sale

cert.

following is list of unolaiired Baggage
THEmain
at the Company’s Office, in rort'and,

Groceries—quiet.

Business

K.

The Winter

W.

Circulars,

FOX BLOCK.

Housekeeping (Goods,

Cash
for

Doors open at G^—Concert begins at 7J o’clock.

J

.Petroleum—firm.

Portland.

ST.,

COTTON GOODS & FLANNELS.

Monday Eve’ng, Jan'y 30, 1865,

0~3Q~.

I

Whiekoy—steady.

Ho. 8

neees-

the admission of ladies.
charge a
The price of Tickets are as lollows:—
Season Tickets,
92 00
Single Tiokets (for gentlemen)
20
^
Single Tickets (for ladies)
jp
N. B.—The Park is lighted up each evening: and
i« open to the publ O every aav
Snndlja excepted,
when positively no skating will be allowed.
3Sf A White Pennant wiU be displayed on the
City Buildings whenover the Park is in condition
for skating.
jan28d8w«

O

LUCY

at

Dry Goods Store, Cti!ialMArlmiA?Vl,'h’*

Winter Dress Goods,

PdpPEJTBBKG.

O ITY

sary

N

Band,

The fine Elocutionist, all take part in the Grand
Combination Conoert, at

3sr -c3irf(_ *<(3^>
to increased

Boot & Shoe

...

Mists

ft

e.

From Fort Preble,

PARK.

Exchange

Cassocas at ft muon.
aud Friday Feb. 2d a <* 3d a‘ 10 A.
ON MThuredsy
,»nd2JP. it at s-oi e Ao US AieMee or,
V5c’,P|*d ty a. U Otney f Co tl e mine atotk o.

u,i,

Seventh Annual

C.

Ladle*’

111

Jiahdiw

Under the Leadership rf
A.

E. M

K- hi- PATTEN, AUCTION*EE,

m-J®

FEUCHTWABIQEB & Z UNDER.

Vocalist,

17th. U.S. Inf.
Prof.

constitutional.

declining.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFF8 MARKET, Jan.
17th,—Flour dull; Wheat inactivo and easier; C rn
dull and downward
LIVERPOOL PKOVISIONS'MARKET. Jan. IT.
Beef firm. Pork steady, Bacon quiet. Lard firm.

81 MIDDLE

TUB

& SEJVEY,
Exchange St, Portland, Me.

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 28.
The Supreme Court of this State to-day, declared the soldiers voting law of this State un-

ness

Prof. YV. A. Carnes,

HARMON

have slightly declined.
Trade reDort the Manchester market Is

Lot Beef

TOO Boxes Cheese.

Downs.

Commeretal.
F'er steamship America, at New York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON HAK&E1, Jan. mn.—
Th» sales of Cotton for two days were fiSOO bales,
ineluding 160 > to speculators and exporters. The
market has been dull and irregular, and all qualities

HALL,

CONCERT.

BANKERS.

U

Iron and Beef
Auction-

1J tom Iroa|

ASSORTMENT

Middle St. New

Linen

Grand Combination

PENNINGTON WHITEHEAD,
Attorney-at-Eaw,
Counsel of the Company, S Wall at, New York.

rtuui,-

ft Fix,

Jan2«d,d

PATTEN, AUCTIONEEE,

JanSOdtd

▲T TH»

HALL.

MECHANICS'

no

Emery

lerme C.aft.

preriona week

E A R x, Y !

GOOD

1886,

On Thii'sday Evening,
feb. 2d.
Tiokets for Three Assemblies SI 00.
Mutic by Raymond f Dimondi Full Quadrille Rand.
tUsAesss—J G Authoine, K
u
Wormell W H
Colley, M TDunn, W W Knights.
be hnd of the Managers. Assemblies
to begin atgjg.M,
JanMft

NEW YORK.

resumed.

A

4 ASSEMBLY.#

Broad Street,

O,*or ftir^ec

l

•* > p«*t eleven,
a,Ur
•ale of the
* ,oltt f®» “d ®" »o«oant
of whom it may oonreru
1*6 tegs Naila. (more or leaa

You will And

LAWYER.

Solon Sbingle,
Mr. John Murray
Doors open at 7—oommenoe at 8 o’olook
s
dmission^Parquette 86 et>; Eeservsd Seats 60
cts; Gall.ry 36 ots.
Tickets for sale at the usual places and at ig door.
Box office open from 10 a. n. to 4 r. n.
3tjan37

AT

Office of the

The obstructions were being removed from
the river, and navigation was being rapidly

O jGL h L

SELECT

ther .Assessments.

Geary in com-

deposit al

Peb,y■
goods, ONo'^oktolMit*Esil*aoiiiV
Potomac, wS*J¥-^'.i°>*‘’,.af««ly

FRENCH DRESSMAKER.

__

No Fur-

A

*_Aucticnear.

8uBJncT—Political infidelity.
Evening Tickets. 60 oents.
Doors open at 6 o’olook. Leoture commences at
7.80.
Per order Committee.
GEO. H. BM*RDON,
Jan2,td
Cor. 8eo y.

15,000 Shares Reserved for Working Capital.

-,'X

Damaged Hail*,

kind, of

Lens than the

York.

Shares;

Day,

Ten Cents per Yard

Monaeur de Fontcalec,
Hr. J. Murray.
To oouclude with the great comedy entitled the

CITY

lor.JS).

the purcha-er at lime of tale.
ptrrlcnla,* enquire cl

ed of

•

George Wm. Curtis,

PAH VALUE, sa.

friends.

All

A.t

$200,000.

this

Commencing

OR THR

—at—

Capital Stock,

W EEK,

®»8in® ftutl machinery.

1 “•

*• **•

Op Nrw York,

Incorporated under

From Savannah.

the

ONE

World of FashionI

Wednesday Evening,

•

day o, y,t .„
O’clock Id the
aaiJroad Wharf, loot ot state at.ett, i„
ib*
Port laud, Maine, by content ol alt
nonce,J 5 ,y °
Ha» oi 'be
aucti"nby a®*' * "° btr boiler a.
wiib a lo. tl old
J1?® machinery,ue t,gather
lro«. aod hardeoal
aaie >111 commence wi h

i%jz}z?nty“.c.

XV

30,1865, DOMESTIC COTTON

Jan.

W.Uneeduy.theiat

•XTinh:PI',l,'!0IltUI‘led

presented the elegant comedy in three aots,
by John Oxenford, Esq., entitled the

On

YORK.

Deduced Prices l

oomeqnence of the feu la the prine of raw «*„.
ton we will Mil for

MURRAY,

—

is still

Greatly

will appear each evening in a round of hit best
oharaciers.

Monday Evening,
Will be

Public A-Uotirm

ON

The ■leveBth Lecture of the course will be delivered

PETROLEUM COM’Y,

AUCTION sales.

COTTON GOODS!

Who

M. L. A. LECTURES.

SECURITY

OF

Corps.

They have also effecled an engagement 'ora limited number of eights with the popular Commedian,

PEOPLE’S

Bargains

MISCELLANEOUS.

DiEEING HAIL.

Itln.1
stand 1

Rebel Account of the Maid of the Iron-Clad•
—Rebel! Planning to Burn their Kntlangered Cotton.

Washington,

TRICKS.

WOULD respectfully Inform my old customer!
and tuepublic generally, that
owingto iooreaaea trade, and for their tetter
accommodation I have
taken Arcade Store

London, Jan. 16.—The Presse of Vienna I tion was taken up.
Mr. Higby favored it.
says the following is the purport of the notes
Mr. Patterson favored the amendment.
exchanged between Austria and Prussia:—
Mr. Flinch was against it, and Messrs. Cole,
Austria repudiated participation in the proposed forcible measure against the Middle Starr, Morris and Pike favored it. AdjournedStates represented by Denmark as revolutionary. Austria will not abandon the ground ot
Federal right, and reminds Bismack that in
case Prussia should desire the annexation of
the Duches, of the suggestion formerly offered
to the effect, that Austria will only consent to

ANlTsHOES,
LOW

AT

The abolition amendment to the Coustitu-

this afternoon.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

BOOTS

Jan. 28.
the pay of

A bill was
members ot Congress to $5000 per year.
A resolution calling on the Secretary of
War for the number of men furnished by each
State, was passed.
The retaliation resolution was taken up.

New York.

Portland Daily preg8t

Loet.
Notts*.
Maine Historical
SooHty.
Portland CoiBpuir,
Fiano Fortes xer sale.
Notice—Androscoggin K. K Co.

“To Whom it

LATER

I XXXYin CONGRESS—Becond Session.

Arrival of the Cuba and America at

Smith's,

Fi"t K,Uoa*'

is or should he

FIVE DAYS

2-

Board.
PLEASANT Front Chamber to let.

A at 24 Danforth itieet.

with

board,

J*n24aive

Portland and Kennobec &, B. J

Btoriea of the President

Portland daiKen.
jgPCSlEly for Brunswick, Bath, Augusta,
iuitU auu oiovhbiiu, at 110 * k,
At Keudall b
Mills tiUs u*in oouuects at 6 20 P. if. with train for
B»d gor and all stations east ot Kendall’s Mills same

not Uncommon in New England, especially iu
rural districts, «»d which, in a higher and

eight Train leaves
is due at 3 P. M.
Dec 18.

more

^ihbouqh

'xtif

'8s—dec22tfSupt.
CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

owned and occupied by tbe late
Capt. Thaxter Prince, containing
60 acres of g od land, 16 of which Is
_[.wood. Good buildings and not a
rod of wa re a d upon ft. Said farm is situated iif
Yarmouth, about one and half miles from tbs G. T.
K. K. Depot.
Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Yarmouth Vil-

janlS eoddjtwtf

1A

■IL

Hones and Lot on
Cumberland st.
A throe story Brick H .use and Lot on Park Place
near Daalortlis. roet.
A two story House and Lot, corner 1’lr.oanB Clark
str.ets
Also * Vacant Lot near Washington st.
Terms liberal. Apply to
Janlld8wJ. C. PKOCTOB, LlmejStrrtel

Due-matstreet,

near

Farm For Sale.
The subscribe r offers hie Farm for
eale aimated ueer Dunn's Depot in
fllrYgFlm^4 North Yariaintu formerly atnowu
nMflEunLu the ‘‘Hone Farm.” Likewise
tie s nek and Farming tools
The
Farm oon-aro. about 110 aaras of goon land, good
buildings Ac. Those wishing to purchase age invited to call and examine for themselves. ;
E. T. Dilukubax.
Eaet North Yarmouth, Jaa 3d, 1866.
Jenieodtf
I

__

_

For Sale.
SQL7ABE block of land, of abont 78,000 acres
of wood land, on tbe south side of the river St
lAwreuoe, in Canada East. It U interoeeded by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites, Well
wooded wltn every description of timber, snob as
and spruce In large quantities, andi maple,
ircb, beech, t&marao aud bass wood to any amount.
Enquire of ji H. T. MACULN, Portland.
Portikud, Feb. 186*. l£A T
fcb» codtf

A

Sine

FOB SHE.

r..

offers for sale his Farm on' tfe
THE subscriber
between tiae.arapca and Gorham. It
roau

tillage

con-

tains 64 acres often *, well otridett into
and
grass ian 1. There Is on t„e farm, a one story hoase.
oarriage bouse, and barn 87 fjet by 60, with a good
oollar mid r it. It lias a good orchard, with about
300 young f uit trees.
JOHN H. ALLEN,

Jaa26ood3m

Ssocarappo.

•
Apply ta
Jsu'ilti.'ebl*YEATON A HALE.

A

SEMI-WEEKLY
The

-SS

On and after Monday, Hot. 7, 1884,
«MFT3MS'-rsmi will run daily, (Sundays exceptuutu
uuther uotioe, as follows:
•d)
CP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for South PariB and Lewiston at7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the Weet, at 1a6P.M.
DOWN TRA1NB.
th I>arUKt 6-4£ A M'>“d IGand Pond

H0U8K
07

good renair,

of JO jIAM

Hanson. The house is two stories, in
and will be sold at a bargain. Enquire

JONE8, No9 Merrill stf

Tto

dec31d8w*

tWOA*!*

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amOnnt exceeding #60 in value, and that personal. unless notice is given, aud paid for at the rate
of One passenger for every #600 additional value.
V. J. UafOUKi, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 7, 1864.nor7

FOB SALE.

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 30
large stable and sheds—situated two
(rooms
■ and one-half mites from Portland, and the
■noeBt situation in
Cape Elizabeth for a wa1-ering plaoe and lummer boarders. For
P»™>*a-« enquire
of
GEO. O WAN,
Commercial Street, Portland.
—-

atf_101

rrm*P,?!,,lCUry

for *»»«•
X of r
o’**®*® »'■ Piaoe
hl*
St ck.ac The ,tohk fa Jff11
Shop. Furniture,
deoartments.- Th stand h???a " tnplete in all its

sWonosfViTi’b1?,®,*?
>

land, bsing suited to Family ??,.°~*h® best in Port*“d
Applv st 145 Congress ntr«ft
CouDtry Trat)s.—
r ot34
---—I_
—

~~—

FOB SALE.
story Store, near Falmouth
erly ocoupiod by K. Merrill A Co Denot
ffiot, form.
TWO

itSUBENME^Vil0'

"UitSESr-

F<l?2Il^'lV,n#1®or ,n ■MtO, ever Stores Noe.
___A, L.

BBOWH,

Wood for Snip

sffiav'i'.LewlUon
For Bangor
intermediate

ootOdV?’

Wharf._

House and Land for Sale.
,tory bouse corner of Congre* 1 and HerA Hill? m’’
wlth the lot, is offc-ed for sale. Innoire of
V
CUAKUM WEBB.
lan/ia-.
J^8-13”*
103 Congress street.

i„85‘KHKR’B PULMONALE*
r'licve Courts.
Cdd*»dH^ly
„“®r»ene8S Lolpof roloe

isnd'everv lassitude,
Li ir »Krpto“ 0

r,

S of

Thirst,
‘be first

suitable*0?,?0
a* V
rid

wafer and as
the oradl.
ticnt 0
three Poors years
ton. Orators and all who
over
a

-" the infant in

Instant rollerhv .A?* th* ***' orjf*“" receive
Prepared by £ Tjg Jlr »"*• tiold by all Ornrgint,.
Stroet, Boston, n T?1®***. Chemist, 27 Tremoct
pr'° and Middle
streeG, snpp3ying»asB.7‘iy'00r
*
eodheowSm

_sep37

GENTLEMAN

A ean

»■

Board.
and

lady
...
be accommodated wit? x6® gentlemen,
h bo*r<1
with pleasrooms, at 31 Free street.

Jan7d8w*

j!

Aubu^“

at

C. H. MORSE, Bunt.
WatenrlUe, November, 1863.

The well-known favorite Clyde-built
vgUCBAaLon steamers of the Ancnost Limb of
BUauuultm.-'illBUUILA,” "CAUKDOHl A,’’ “BlUTJtSmia" and "Uhitbd Rihsdqm," are intended to sail

ments to persons

sengers

than any the world has

to

to and from New York, oarrying pasand from Liverpool, Olataote, Belfast,

aasi

.-

«■ th*

leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Sept.
Portland, Nov. 6,1864.ocg edtf

RITES!

Amt.

LITTLE

Losses

v

j.

i

1865^CwUPU^T0^^d‘>°-

«d4

forUiAd,

Executrix *ive
°««»g notice to
iB?*re*t®d-bI
be published three weeks
successively in the Maine
State Press printed at Portland, that
they may appear
at a Probate Court to beheld at said
Fortland;on
thoth rd Tuesday ol
next,at ten ol the clock
February
inthefor.uoou.and show cause, it any they have,
the

sa

d

instrument

Portland,

OF PITTSFIELD,
MASS.,
Made in compliance with tbs Laws of
Mains,
November 1,1864.

ss

E**>nW

auuHAtiABiLiiTKik

third Tuesday ol January
SIDNEY, or said Portland, husband of
Margara sidcey, respectfully libels and gives

JOHN

that

he*w"

on the 17th
*
Margaret,
ot April A D 18 2 In Ireland
thatsinoe tt/eir
marriage your libellant has always conducted him-

uay

,aid
« ** •
hueoaud; that she has bad b, her said husband two
daughters and one sou; but tbat the raid Margaret
wnoly regardless of her m irriage vows and aovrl
nant, on or about the twentieth day of November
last past, committed the crime of ad.
ltery with one
John Cook, and did desert your libellant
taking

vhe.

jWthfttl

with her her three said ohildren, and baa ma'nlain
ed her desertion up to the present time.
And your libellant fnrthtr represents, that since
the twentieth day of November last part he has
made diligent search for the said Margaret and
children, but has besn unable to learn anything
® to
vnahie him to And them.
Wherefore yonr I bsllant represent) that his diorcsfrvm the said Margeret, would bo reasonable
sr«;.ip.,0*'er' conducive to domestic) harmony ard
th 1,10 poaoo and morality of a.
snd
ciety.

lt«6Slw

ar”r^«#MUT«W
Ingraham,

of Jann-

Dartus H.

iCiuM,Wrd

,.

**

last publication to bo thirty days at least
before
the sitting
court, that she^y then and
stud Court appear, and shew
there. Id ourofsjsd
cause, if
any she has, why the prayer of said libellant should
not bo granted.
Attest:
D. W. FKS8ENDEN,Clerk,
°f tb° bbel and orde* of the Court
thereolf °°P5r
4w3w
Attestw. FESSENDEN. Clerk.
the

our

arm

CLEMENTS

on

and

admitted a partner in
after this date.
E. CHURCHILL

Portland, Jan. 2, isgj,

fc^CO.

a.

SetfT-

Exchange Street,

LITTLE,

FHTJIT
Made Without

Fermentation.

prepared from ohoioe indifruits; and from its pur.

I

genons

l«r and peculiar mode

j

lara'lon,

possesses

of prep.

remarkable

healing properties.
hot king more Palatable,Noth-

\

tng

ing

ujl—<

more
mere

Invigorating.

Noth-

Strengthening.

Used for Nervous Weakness, Used for
Kidney ComPlaint t, Usedfor Indigestion.
rapidly growing into publio favor, for*.noee
who use It onoe invariably buy It the second
,ime

Ooodler the

more

than

Sedentary Oood^rlhe

Consumptive,

Ji.

U.

C.

BATES, Eaq.

DIRECTORS,

t

Franklin Haven, Jr.,
Waiiam Lincoln,
D. M. Yeomans,
E. C. Bates.

Libel

1'mdnk

ccmtamimg jive

B. F. AIKEN
GoffSTOWn, March 14,1860.
testimony to the value of
Du. Poland.—I
your white fine Compound. Ton will remember how
I
feeble I ns at the time called on yon in July last. My
chief complaint was utfiamation of the kidneyt. In
addition toother disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold me a bottle of the
mite Pine Compound, and before 1 had taken twothirds of the contents of on* bottle, my pain had all left
me.
Though I have been afflicted with that complaint a
long time, 1 have not had a return of It since, and have
for many months put enjoyed excellent health.

WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.

Sleigh;

Upon application at
ter.

oar

office, personally or bjr let*

_•

14djan24

99

R.^A«Kytotion%

STATE

T. C. LOMBARD.
J. A.

MENDDM,

one

Horsk-blankei-;

U. 8.

J. C. GORE. Jft.
Formerly of tk e Eagle .Bankjanlfi law 8m

one

one

“The White Pine Compound is adve-tiaed at much
length in our columns, and we are happy to learn that
the detnand for i is inert as ng beyond all previous ex
pectations It is the very best medicine for coughs and
colds that we know of, and no family that has once used
it will ever be without it. We speak from our own knowledge that it is sure to kill a Cold, and pleasant as sure.
The greatest inventions come by aceident, and Itis singular that the White Pine Compound m-»de for Colds aod
Coughs, should prove to be the greatest remedy for kidBut so it is. We cannot doubt
ney difficulties known
it, so many testimonials come tou«ftom well-known
men.
Besides, the character of Dr. Po’andis such, that
we know that he will not countenance what is wrong
for years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find
remedies for his ailments, with a delicate consumptive
look, standing with one foot upon the grave, he made the
discovery which has saved himself and called outlrom
hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and never knew a
are glad to
more conscientious, honest, upngbt man, and
state that we believe whatever he says about his White

possible.

Pine Compound.”

The White Pine
GEORGE

SPECIAL NOTICE.

ANY

Compound:

F. A. QUINBY.
Marshal, Dirt, of Maine.

Deputy

may obtain information in regard to

Washington, D.

W

Wi lib*

friends supposed to be in Hospitals at or near
■Washington, by addressing
Aobht Ind. Relief Deft.,
Cf. S. Christian Com.,

ST.,

BOSTON.

^

Robe,

uary A. D., 1866.

Lombard & Gore’s

I

ohh

Harness; one Halter; Ten Bottles of Bran; DY, ana one keg .,f Spirits, seized by ihe Collector of the District or Portland and Falmouth, at
Portland In said Distriot, on the fourteenth day of
January instant
A Libel against Two Barbels and Sue Bags or
SE -ar, seized by the Collector of the D striotot
Portend and Falmouth, ou the sixteemh day wf,
January instant, at Portland, in said District.
WMch seizures ware to: breaches of the laws oi
the United States, a9 is more particularly set forth
In said libels and Informations; that a bearing and
trial will bs h id taeroon.nt Portland in said District,
on tbB First Tuesday of
February next, whore any
pe sens Interested therein, may appear and show
sause. if any can be shown, wherefore the same
should not be decreed forfeit and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland this twenty-fourth day of Jan-

For sixteen years or more I hare suffered much at intervals, from what at firft was called kidney complaints,
but a year ago last December 1 fell sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease 1'Mabetaa. The
prostration of my system was so great, and of so
long continuance that neither relatives, neighbors uor
physicians expected that I could possibly Jive through
the spring. The same was my own opinion
Near the last of March, 1869, being well acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I felt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was hi-hly
roccommended for infUmatiou of the kidneys. A bottle
of it was procured, and immediately af.er commencing Ue
use I began to amend
J|y streugth gradually returned,
the Bevere pains subsided, and in the fall 1 was able to
I lelieve Dr. Poland's
business.
to
considerable
attend
White PIdc Compound, under God, has been the means of
thus
far.
my recovery
To say that I ever expect to have perfect health again,
is out of the question at my a* e, (64 ) But this I will
say, that while I use the Compound, my health is very
comfortable When I have relinquished its use, the severe
pains h ive returned, and all the disagreeable symptoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the Compound
has produced immediate relief
During the eleven mouths, in which I have beeen taking this medicine, I have used not quite five bottles In
a word, let me say to ail afflicted with similar complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland's White Pine Compound.
ASA GOODHUE.
J
The White Pine Compound, advertised at length In
columns, is not only as to its name inviting, bails a
highly approved medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many wtae know him, a
confidence which he enjoyed while iaborirg usefully maIlls experience as a
ny years as a Baptist miuister.
sufferer led him to make experiments which issued in his
medical discovery.—Boston Watchman and He factor
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the

C.

.lay inquiries regarding Mends at or near City
taint, Va.. may be addressed
H. C. Houghton, Agent, Ind. Relief Dept.,
U. S. Christian Com., City Point, Va.
Prompt answers will bo given to all Inquiries dias
above.
THOU. R. HAT AS,
iwnted
Chairman Army Com., P. F. M. C, A,
BOTodJa

NEW

Compound,

SWETT, M.n., Proprietor.

maxiifocturedin future at the

ENGLAND

BOTANIC

SWETT will attend to tha btufneea
to whom (11 ordara should to addreaeed.

Sold by wholesale end
•la. where
U H. HAT, WHOLESALE

E lectio Medical

DK HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles who
medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 6
Temple Street, whioh they will find arranged for
their MMoifil Mid—Binkii
Dr. H’sElootic Konovating Medicines arc nnrivaled In efficacy and superior virtue la regulating all
Female lrrogalorltias. Their action is specific and
oertam ot producing relie! In a short time.
LADIES will flea it invaluable in all cates ot obstruotions after all other remedies bare been tried in
vain. It It purely vegetable, containing ncahiug In
the least Injurious So the health, and may bo taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to say part of the oountry with fuUdiroctiona
DB HUGHE8.
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street, oorner ef Middle, Portland.
need a

N. B.—Ladies desiring may oonsaltonoof their
A lady of axpericnoo in constant attendJanl 1866 dfcwiy

own

tern.
ance.

Elixir!

Elixir
DB. WKIQHT'8

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

JViuralgta.

OB, ESSEN CM OF LIFE.

Certificate of Mrs. J. P. Litoh, of Charlestown.—
March 16.1866.
This is to cartify that nine months ago 1 was attacked with Neuralgia in ih most violent form.-'
Several physicians were applied to, nho did nil they
eonld to relieve me bat to no purpose. Every potent mtdicine and remedy that oouli be founeuere
applied without effect M)' iso was ponliioeu and
bandaged in order to find relief. Since the Neuralgia attack 4 me I lost twenty-raven pounds of flash.
In this state n friend of min* recommended me to
try Mrs. M. G. Brown’s Metsphysioal •liseovery, ns
it had cured a friend of his ot very bad e es, which
had baffled the skill ol the most eminent physicians.
Consequently 1 went to Mr*. M. G. Brown’s oEce
and obtained her Metaphysical Discovery, on Saturday the lOth last. I applied it at four o’clock In
the afternoon. The result was that Neuralgia subsided— almost immediately 1 felt relief. I slept wall
without any poultices, es before, end at the time of
giring ibis certificate ’he 31st inst.. 1 consider myeelf delivered of my diseosc, and lecommend the

Pnnr Anns molt PTnn

Remarkable. Cure

Yeare

to

all who

of

are

department,

retail dealers In medicine
AGENT FOB PORTLAND.
eod3m—wltlme.

Vbootaulb Kxtraom

oohtaibixo noTHixa iujunjoue

to ran

Root dslioatb.

■

Metaphysical Discovery

Infirmary,

TO THE LADIES.

Rejuvenating Elixir it the result of modem
THE
discoveries In the vegetable kingdom, being
an

entirely new and abstract method of

cure,

irrespec-

old and worn-out systems. (
This medicine has been tested by the most eminent medical men of the day, and by them pronounocd to be one of the greatest medical discoveriea ol
the ago.
One bottle will care General
Debility.,
A few doses on re Hysterics in females.
Ouo bottle cores Palpitation of the Heart.
A few doses restore the organs of gonosntloa.
From one to three bottles restores tbe ssanUns*
and foil vigor of youth.
„
A few dosee restore the appetite.
Three bottles cure the worst case of Impotonoy.
A few doses care the low-spirited.
One bottle restore# mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to the shook.
This medicine restores to manly vigor and rob*
health the poor, debilitated, wonaydowu. and do
pairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, aaervatod yooth, tbe o vertasked m< a
af business, the rletlm of nervous
the
adividnal suffering from general debility, or from
weakness of a tinge organ, will all find immediate
and permanent relief by the are oPthie Elixir or Is<■!
senoeofLtfe.
PriooM per bottle, or three bottles for W, and
tive of all the

suffering.

Deafnett of Twenty

Standing.

Jane 13th, 18M.
I, John A. Ncwcomb, of Qaiaoy, do certify that
I have boon entirely deaf in my lift ear lor twenty
yeare. and fer the past six years my right ear has
been so deaf that 1 coaid not hear conversation or
public speaking ofeny kind. 1 ocnld not hear the
ohuroh bells ting, while 1 was sitting in the chnroh.
1 hare also been trembled for e number of years witb
a very sere throat, to that 1 was obliged to give no
singing in church, for 1 had lost my voice. 1 had
great trouble In my head—terrible noiaee almost to
0 main ess.
My head felt numb and stupid, and was
a source ot constant trouble tome.
1 tried every remedy that ooold be thought of.—
1 went to aurists; but ns they wa ted to use Inst, umentt, I would have no hing to do with them
About one month sinco I obtained Mrs. Brawn’s
Metaphysical Discovery, and used It according to
the directions on the bottle, And thortsul' is, that
tho > earing of both ears is perfeotly restored, so
that I can hesrss well ns any man. Tbs great trouble
la myhead is entirely gone. My head feels perfectly easv and at rest. My throst, u fl jhwa, so diseased, Is entirely cured; and I have recovered my voioe
again. I would not take on* thousand dollars fer
the benefit 1 have received in the use of Mrs. M. G.
Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery.

1

'depression,

—

forwarded by Express, an reoelpt of mousy, to any
address.
•old by all Druggists ovary where.
ob. w

a.

BtawiH * co..

Catarrh—Scrofula.
SOLE PBOPKIETOKS,
I, Mrs. William Ellery, of 76 Central Aronue,
Chelsea, do certify that 1 hare b en a great sufferer
all my life fr. m Catarrh an" Soroluia of t e worst
Ho. 69 Liberty At., Dow Tori.
kind. At the it of two yean, the disease began to
assume a violent form. All my life it ha< keot me
m HM» mr .
in bondage. 1 hare bad hundreds of ulcerated
throats; 1 would have sovcnin a winter. 1 hrti great
,1:
and dizziness in my head, with many other ai
tents. Last winv r the dcmiula broke out under i
1 thought
my ehin end run to mob en extent that
sktan
my life would run out, as no doctor oould cure me.
to
three
tase
years
it
would
told
me
stop the
Ooe
running. I cann 11 11 the suffering endured in body
CHEROKEE PIL.L.H
and mind. Most providentially 1 waaadvlred to go
and see Mrs. M U. Brown. 1 did so. In the begin1
Lither
of
obtained
last,
May
Metaphysical
aiog
SUGAR COATED.
covery, and used it fal'h ntly. The happy and glorious tesnlts are, that lam delivered fromailmv dis- W
Modi
ban
,gales,
eases.
My Catarrh is gene, my dizziness and headache are gone. 1 feel aa free from Scrofula and its
FKMAJLE REGULATOR,
effects aa any being in the world. In two weeks ofter I began <o use the Medicine the running sore nn
dermyonin had ceased; in leasioanainoe hi found
HEALTH PRESKKVEK,
myself a cared woman. It la now nearly six months
since, and 1 bare bad no return of disease. My throat,
whl'h always troubled me with ulcerations, is enCERTAIN AND 8AFK,
tirely cured Every exposure need to give mo oold;
now I do not take oold it all. I feel stronger ante
bet'er than at any period el my life. I bad wind
For the remove! of Obstructions, and the insurant
I oan feel the Diaon my stomach; that ia all goee.
of Regularity in the Recurrence of tbe
circulaoovery searobing through my sysrem. »y
I
am
is
Monthly Periods.
getting
tion was always bad: now It good.
I am sixty-use years
mnoh heavier and atroogsr
deot
know
my
great
old. I want all the world to
They cure or obvtatethose numerous disease* tha,
liverance lrom Catarrh end 8oro»ula, and alee from
spring from irregularity, by removiug the rrogular
the grave where I expeeted soon to go.
Itsell.
ity
Mrs WILLIAM KL.LEKI, 16, Central Avenus,
j They ear* Suppressed,Exeteslve and Painful MeaChelsea, where 1 m be seen.
j strnation.
They oure Green Sioknets (Chlorosis).
They sure Nervous and Spinal Affections, pains ia
the baok and lower parts ef the body, Heaviness,
In a<l oases of local, sudden, or unexpected atFatigue on slight exertion, Palpitation oi the Hearl
tacks of disease, a box of the
Lowaaes of Spirits, Hysteria, Sisk Headache, Glddineea. ete„ etc. In a word, by removing the Irregaiarity, they remove the cause, and with Hall tbe
effbots that spring from it.
la Quicker and Safer than the Beet Physician ia
the Load. £7"Lot the wise always keep a Box In
Composed or simple vegetable extracts, they contheir hoaae.
tain nothing deleterious to eay constitution, however delloate—their Amotion being to substitute
MBS. M. <2. BROWN’S
strength fer weakness, which,when properly used,

Sain

—

^
!

i

j

_A.cl.vioe!

Sovuid

Metaphysical

Discovery

O

Poor

Bichard’s

Eye

Water 1

Will make the weakest eyes strong,—removing all
lnflamation and humor. Every one should use it as
It proves the prevention of disease.

NO

never fell to do.
All letters seeking information or advloe will t«
promptly, freely and discreetly answered.
Full directions aooompany each boa.
Price *1 per box, or six boxes for St.
Seat by mall, free of postage, on raoeipt or price
Sold by til reepeotable Druggists.

they

CELEBRATED

diphtheria

Dr. W. B. M**WUT A Oo„

Oan ooma where it is meed; be wise, and educate yoo
e*ddre» to bathe their eyes dally with "Pocr Kiehard'aEye Water.”

SCLE PROPRIETORS.
No.69 Liberty-et., New York,

DEPOT,

iVo. 106 Hanover Street, Boston,
Under the supervision of
REV. J. W. POLAND, M. D.
DR

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There are maay men at the age of thirty who ore
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often sooompaalod by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system In a
manner the patient emmet account for. On examinlug urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
mi-klsh hue, again changing to a dark aud turbid
anpearanoe. Thera are many men who die 01 tula
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, whioh is the
SECOND 8TA6E OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I oan warrant u perfect cure iu such cases, and n
lull and healthy reetoratlon of the arluarv organs.
Persona who eannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, end the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded Immediately
All correspondence striptly confidential and will
be returned if desired.
DK. J. B HOGUES,
Address,
No. S. Temple St., (corner of Middle] Portland.
tr Sand Stamp lor drooler,

would bare been cured had 1 not found tois
mediainu. It must bare been sent of God lo the
people to rid them of the horrible discs see that take
hold of them. My daughter’s Catarrh is entirely
broken up, her scute ol smell has returned, the postage to her head is dear. I cheerfully recommend
the Metaphysical Disoovery to ell who suffer from

|! Catarrh.

wish to Dear

our

reason-

FOR AS ASTIDOTR IS BRABOS.

BOW MAST THOUSASDS CAS TRST1FT TO
TUI3BX USILAFPT MXPRRIMSCM.
Young m-n troubled with emissions in sleep,n
complaint gen,rally the result of a bad habit In
youth, mated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are oonsulted by one
or more yuttng man with the above disease, some of
whom are is weak and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and by their friends supposed
to have it. All aaohoaoes yield to the proper and
only correct oc arse of treatment. and In a short time
are made torajoioe in perfect health.

never

FROM

1

yonr intellect lies in the

SRBK

The Pains and Aohes, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait or the eoasummatlon that is sore to follow. do not wait for Unsightly Uloers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of beauty
and Complexion.

doing so. I must acknowledge my gratitude to
God for inclining me to tuis great remedy for that
dreadful disease—Oatan ii. 1 believe my daughter

1 would also .tat. that a lady, a neighbor of oura, was
badly afflicted with a cough that she .at up only loug
enough to hare her bed made, and we all thought the waa
going in a quick conantnption. 9be took only ona bottle
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is just aa
well now u erer she was.

Car-

3?etro\eum Company

time ot

strength ot

Important testimony from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,
New Hampshire.

riage Harnesses, seized by the coUsotor f the District oi rortlaud and Fa-mouth, on the twenty-ninth
day of November met past, at Portland in said Dis-

turn of mind.

ter

an

dtf

Boston and Venango

Colum),ia Oil Company, of Pittsburg, at the

nothing, and

complaints.

Marshal’s Notice.

against one

bo bed Ibr

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed aa e veers of an jr kind,
whether it ha the solitary riot of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaoed confidence in maturer years.

Cure qf Catarrh of Ten Yeare’ Standing.
1, Mb. William Donnelly. corner of Dexter
and D streets, Sooth Boston, do certify that my
daughter has been suffering from Catarrh for the
past ten years, she lost too sens of melt, and bad
no passage hroagh her nostrils daring that time.—
Every remedy was resorted to, without receiving
nnv relief. Seeing Mrs. M. G. Brown’s Me aphysT
cal Discovery advertised. I concluded to try it. Af-

Compoundnuie

Pxopbixtois.

I

ceipts.

BbenStoeto, Esq., Port- t

HAWlFlNS,
Co^™0^
•of
F.

Ex
1865,

S.

can

onry.

■

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.

Invariably

Co.,

treatment

philosophical

perienced general piaoUUoner, having neither opportunity nor time to make bimseli acquainted with
their pathology, commonly pursues one system t
treatment, in most oases making an indiscriminate
use of that anOqtrated and dangerous weapon, Her-

In giving the above extracts from my Pitre, ological Chart, I do so having a two lold objeot in view,
First, Because 1 do not wish to be classed witb
Guaoks or Humbugs, who have exrer. mented on the
suffering mass- s till the blood of those slain by
and
Quackery, pouring Medioiue down the throat,
Instruments, would dont nil the navies in the world
world
in
the
to
beibr
I
wish
my
Secondly,
appear
true colors, 'or if rightly understood, 1 may be cuebled through m
Metaphysical Discovery to save
Thousands of valuable 11 -es from an untimely grave,
and prevent dleete from being left as an inheritance
to unborn generations.
There are many woo do not believe in Phrenology
bcoause they are not abstruse thlnkere. Phr oology
Is begotten, born, and sustained by immutable lame.
BEAD THE FOIXOWINU REMAKE ABLE CER.
Tit WA TER-

Bradford, N. H., July, 1860.
Dr. Poland —I had been aflicted with Kidney Comhad a bad cough of ten years’
and
a
lODg time,
plaint for
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequentof
one
my acquaintances expected I wou:d get
ly. No
But ttco bottles of your White Pine
my health again.
cured me of both the cough and kidney

.....*8.00

1

“SSfi kt'SsjE&ss.
Sec’y

year,

trict.
A Libel against Thirty-two Hdedred Cioa bs
seized
[
by the Collector ot the Dis rict of Portland
Books
are still open at office for »■
Subscription
and Falmouth, on til thirty-tlrst day of December
limited number ot shares, wblcb can be secured by
last pa-t, at Portland in said District.
A Libel araiast Theme Barbels or Molasses
prompt appUcation.
and One Demijohn or W. I. Rum.so zed by the
Calieetur of the District of Portland and Falmouth
on the fourth day of J snuary lnatant, at Portland,
The inducements to invest which are offered hr the
in said District.
A Libel against Klmvbn thousand set eh hunproperties of this Company, and the well kiown
dred CtQARS; Two HUNDRED TWENTT rOlTNDS or
character of its managers, fully entitle it to the
ti UN POWDER; ONE HUNDRED SIXTY-FIVE FOUNDS
of Suoab; Eight bahrels or Mousses; on
confidence of the public.
Barrel of Sug .r; seized by the Collectorof the
District of Portland and Falmouth, on the seventh
THE
day of Januiry instant, at Portland in said District.
An Information against tbibieem c.tests of
tea, seized by the Collector of the District of litohiei, on the tenth day of Deoember last past, at
Maobias, i said District.
An Information aga net Five eighth Casks
or Brandt ; Ons half barrel of Brandy ; One
half Barrel or Wtns; Three barrels
or
,,
Spirits, seized by the Collector of the District ol
: Portland and Falmoutb, at Portland in said
District,
We offer as •'* No. L” Ailhough not
producing
on the seventh day of January instant.
An Information against One Horsb, one Pong
at preeen i, the prospect at least equals that of the

^'^SSSUZ '&X%£l£P?£

January 2d,

A

R. W. Sears,
F, E. Smith,
J, H. Clapp,

generally._<*ot37evd8m.
for the National Freedmen. Petroleum Stock
Exchange,

to

one

where

a

bat the

with that tronblesome disease—the Kidney
Complaint. For the three years past I have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs, choking up
and raising ap immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising blood; I felt that my time here must be short unless I soon got relief, In the spring I was induced to try
your White Pine Compound, though my faith in It was
small. But to my astonishment, before 1 had taken two
bottles, my cough was better, the kidney trouble also,
and I could rest nights without choking up and^aising so
much. I have taken nearly three botttes, and am feeling
like a well man.
1 would add, that my father's fomily is inclined to eonsumption, my father, mother, and two sisters having died
of it.

States or America, I
District of Maine, bs,
J
TJUB8UANT (• Mopitiuns from the Hon. Aehur
JL
Ware, Judge of the United States District
Court, for the District of Maine, I hereby give
public nrtice that the following Libel, and Informations have been tied in said Court, vis:—
A Libel against Four Barbus of Molasses;
seized by the Collector of tuo District of rortland
and Falmouth, on the nfeen'h day of November j
|
last past at Portland in said District.

Treasurer—JAMES H. CLAPP, Esq.

dTai.Si

of

eepf,

laadvaaoe.

$25,000,

P. 8.— Parties remmlttiag funde to oe will
see
send by express, except when drafts can be obtained,
in which ease we will bear the charges of forwarding. In this manner they oan obtain reliable re-

shoul"ha™

%^dltiiebuti0n’,H

Slafle

CHART,

ing department; andveur reasoning power comes
from Cesaality, Ideality. CocstrsctivensBs, Metaphysical power, Imitation and Mirthfulnoss.

afflicted

Daily Press,

N. A. FOSTER &
Portland June 1, ISM.

Foil information will be furnished in regard to

It Is quite refreshing sfter a tiresome walk
to the sedentary and oonvaleaoent it can be n
X truly invaluable.
Every household
“**
supply cons'antly on hand for family use.
This Wine is Unfermented, This Wine i rr-r—.
mented, his Wine i, Unftrmenf
Prepared and for sale by L. ELACKFier a r-n
i*oroe«t«r. Mass. For rale in Fortlu-jd by wrp
H'LLII'S, * CO., and by Druggie an7

Physicians, Clergymen.

FROM JAMES J. UOYf.
Bradford. N.H., Sept, 1860.
Dx. Poland.—In the fell of 1857, I took a very viowhich
cold
lent
brought on a very severe cough, pain in
side and lungs, and raising bleed. I was also very badly

f he largest paper in New England, eight pages, is
published every Wednesday, containing all the
news by mail and telegraph, important reading
matter. Marine List, Market Reports, Ac., of the
Daily Press, at the following prices, viz:—

Shares, *90,000

the above mud all other Companies In the mnrket,

*dlBn*r’y“9 *7 ®*nyln plaoe of all

from

ever yet been made by the proprietor to
introduce it into the Army; and yet it has often been purchased by friends of soldiers, tesend in packtges, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have
been forwarded by express,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

orff* aizatlon, which has paid on an original eut scrip*
t* A of S3000 a net profit of (54,600 in two
yeare, and
'sontinnee to p sy in the same ratio.

A half wine-glass taken a short
time before breakmet will sharpen the
kppetite, and it is to be relied
on when every oilier mode of
treatment tails.

**

or

BROWN’S

oirole.
In character end disposition yon are pre-eminently womanly. In your intellect and tendency to reason nod plans yon are decidedly mescaline—when
anionginte.lec ual men. yen wish yon were n man;
when yoarlite falls book into the domestic channel
yon are contented as a woman; but have ever felt a
desire for more intellectual elbow room.
You have n good memory of facts and principles

e<iNo effort has

Thelargest daily paper east of Boston, and having
a larger circulation than all the other dailies In the
city combined, is published at the Office in Fox
Block, S31-3 Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday exoepted, at *8,00 per snnnm.

yielding a net J profit of 81160

«.

You relwh wit, and readily perceive the ridiculous

try the White Pine Compound.”
COL. GOULD,
formerly Major of the 13th itegt. M. V. (that Veteran
to 8. Dean, Esq., of Stoneham,
aletter
in
Regiment!)
speaks in the highest praise of the H’niie Pi-e Compound, and expresses a wish that it might be sent to
the soldiers. Hu opinion is based on personal knowl-

I

WlBfll, jIoM f)9

This VflNE possesses a mild
and delicious flavor, tail body.
It is

v

now

1

Pbesident—E.

I

Geoeral Agent for Maine.

^

surgeon,

Subscription Price, $5,00.

none.

BlacUmer’s Concentrated

T069<^

(hr the County of Cumberland
and
onthe thlMmi!

M

W. D.
16dtf

others"04

gte^lff^M^^helibeiian,

ATM

me?**’*'

nov

THE DAILY PRESS
ritaUqi,QI&W)olAopor' -improved cu*u*rie
Engines for motive power, and is furnished with
Improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—
from the most celebrated makers. We have in oonstant use one of BOB’S LARGE CYLINDER
PRESSES, capable of throwing off 8500 Sheets
an hour; one of Adam’s Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Past
Machine Job Presses; Rugglee’ superior Cord Free;
Adams’ and Union large Band Presses, Standmb
Freeses, and all the machinery necessary for a well
appointed offiee.
The Daily Press Job Office Is believed to be os well
furnished as any similar establishment in the State.

Capital Stock, $400,000.

*7u0 00
6,980 00

8worn to Nov. let, 1884, before
Bettry Chickering, justice of the Peace.

Portland Office 31

eannot AU1 to satisfy.

r%

#<#king Capital,

2.**

Slate of
Maine.

CUKBBKLASD, B8.—
Judicial Court t,.„„.
Ai,the Supreme
Portland, within and for said Count

Coi,

:YKA,

E. H. Ksllouo, President.

received

must know
that remedies beaded out lor general use should
have their efficacy established by well tested experience in the hands of a regularly educated physl•*•**> whose preparatory studies fits him lor all the
duHea he mustflultUl; ye. theoouutry 1a Hooded with
poor nostrums and cnre-nlls, purporting to he the
best In the world, which are not
only useless, but alwaya Injurious. The unfortunate should he fartiuvla* iu selecting his physician, al it is a lamentable
yet Incontrovertible fact, that many ayphUltie
are made miserable with mined oonstitations
patten's
by maltreatment from inexperlenoed physicians In
general practice; for it is a point generally conceded
by the best syphilogrsphers, that the study aud management of these complaints should engross tb
whole time of those wuo would be competent and
successffil in their treatment and cure. The Inex-

and il you cannot oarry the argument by direct log10 you use the “Beduotio sd Absurdum,” and show
the unsoui-dness ortbe opposite proposition by disclosing in weakness.
You ere oapabie ofmaklng great disooveriea; you
Yon could not folhave the power of invention.
low In the footstep# oi others, although with your
large imi.atkm you an capable ei adapting yourseli
to the terms and usages of society. You are not indined to adopt o her peoples' though*!.
ou nave large lueamy ana Lonsirucuveiese,
which gree imngiuation nod originality ; you are
never better satisfied than when poring over some
new problem, cr followlngont some faint hint into
its legitimate and logical reaalts. You are fond of
the beantiftil and the new, and urn inclined to make
combinations of wo ds, ideas and things, and not
cully puzzled witn complications. Yon have a faculty for unravelling canses. Your Spirituality is
large, which elevate* your mind into the Boston and
unknown. You promise yourself only so mooh happiness or saocets u you really work out; lor the rest
yon trust to Providence.
Your love of api robation isso large that yea wiah
the good will end favorable opinion of everybody;
yon want nlr to give yon n hearty and generous reap tion
You cannot bear a frown: a smile Is sunshine to
y our tout, while n Crown is, to yon, a blight, a storm
and a sorrow.
You have stiong sooisl feelings—are capable of
loving as a friend, wile and mother: and if properly
mated, •.daily, weald feel at home In the domestic

physician, says;
“I find it (the Compound) an excellent medicine in
kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. 8. Boody, of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at Port Tillinghast:
“The White Pino Compound effected a cure where a
fellow was considered iu a ciltlcat consumption by all
who knew him. I can fully substantiate this by men In
this Company who thought it folly for him to make a trial
Of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the oare of the

United

olaimeil and unpaid.
reported and unadjusted,..

R.

Circulars,

plain printing of every description. Also,
Figure Work, executed neatly, and on

prin-

follows, vis

Losses adjusted and due.

on the
°/^““bet-land,
A* Ap• lttoo.

the

Those connected with it are of the highest standing.

*246,28248

To the Honorable Woodbury Davis, one of
the
Justices onhe Supreme Judicial Court, begun and
holden at Portland, within and for the
Countv

Regular Agents for

to overS per oont. per month on their ciipttal;
and this yield is
steadily on the increase. Wh oever
invests in this property will be richly rewarded.—

vslued at. 28 265 uo
»“<* O'* CO Stocks, valned at. 1,675 00
Loans on Mortgages of real estate "
"
66,816 01
Loans on collateral securitise,
", 48 608 90
Cash on hand and in Banks,..,,i... 6*607 72
Cash in hands of agents and iu traneitn, .i
14*268 17
Personal property and other
investments, 8*210 67
Totai, Asskts,.

successively in

have

large number of important testimonials have

been

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

By Fowler A Wells, September 1, 1868.
You have a strong constitution, large brain,and
vitality enough to auataio it. You are organized for
health, and loug life, having descended from a substantial, healthy, vigorous and long lived stock; in
many respects yon have the organization of your
father, your nteliect eepeo ally. There ie not more
than one person in ten thousand of either sex so
strongly incl ne to reason logloilly. Yeu are willing to stand by logical facts and to follow out tbs
plau or purpose to its legitimateeonolusion, Judging
of its merits or demerit, accordingly.
You appreciate Philosophy, end such persons is

excellent results. Several of our friends have also received much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
keep it always on hand.”
Rev. H. D. Hoge of West Randolph, Vt., who Ua

Rule and

$40,000 Per Month,

S|sLS»^X^;dsr:«??
Stoefcv,
1“

Press, printed at Portland, that they may appearat a Probate Court to be held at said Portland.
°r
next, at ten oi
the clock in the forenoon, and sbow
cause if anthey have, why the same should nor be granted
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
*
A true oopy, attest,
4 w3w»
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

are

daily,

Surplus Over Capital S96,!133,4§

e9tite’f“id

u
iniormed
iI‘J«1?,0“orb
!, Codr‘
IswhtUy marries
to the said

|fi

Capital Stock, all paid in, $150,000.00
Invested

dtate

And

Wells.

Program-

Those sending order from the oonntry may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shortest possible time
and in the neateet and best manner.
We will do alt kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as cheap as any other establishment
In the City, County or State.
All orders for Job Printing must be directed to
following
^WfawcutdfcsU special, edftntgji
the Daily Press Job Office, No. S2J Exchange street,
oompanica mow being organized in this city, viz:
/
; Portland, Me.
u
m a &
The Job Office is nnder the pemonal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PRINT*
the
UK, and is himself an experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skilled mechanics in
New Bngland.
this department of his work..

^fhose land* are

Agent,

I

Itwat Ordered, That the said Guaidian
give notice to all persons
interested* by causing notice to
be

at the

Shop-bills,

mes,

PETROLEUM CO.,

Annual Statement
T*^|
Western Massachusetts Ins.

JOHN

Hand-bills,

The Portland

i

a

Creek, Penn.,) has yielded

than

M.

privately, and with

by the afflicted, at all
to 9 T. u.
are suffering under tha

Every intelligent and thinking person

EXTRACTS FROM

PHRENOLOGICAL

cinat properties of the White Pine, I was prepared, on
seeing aa advertisement of your White Pine Compound,
It has been used by memto give the medicine atrial.
bers of my fomily, for several years, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with
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published three weeks
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Agency 31 Exchange street,
W. D. LITTLE,

d^dtf

should not be proved

°f Prob*‘e
within and
he.M at I'srtlohd.
the County or Cumberland,
on the third Tuesof
tn
the
year of our Lord eighteen
January,
Jay
hundred and sixty -five,
C. CARO, Guardlanof8arah
EUtq Cresey
and John a. Cresey. minor ehilJteu and heirs

on

TMs Company is purely mut*a>,
ad tta
dividing
u>
profits to tbe Insured.
The last dividend of *3,000,00)
the Policy
among1
holder-, ws* about seventy per vent, on the part.cfpating premiums, being the largest dividend ever
declared by any Life Insurance Company.

said

approved and allowed as the last will and testaments ot said deceived, and
administration *
granted, as prayed for in said petition.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, ^
Judge.
*
A true copy, attest,
4w8w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

38

Subscribed ud sworn to before mo.
Moons B. Maolay, Maine Commissioner,

..

Ordered, That the

Co.,

Phbmicm Notxs, moss.
F, S. WINBTuM, President.
Isaac Abbait, Treasurer.

testament

76, and
barrels, while one,

from 26 to

1000

Receipts ahd CerUfioateswill be forwarded in exchange fbr available funds, without charge; and
Petroleum and Coal Stocks will he sold at the Brokers’ Boards of New York and Philadelphia at
the regular rates of commission.

_•

Major

over

Subscriptions received to alt first class Companies upon the most favorable terms.

as

_

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday of January in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-dye,
h, Udbf, named Trustee in a certain
instrument purpor.Kg to bethelast wi.l and
of Mary A Libby, late of
Portland, in
sain
oonnty, decea-ed, in wlr'ch no executor is
named,having presented the same for probate and

yielding

now

ltnquirics by mail will receive prompt attention.

tallows:
hand and in Banks..
3706,879 06
Bunds and mortgages at 7 prot. interest, 4,788,9M 87
United 8<ates Stocks, cost,.4 91>i,668 76
Real Estate.
.!. 647.87?86
Balance due from Agents..
24,036 80
Interest accrued but not
due,... .. 168,400 0-1
Interest one and unpaid,.
2,970 01
Premiums due and not yet reeeived,_
87,679 04
Premiums deferred, semi ann. and quar*
terly, cay.
(36,09000

Wilson ot Jbalmoath, containing about twb bundreaaecesof land, andbuildings Also two wood
and liiaber lou, sJuatau in -BMadhaia.aear the head
ut the Goose Pond, containing about 8ity acres. At
the same time, the whore of said lots wi UA ,eid

teas

$11,462,454

MRS.

Sweetser of South Reading, writes:
^Uon, P. M.longki>own
something of the valuable medi-

tmia.

Invested

Cash

Annum.

OK THE

Assets,

ij. common eng undi-

Notes

the standing and prospects of the various companies
On thV market.

NOVEMBPR

tus County of Cumberland, X shall sell at
public
auction, on the premises, on Monday, the 13th day
of February next, at X0 o'clock a.
aU tbei right,
title and interest that Marieua, Franklin M
and
*■' en Adlaid Purlnton, minors and heirs of
Abigail

Dan-

of
Invitation, Visiting Cards,
etc., of every variety and cost,
famished at short notioe.
Lists

Discovery!!!

Pemberton Square, Boston.
410 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
46 Bond htreet, New lore.

118

a a.

cess.

PRICE 05.00.

Dr Nichols of Northfield Vt. says:
“I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not on<y in coughs and other pulmonic affections, but
also In affections of the kidneys, debility of the stomach
and other kindred organs.”
Rev J, K. Chase of Rumney, &. H-, writes:
“I bHve for years regarded your White Pine Compound
I can truly say I regard it as
as an invaluable remedy.
I have
even more efficacious and valuable than ever.
for
a cold, and it works charmtaken
the
Compound
just

O ards,

Weddinor

than in another, persona desiring information can
roly upon reoelving an nnbiasasd account of

Smith, Secretary.

OF

.-

Day.

eoeetuaiiy dj

Metaphysical

consulted

and

Street.

Or. u. addresses those who
affliction ox private diMuc, whether erleinjr from
impure oonntction or the terrible vice of self-abaae.
JJevoting bis entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he fcels warranted in UuaxaKTBKina a Cuma J» tu Cases, whether ol long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs 01 disease from the system, sad making a
pertect and 1-mrMAHBA T CURB.
He would oali the attention ot the afflicted to tha
fact of his long standing and well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

0. BROWN’S

Mrs. M.

Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,
speaking in the most flattering terms of the White Pine
Compound.

Por Apotheoaries, Merchants, and Fanoy Dealer!
got up In the beet style of tho art.

Ten Bar

f f)|f in a fig
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TESTIMONIALS.
A very

cipal Petroleum Ceaapaniee of Boston, New York,
and Philadelphia,uni having ypyr.Inlay©.! u ono

Statement

me

Pamphlets,

Pvt up la superior style.

terms that

*46,194 80
2(7 60

Mutual life Insuraaee

at Mhort notin.

SttBXiti, Reports, sad all kiada of

all expenses, of more

over

Worth $30,000

Mail

Panama Railroad, may be aeonred by
at this offloe,
mayUtjdfcwtf

T/

It

DOCUMENTS,

ex

3000 Btols, Per Bay

Sworn to Nov. 16, 1864. Before me,
Thob. L. Thom uni., Notary Publlo.
Esrtlunil OSes 31 Exchange Street,

Exchange |9t.,

puly application

Ufeby o.

iso toss

none.

..
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fide(8

(t|e Sob!* Well, on Oil

*861,09217

end in suspense,_

unadjusted

income,

Many wells are

#20,270 26
196,176 09
iM0,22£ 04
10,860 36
26 671 66
88 00O0Q0

All other olaims,...
WM. PITT, PALMER, Frosidont.

(DP »TAIB».)

Jmi6th,

INS CHANCE POLICIES, BILLS OP LADING,
TIME TABLES, lad all sorts ot LEGAL

small meant,

cases

No.

DEAFNESS,

“Having

LIABILITIES :

Leases adjusted and due,...

an

$23,000 For

of Surplus, it BBMl.OBB 17

Total assets,

from Portland to all the principal cities ana towns in
the loyal States and Canadas, at the lowest rates of
fare, and all need ml information cheerfully granted.
Travellers will And it greatly to their advantage to
procure their tickets at the

tenants

or

known, not even

Well Producing

several have reached

Assets as follows:
"T
Cash in Bank and ou hand,, re..Sr-.
Bond, a .d Mortgages, b.ing first liens,
Loans ou nemuad secured by collaterals,
Unpaid premiumsin course of collection,
Interest aecrued ana due,__.........,
All other securities,.

f 8 Agent far all the great leading routes to ChieaJ. go, Cindnuati, Cleveland, Detroir, Milwaukie,
Galena, Oskosn, St Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,

as

ever

oss, ste..

than.

all paid up, i* $500,000 00

Capital,

.arrow JlfViT
W e*t, Hottli W*t and South West.

W. Puriuton, have

|of either large

Bronzed

Single
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QNthe lstdey ofN»v, 1864, mads pursuant to the

TRAVELERS

to

class, offer greater induce-

rels per

Iucorpprated lu 1821

trains

Guai dlun’s Sale.

A

Comp’y,
YORK,

lif TUB CITY OF BMW

These trains will take and leave passengers at way

to a license
PURSUANT
X
Hon. John K: W

a» a

Railroad, and other Corporation Work, dona
with promptness and fidelity.

The oost of obtaining this Oil is so comparatively

WCI yie)d

rfj-vi

Manhattan Fire Ins,

f°r Portland’ “tl° 00 A. M. and

*

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS,\

small that

J* nn ,|j j!
.Mii
Statement

c|sS-iiaI

Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.30 A. M. and 2.80

Steamers and

eat Manner.

Silver Mines of Mexico ft So. Amerioa.

Jf

da,.oxcepiedl as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A.H.Wnd 2.88

W. D. LITTLiJil, Agent.
Passages lor California, by the Old Line

ooet.

eepting the

American currency.
Those who wish to tend tor their lrisnds baa buy
tickets at these ratet inmthe Agents.
FRANCIS MACDONALD A CO
6 Bowling (ireen. New York.
jan9d4m

p

31

variety, style and

Bili-Heade Ruled and Cut in the Neeu

Europe.

equivalent!a

ARRANGEMENTS,
Commencing Nov. 7th, 1864.
fSBBMOtb Passenger trains wig leave the StaSHBffSBttlou, foot 01 Canal street daily, (Sun-

Offlce,

Such investments,

TwNew Yosk from any <d the above places: CabIds, *66 and *60; steerage, *26 payable in gold or

W’NTEE

Ticket

over,'

.PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Stocks!

Petroleum

Country.

ourroney.

PORTLAND,SACO* PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

Union

|Of

Cards,

Of every description executed in the beat atyle.

air-tight compartments,
Bates of Passage.
rr
FromNew York to any ofthe ibovo place ? Cabins,
*12" andSlOO; steerage *46, payable in American

*

W D

Business and Professional

We believe we onn offer superior inducements to
‘mil persons wishing to invest in

Dublin, Waterford, Cork, Limeries, Valteay or
Londonderry These steamers were built specially
lor the Atlantic trade, are divided into water and

Stages eonneet with trains at principal stations,
dally tor most of the towns North and East of this

90S REDUCED

and in

adelphia,

fortnightly

at

Freight

Fancy Types

York, Phil-

in New

Commission,

dtf

Stettin to and From the Old

8 A.M., and re
**?teight train leaves Portland
1 P M.
turning it due in Portland

({f|y*y‘#rt8“0Uth

collection of

Will bear ihvorable comparison with any establish*
ment in the city.

STREETj

and Sell Oil and Coal Stocks on

Buy

For freight or passage apply to
KMERY A FOE, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 88 West Street,

stations at 1.16 P M.
Rstobmimo-Leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. M and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.801 A. II, and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
Both these trains conneat at Portland with trains for

6

Book and

rj

Boston,

leave Portland.

and

^

r

onr

are
as

steamers

Portland, Grand Trunk:
“d

Tf

STATE

------—..

leave

O'

Steamships

feet

requested to send their freight to the
early as 8 P. M. on the day that they

Shippers

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

,be

Borlin

end

98

s

MACHINERY.

LINE.

New York.
Deo. S, 1862.

Mdmtbe*m£”V‘ ™»tHmoU7lex6stTnlgyWxS
cn3todyo,

Enquire of FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo H
Babcook’s, Federal Street, or of ASA Hansom
head of

splendid

m

And

severe

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

a«al»r Com»i-

a

provided

St.John.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

^llei,t?ir1iIb?*<1*y

Lei.

0 a gentleman o'
steady habits, a large, pleasant,
tarnished Room, heated by a furnace, and sapplied w tb gas, la a private family. House centrally
looated. A ppiy to W, 43 Midale st.
deo2M4w

\m

nntil iurther noilce, ran as follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Port.and, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.t and leave Pier
8 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock V. M.
These vessels are fitted up w th fine accommodations tor passengers, makii g this the most speedy,
safe and eomfbrtnble route fbr travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage *8.00, including
Fare and State Rooms.
Goods lorwarded by th!s line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and

aec29itf

ftteal Estate far Sale*.
and Let on Hampshire Court.
Occupied
Ahoda

EXCHANGE!

manv

tattaTteS0" 5,111 M1*"* »•»«• tor

time.
Some time in 1866, an Mividoa1* who purchased
a bo fie lor a hard cough, wu not only cured of the
o ;u2h, but also oi a severe kidney complaint, of ten
This being truly * disc:very,
years endurance.
the faot was mentioned to a sailiiul physician, who
replied, in substance that, the bara of white
pine was one of the best diuretic* known, the other
its astnngenoy could be counteracted. 11
articles entering into the compound would tnjct
this, a fortune was in the medicine. The fortune has
not yet been reached; but the hundreds of cures eiiectfcd by t«*e compound, in the m°st aggravated
cases of Kidney diseases, including Diabetes, prove
it to be a wondenul medicine for such aliments. A
large number ol physicians now employ it, or recommend it ior buch use.
But while the White Pine Compound is so useful in
Kidney inflamation, it Is also a wonderful curative in all
throat and lung diseases. It so quickly and sooth ngly
allays inflamation, that hoarseness and soreuess are removed as if by magic. Numerous eases have been reported to the originator, where relief in very severe cases ha*
been experienced in one hour and a cur* effected in
twenty-four hours.
There is a very natural reason for this. The bark, aud
even the leaves, or “needles,’- of White Tine contain
eminent medicinal qualities The Indians employed the
bark of W bite Tine in treating diseases long before the
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance confirming this may here be given.
James Cartier, a bo d French mariner, as early as 1534,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, ana
was the first among discoverers to enter the River 8t.
Lawrence. On his re.tnra down the river, he found hi*
men sadly afflicted and disabled by what sailors call the
scurvey. Its ravages were fatal, and the survivors were
scarcely able to bury the dead 8ome of the Indian*
along the shore were likewise attacked by th* same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered. H»*
therefore earnestly enquired about their mode of treatment, and they pointed out to him a tree, the bark and
leave* of which they used in decoction, with signal success.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratification of seeing all of bis crew who were afflicted rapidly
improving. This tree was the White Time.
a wasn oi toe narx. steepeu in waier, is exoeeuingi)
useful in reducing infiamation and cleansing old sores.
In fine, ihe virtues of W hite Pine Bark are known everywhere, and this, doubtless is one grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
first.
The past year has given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Pine Compound. It has been an
unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very large
quantities of the White Pat Compound have been sold
and used with the happiest effects. It speaks well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it Is prepared
are high in its praise.

Onr Establishment is tarnished with all the approved

MODERN

have been

0U( BB BOUND AT HIS

City Buildinq,

Among ail the popular medioines cffjred for sale,
no ono seems to nave gained tavor like the White
Fine Compound. 1 hie Heoioine waa flr.t made as
lately as tne spring of 1865, and then merely lor one
individual, who was aff-oted with an infiimmation
This in
of the throat. A cure w as effected by it.
duced others to apply for the same remedy, and
a
benefit.
J he arreceived
great
every one using it
ticle, however, went without a name Ull November
White
Pine
Compound.
following,wlieu ii was called
During that month it was advertised for the ilrst

mmm au m mi

New England Screw Steamship Co

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

A Furnished House to Let.
CONVENIENT Dwelling House, f*rn1*hed
with genteel luruitore, situated on the dorner of
Vaughan aud Bracket street*, and near the €ongr:sp
street Horse Cars, will be let on reasonable
terms;
possesion given J an 2d. Inquire on the premiso*.

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!.

run as

of one passenger for every *600 additional value.
Feb. 18,18630
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

TRUNK RAILWAY,
Of Canada.

unrivalled

Every description of

Fare in Cabin.....M.00.
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amoant exceeding *00 m value, and tnat personal, unless notioe is given and pa d for at the rate

—

onr

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,

Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
at
7
o'eloek
Friday,
P.M.and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’oiock P. M.

DAN. CAKPENTEE, Supt.
Portland, Oet 81.1864
dtt

why

For Sale.
The Schooner N kclu: Tabhux, 168
tons, two years and a half old.
Fore
Sail, Mein Sail, end two Jibs aye new;
has landed 149,000 feet lumber. |

Sos ton,

follow.;
Leave

Thursday and Saturdays.

j3BHBjjL>Trnin8

respectfully invited to

Attention ia

dtt

Will, until farther uotlse,

THEBE

BB. J. B. HUGHES

Branch. Office it at 33 Congreu Strut, above

aud vicinity cur id by the White Pine Compound, widen cau be rtfei rid to, and hundreds oi
case. ofKidney complains. cured entirely by taking
the White Fine Compound, having been reported
by druggists

anilities for exoouting in

on

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,
j«as»

The Great

For

PORTLAND. ME.

LOMBARD & GORE,

THE STEAMERS

8)e,

Rousts tor Sale.
A three story Brick House and Lot on Lin-

coin street.
a two story Wooden

Steamship-,

Exchange

Fox Block, 821-2

ar-

Portland and Boston Line.

’-«*

Farm for Sale.
Teat superior A. 1 farm, recently

Varmonth, Jan. 17,1«66.

To be suooeeded by the
the 4ih February.
Portland, Nor. 21,1864.

O0and6<S^IMf0t

GRAND

after the

from Montreal
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool—
Cabin (acoording to accommodations) S66 to S80.
S80.
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or Its equivalent.
to
For freight or pa-sago apply
Bugs a Andrew allan,
SG.T.lt.E. Passenger Depot.

jmSKSSEL On and after November lit, 1884,
VSCSMtriuiis will leave as follows, until further notio©:
Leave Saoo Elver for Portland, us 8.30 and 940
A. M„ and 3.40 P. M.
BlC0 BlTer’at®-°°4*
2
The 2.00 P. M. train out and the 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
oars attached.
Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
8tandteh, steep Fails, Baldwin, Donmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryebnrg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson, Himington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonnoy EaSouth Limington, Limington, Llmeilok, Neweid, Parsonsttela7and Ossipeo.
At Sacoarappa, lor South Windham, Bast Staadish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,

UTEPORTANT TO

--

■■■■■■January, immediately
| rival
ul urn wain of the p-evioueday

YORK &

—whew 1 scis s! guess I can hold out another
minute!” “You can’t!” shrieked the now boiling Smith, who rolled out and bolted thrbu'gh
the partition.expecting to find the other quite *
cooked- “You infernal rascal! why didn’t
you put the plug in?” “Why, I didn’t agrtfe
to,” said the imperturbable, joker. ‘‘Why in
thunder didn’t you leave yours out!”

FOR SALE & TO LET.

by
by

Portland at7 A. M. daily, and
tDWIN NOYES,

F

[

“So can I,” answered Smith. “Scis-s-squash 1
lightning 1 It is awful 1” Fifteen seconds passed, equal to half an hour by Smith’s imaginary watch. “I say, over here, how Is it now ?"
“O nearly up to the billn’ pint: O Christopher!” answered the diabolical villain, who
was lying in the empty tub, while the hot water passed out of the escape pipe.
By this
time Smith was splurging about tike a boiled
and
called
lobster,
again-"I s-a-y, over there,
how is It now?” “Hot,” replied Brown;“but

to

Popular Remedy
Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Croup, and Whooping
Cough.
Oures
G-ravel,
And all Kidney Diseases !
St.,

Proprietors,

The steamship MORAVIAN, Capt.
Alton, will sell from this port tor
Liverpool on SATURDAY, the 28th

MEDICAL.

MRS. M. G. BROWN’S

WHITE PISE MPMSII,

CALORIC POWER

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,
N. A. FOSTER & 00.,

Baturn Ticket! granted at Deduced Bates.

MEDICAL.

POLAND'S

DR.

THE DAILY PRESS,

BOOKED

Londonderry and Liverpool.

Sen.

Fauxb from Portland atd Boston
Bangor will be made the haicn as

any other line.

quoth Smith;
“How is it, Brown—pretty warm?”
“Yes,” said the other, “it is getting mighty
hot: but I guess I can hold out a minute long-

II

_

Central

this rout©

>( >

—TO—

atJJOA. sfc^
ireeport^rnns-

stations

Warm Bath Wagbr.—Smith waa a man
who never permitted himself to be outdone—
he would do whatever anybody else could.
Smith met Brown in a bath-room,and Brown,
knowing the other’s conceit, said that he
(Brown) could endure a hotter bath than any
living man. Thereat Smith fired up, and a
bet was made.
Two bathing tubs were prepared, with isix
inches of water in each. The fellows stripped,
and, separated by a cloth partition, each one.
got in and let on the hot water on the woiid—
the wager being who should stay in the longest with the hot water running. Smith drew
up his feet as lar as possible Iron* the boiling
stream, while Browu pulled out the plug in the
bottom of the tub. After about half a minute,

v--

m.

iron

.-J4

I

States

PASSENGERS

the passenger train is dne in Portland
s
in s irain takes pass©dgets at Kendall
the train frem Bangor
Tic
at
.ok
Kara
eold
are
Cokkkct
BrunsWick Bate, and all other stations between
ana all other
wick and Jtend&li’eMills, lor Bangor
Ji- H. oast of
on the Maine

Mills

cultivated developemeut, adorn thepages

,;

Carrying

evening.
Returning,
at 2 P.

>,

I

Montreal Ocean Steamship Oo, PETROLEUM!
the Canadian and United
Malls.

Passenger Trains leave

iirnfflli1"' rL

of Holmes, Lowell, and others of our litterathe
ry men- About two years ago, when
Prince ol Wales was soon to marry the Prinsent
a
letter
cess Alexandria, Queen Victoria
to each of the sovereigns, informing them of
her son’s betrothal, and among the rest to
President Lincoln. Lord Lyons, her ambassador at Washington, and who, by the way. Is
Linunmarried, requested an audience of Mr.
this important
coln, that he might present time
appointed
document in person. At the
he was received at the White House, ig company with Mr. Seward.
4Miy It pU’.ase your Kxcelleucy, said Lord
Lyons, ‘I hold in my hand an autograph letter from my royal mistress, Queen Victoria,
which I have been commanded to present to
your Excellency, that her son, bis Royal
Highness the Prince ot Wales, is about to
contract a matrimonial alliance with her Royal
Highness the Princess Alexandra of Denmark.’
After continuing In this strain for a few
minutes, Lord Lyons tendered the letter to
the President and awaited his reply. It was
short, simple, and expressive, and consisted
simply of the words:
‘Lord Lyons, go thou and do likewise.’
We doubt If auy English Embassador was
ever addressed In this manner before, and
would be glad to learn what success he met
with In putiing the reply in diplomatic language when he reported it to her Majesty.
It is said that sometime since, when a deputation of clergymen presented and address to
to the President, in which he waa styled‘a
pillar ot the church,’ he quaintly, and perhaps
truthfully, remarked that ‘they would ”have
done much better to call him a steeple.’

er.”

I

TTI

A writer in the Watchman and Reflector
tells the following stories of the President:
“Mr. Lincoln nas a fund of humor which,
though not always dignified, is harmless. I‘
is ever apt and ready, and doubtless among ®!‘
the wearing sorrows of his public life b»» al*
forded him relief when he would otherwise
This
have broken down under his heavy
Joat*sarcastic.
jocoseness is sometimes grim
It is always playful, yet Is uev«r abusive, and
seldom wouuds. Or ten it i* nicely adapted to
the place and occasion, aai is used with great
effect. It is one .'orto ol that humor that is

mepioal,

petroleum.

STEAMBOATS,

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANY.

Price per Bottte,
“
“

■in M* <2.

large.$1,00
email,.

U

Brown’s .“Scalp Renovator.”

Well known tor renewing the aoalp, Increasing end

•trengthesihg the hair.

Price per Bottle, Si.
OTThe above celebrated Medlotnea are to be had
•f R. H. Hay, cor. Middle and Free sts, and Drugnor!7 18M dWffSfewly
gists generally
■

lebdtodkeowlr__
atbr’*
_
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